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O.HAP'.fER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

A stu.dy of hum.an relationships must seem a tr:U'le odd, pedestrian, 

or even irrelevant to those who still search diligently through 

Oonrad in. order to be stimulated by his t•a.toospherictt passages, who 

still demand salty 781.'ns from the "Pro• Laureate of the .Merchant 

Service", or who require from. Conrad a. "romantio 11 tale oa.lling :for 

no cerebral activity whatever on the part ot the reader. Ibwever, 

these are not the only approacthes to Conrad. My concern is with 

Conrad as novelist, as explorer of moral themes, and above all, as 

pessi.mistio writer. Joseph Conrad w.rote best when depioting human 

beingsj) human beings in .relation to ea.oh other, in relation to the 

society in which they lived, in relation to the world. These aspects 

of his work well WIU'rant examination in terms of his themes and 

dominant philosophical attitude .. 

Htunan relationships form as important rm aspect of' Conrad's great 

"WOl'ks as almost any of the numerous other aspeots that have rece1 ved 

the attention of literary oritios over the last half-century. Co:rµ:-ad'e 

interest in the relationships of others and his aoute awareness of' his 

ovm relationship with human beings provided him with material whioh he 

used again and a.gain to advantage.. H.Ov.ever, the human relationships 

portraJ'ed by Conrad be8l.' no resemblance to those which form the subject 

l+. 
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of' novels ot certain other 'Wl'iters, SEl.ll1U!!ll Butler and Ivy Compton 

Burnett, for instanae., 'l'hese latter are ioore concerned m th the 

intimate relationship between members of one :tami.ly. In Oonl'a.d the 

tension whioh gives thle relationships their dramatic interest is not 

so mWJh one of temperament, but rather a tension of conflicting ioorality 

and aonflioting views of life. Through human relationships Conrad 

develops his moral themes and reveals his own attitude to life and 

humanity. I intend in this thesis to examine certain types of human 

relationships in the wrks which :t oonaider to be Conrad 1 s greatest, in 

order to provide evidenoe with which to reassess some current attitudes 

on his life and work. 

Too human re la.tion.ships in Conrad have reaei ved 1i tt le beyond 

passing attention from his many critics. Their neglect in favour of' 

other aspects of his art has led to the obscuring or misinterpreting 

of oertain fundamental elements ot his 1110rk.. 11':uoh of the more scholarly 

Oonrad oritioism tends to place too heavy an emphasis on biographioal 

details of his life or odd utteranoes in his speeohes and letters in 

assessing his work and his atti tune to life.. It is from the novels 

themselves that we fA83 obtain the most reliehle evidence for the discovery 

of the attitude to life upheld in them and Conrad's general attitude to 

life behind them. At least this evidence is mo.re reliable than the 

peran'ibulato.ry sp$culations of certain littera.teurs on choice Oonra.dian 

phrases expressing the invincibility of the British .Merchant Servioe and 

the indomi.tability of the English spirit .. 



Both good and bad oritios tend to place too 11'1.UOh emphasis on 

important ohat'a.cters in the nowls and their psyohologiaal affiliations 

with their area.tor.. This approaoh has of'ten led a Qritio to identify 

a particular aha.rooter' s philoaophioal attitude with Conrad• s. Sooh 

a or:ttioal method is useless unless the relationships of the ahara.cte:rs 

with each other and the world of the novel a.re taken into careful 

account.. These oha.raoters exist drama.tioally ohie:fly in relation to 

each other. In Lord Jim, tor instance, wi thou.t Marlow there oould be 

no .Jim, or if there were, he would be uninteresting. In Under Western 

Ey_e! without the Russian reaotiona.riea and revolutional'ies there {lould 

be no Ra.zwrov. While the approaoh to the oha.raoters as individuals 

is admissable in studying Heart of Darkness, a."ld Th.e Shadow Line, it 

bacmm.es intolerable when Lord ,Jim is discussed as though he were the 

special oase of a psyohoanalist. If he characters erlst as fictional 

oharaoters in a fictional vvorld, created in relation to each other for 

a serious moral pu.t'pose. 

Yet Conrad scholarship has not been valueless. Certain remarks 

have been made by reoent writers of particular importanae to the subject 

of human relations.hips, and we shall first turn our attention to these. 

Oritical writings have also been. of pe.rtioulal:' value in the assessing of 

other subjeots of direat concern to this thesis, to disoussion of which 

the remainder of this introduction is devoted: the establishment of 

the ttoa.non" of greater Conrad works from whioh the novels of this atudy 

were ohr:>SE1r1~ the ascertaining of the philosophical attitude behind his 
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'WOl'ka, and the discovery ot cierte.in moral themes which, especially 

in the greater WO!'ks, provide a central interest and oonneoting thread. 

Very few critical writings on Oonrad a.re oonoerned with a particular 

aspect of his a.rt.. Even too greatest critical works are general studies 

whiah neve~theless single out certain works f'o.r oloae study and certain 

topics for detailed discussion. Ho'fltever, several statements have been 

made recently i'eminding the reader of the relative importance ot the 

aspect of the human relationships in the novels, and of the oontribution 

made by all the characters in relation to eaoh other in the development 

of th.ems. 

A. J.. Guarard rem.arks, speaking of ftThe Searet Sharer": 

It "WOul.d be improper to forget, whil• preoccupied with the 
psychological symbolism, that Leggatt ia substantial f'leah and 
blood. The story drama.tizes a human relationship and indi'Vidual 
moral bond at variance with the moral bond to the oommunity 
iroplioit in laws and maritime tradition. 1 

In. inu.eh rooent cri tioism of Conrad' a work the moral bonds are fully 

:t•eoognised" but the human relationship which ai'fects the nature of the 

iroral bond i~ inalinctd to be forgotten., Critics tend to be preoccupied 

with the themes and their development in terms of a single charaoter. 

1 .A .. J.,, Guerard, Qonrad _the Nowlist, Harvard Un:iversity Press, 
London; Oxford University Press, London, 1959, p.23. 
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to the oaptain, bu.t Brown does not exist merely as a shadowy moral 

entity in Jim' a mind. He is a flesh and blood oharaoter, whom Jim 

meets and who fights with Jim using real words, displaying real passions .. 

The psychological element is th.Eu.•e, and is meant to be taken into account, 

but Lord Jim is a novel, not a "case-history", and it is worked out 

through a sel'ies o:f' enoou:nters of different roon with each other. Jim's 

existenoe is limited to a work of art, not to human life. Af'ter warning 

the reader not to identify himself with Marlow and Stein, Guerard remarks: 

Then to whom end to what should the reader a.ttend 11 if not to 
his professed guides? The answer of course is that he should 
attend ll eagerly yet skeptically, to everything: to the moral
izing of the guides, yes, but even more to every scrap of 
evidence they offer by wa:y ot anecdote, digression, example .. 
The reading of this novel ia a combat: within the reader, 
between reader and narrators, between reader and that watching 
and controlling mind ultimately responsible for the distortions. 1 

These conflicts are generated in the first instanoe by cmnf'liots existing 

in the novel, between narrator and oharaote.r 11 character and oharaoter .. 

In this novel, and more espeoially in Noatromo, it is often the little 

detail of personality, the little fragment of conversation that adds to 

the development or the moral theme. 

R. p., Warren, speaking of Nostromo, says~ 

But we orumot speak of the ohara.oters aa suoh, for Conrad, in 
one sense, had little oonoern for character independently consid-
ered. He is no Dickens or Shakespeare 11 with relish for the 
niere variety and richness of personality. Rather, for him a 
oharaoter lives in terins of its typical involvement with sit
uation and them.a, the :f'able, the fable as s,y1ribol tor exfoliating 

1 2£• oit., p.153. 
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theme, is the central ta.oto 1 

Warren is right to turn attention awa;s from oonS-ideration of' the ohal'aoter 

as individual.. Yet Conrad is also concerned with a series of htmL!'m. 

relationships between different characters in terms of' their inwl "'Mment 

with situation and theme,. Warren himself implies that he has noted 

this when he refers to Noet.rooo as 11a complex of personal stories, 

intimately intertused, s. chroma.tic scale of at ti tudestt. 2 

Conrad's interest in the border-line nature of certain ol'imes is 

noted by Guerard, and also the con:fliot existing in Oonrad him.self. 3 

This conflict is projected into the novels by means of personal relation

ships_, by the juxtaposition of the different points of' view of certain 

oharaaters, by ohara.ate:i:>r!l who find them.selves unable to pass judgment 

on other ohara.oters11 especially in Iord Jim and Nostrom.o. In Under 

Western Eze' Razwoov him.self is divided, and is wearied by demands made 

on him through his relationship with reaotionary mid revolutionary. 

His oonfession results from a longing to haw done with the conf'lioting 

moralities of both sides, with the world at large for ever, not :from. a 

desire to submit to justice.. In The Secret Agent the anarohi1:1ts are 

firmly established as ville.ins, but when Winnie's relationship with 

1 R. P. warren, "Nostromo" in Sewanee Review, .59: 363-91, July, 
1951~ (Reprinted as Introduotion to Modern Library edition 
of Nost>::,o!!?, 1951.) P • 371. 

2 02. cit., p.381. 

3 Conrad the Noveli&t, pp.21-3. 
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others Md with the world is ta.lcen into aDcount, the reader begins to 

question whether or not she was really guilty of a ~ral offenae. 

o:dtios I found that the treatment of human relationships reaches its 

greatest intensity and subtlety, and decided to try to disoover why this 

was so.. In these "WOrks a relationship is very seldom. Etxploited to 

develop the narrative a.lone.. Ocmrad :f'r~s even the shortest meetings 

of his characters in suoh a WI:~ that they give a new slant, a new dir

ection, to a moral the~. Thus this study of' Lo.rd Jim, Nostromo, !!!! 

Secret 48ent and Under W~l\ltern E.yee was undertakEiri.. A close analysis 

was made o:t' enoounters between characters 1n the four novels and of 

personal relationships de11elopea, and an attempt was made to discover 

the significance of these relationships. A le111s intenmiw study was 

ma.de of relationships established in all other works of Conrad .. 

. "?) '?he Conrad "Canon" an(l tl}e Seleo,t,ion ot the Period. 

or greatest assistance in selecting an area suitable for this study 

Aohi.evement and Decline .. 1 
-- IS ... ~ 

His 

'Vrol'k follows the rema!'kably Slllllall line of literary critics who make any 

attempt to oisol'iminate 'between the good and bad Conrad., John Gals-

worthy' s ll8.l'nin~ "It doos disservice to Con.rad' s me/ff.Dry to be indiscrim-

1 T. o. Moser, Jose2h Conrad: .... Achievement and Deoline, Harvard 
University Preast Cambridge; OX:ford University Press,. Iondon, 
19.57. 
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ina.te in praise o:f' his -worktt has not been heeded until quite reoently. 1 

Following Galsworthy is Leavi.s• s rather hurried attempt at discriMin-. 

ation, in whioh he plaoes Olum.oe and '{iotor1 in the same rank as Nostromo, 

The Seo:r~t 4J;ent, and 'ltnder Wes~ern E,l!s 11 
2 and the more careful analysis 

in Gu.era.rd• s first book on Conrad, Joseph Conrad, in whioh he newrth.eless 

makes little attempt to analyse Oonrad' s decline, and considers Victory, 

Chance and U'ndel' Western Eze11 second rate, and The Seoret 48ept below 

all three. 3 This judgment was altered when Guerard wrote his second 

book, Oonrad the Novelist. Jocelyn Baines takes a sindlar position 

to Gu.erara• s in 1947, oonsidering The .~eo.}'et Agent inferior to Viotor.z.4 

Douglas Hewitt in his Oonrad; A Reassessment, names a pa.rtioular period 

as Oonrad • s best• and is foroecl to consider tales su.oh as "Falk tt and 

11The End of the Tether"' with the major nowls.5 l.ess valuable attempts 

have been naade at discrimination. There is Oliver Warner• s longer book 

in which Warner ignores oompletely the remarks of Leavis and Q.uerard, 

so that while Lord Jim enters his ola.ssifioation of greater novels by a 

bare margin, y;otor1 and 'rhe Rover stand alongside Nostromo 11 The Secret 

1 John Gals"WOrthy, "Reminiscences of OonraiP', pp.195-212 of 
Oenaelebra. New York, Scribner, 1933· P.181. 

2 F. R. Lea.vis, '*Joseph Conrad", in The Great Tradition. London, 
Oha.tto end Windus~ 1948. Pp.173-22'. First printed as '*Reval
uations: Joseph Oonrad", in Scrutiny, 10: 22-50, 157-81, June
Ootobeu:·, 1941. 

3 A .. J. Guerard, JosephO.onrag, New York, New Directions, 1947, p.27. 

4 J. Baines, Joseph Oonrad: A Critioal.Bioe:ag&, London, Weiden
feld and Nicolson, 1960, pp.329-330. 

5 D. Hewitt, Conrad; A Reassessment, Oeuibridge, Bowes and Bowes, 
1952. 
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Aa;ent and Under Western Eyes. 1 M., o .. Bra.db.rook, writing before Les.vis 

and Guerard, notes Conrad' a decline, but olasses Oh.a.nae, Viotory ana 

The Rover among the great novels, and oonsiders the oonstruotion of 

Unde~ Western Eye~ awkward.2 Edwal'd Orankshaw, interested primarily 

in teolmique, places Ohanoe bef'ore Under Western Eyes without regard 

tor their subject m.atter.3 Hugh Walpole was one of the first to note 

the inferiority of Conrad's early work-the clttmsy development and the 

overcharging with "atmospherett., 4 

Moser's analysis overshadow111 any of the foregoing in the attempt 

to find Conrad's best work and to analyse his failure,. He shows that 

Conrad just could not deal with themes of romantic love or w.i. th sexual 

themes, that works in which these them.es were dominant inevitably tailed, 

and that his continuous use o:f' these in his latter period was in part 

responsible for artistic failure .. 5 Moser notes as well the failure of 

the early viorks, ,A;J.Ner' s Foll,Y, An Outcast of' the I elands, and Ta1es 

of Unrest /1 which also contained romantic love thsmes, but which failed 

prilllarily because of immature oraftsmanship.. He notes the failure of 

1 o.. warner, ~.?.,S!J?h Co!U'ad, !Dndon, Longmans, Green, 1951. 

2 M., o .. Bradbrook, Joseph Oonr,adz Pol.and' s Epgli$h Genius, 
Cambridge, The. University Press; 1941. 

3 Edward Crankshaw, ![9.~eph Oonrad; Some Aspe~ts of the .Art· of the 
Novel; London, John Lme, The Bodley Head, 1936, J?l>-13,5-7 .. 

4 Hugh Walpol~, Jo!!&h Conra.Q, Il>ndon, Nisbet, 1916. 

5 
Joseph Conrad: Achievement and P.eoline, see eiilpeoially p .. 102., 



certain works even in Conrad's' successful period beoause of indulgence 

in sentimentality or because the tales were written quickly to bring in 

ready money .. For whatever reason Conrad turned away from. his explorations 

of moral failure to the more '*norm.al 11 subject of' novelists, and there are 

a. number of possible reasons 11 his viork fell from first to second rate. 

In his recent book Guerard confirms Moser• s view: 

But I could not agree mo.re warmly that the beat work of Conrad is 
the work of a tragic pessimist, oonaerned with other kinds of 
masculine failure than sexual" and that his turn to ttnormalitytt 
was atul tifying. 1 

When the works of Conrad• s apprenticeship and declining periods are 

excluded, (along with poorer works ot: his major period), we are lett with 

five novels, 'l'he Nigger of the 1'1Naroissus11 , .Lord Jim, Nostromo, The Secret 

A-,gen~, a:nd Under Western Eyea, and five minor novels or tales, Youth, 

Heart of Darkness, TlPhoon, "The Secret Sharer", and The Shadow Line .. 

All these works explore serious moral themes.. None fails artistically 

because of large areas of poor writing, sentimentality~ or laok of 

Yet while human relationships in the minor works 

and '?he Nigger of the "Naroiasus" are by no means unimportant, beoause 

of their length, the oomplerlty of huuil\U'l relationships in them, and 

their formal artistic me.ritst the four novels of this study must be 

considered the greatest~ 

In these novels the individual spiritual problems that dominate the 

shorter works are still there, yet the aharactei'a are expected to grapple 

1 ~ad the Novelist, P•5.5e 



with them, not alone, but in thFJ presenoe of' others who oreate,, help 

area.te, or who lliOdity the p:t'oblams. But if' human life receives its 

greatest oomplerlty of' treatment within these novels, so does Con.ra.d' s 

attitude to the meaning of life receive its fullest e:xpression • 

• o) Co:nra.d' s PhlJpsophiaal Attitude ... 

As many critics and biograph.era who Wl'i.te about Conrad make an 

attempt to define his attitude to lite or assume that Con.rad took a 

certain attitude, there a.re almost as numy opinions on the subjeot as 

there are literary critics and biographers of' oonraa. However t there 

ha.s been an increasing tendency to consider Conrad a highly soept:i.oa.l 

writel'. Nearly all Conl'ad' s early critics were misled b,y the figul'e 

ot the toiling se&.mai! with his Mierohant Se:i:vloe morality, and the over

wt'>rked writer• also by oerta.in utteranoes in his letters and in tbs two 

semi-autobiographical works, especially the famous statement in A PE!lrsonal 

Reoordt 

Those who read me know 1i\Y' aonviotion that the world, the 
temporal world, rests on a f&W very sill\)le ideas; so simple 
that they must be as old as the hill:ll~ It rest$ notably;; 
among others, on the idea of Fidelity. 1 

The early aritios took such statements as these at their face value, and 

were either too careless, too unl'Jilling or inoapable of sea.rahing deeper 

into Conrad. It has taken the f'orae of two world wars to enable men 

1 A PerSQnal Reoord, 11A Familiar Frefa.ae 11 ; p.xix. (All page 
references to Oonrad' s works refer to editions using the same 
pagination as The Wol'ks of Joseph Conrad, the Uniform edi t1on11 

r...ondon and Toronto, J •. ~1. Dent, 192}-8.. See p .. 190 .. ) 
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to see the other Conrad, the Oonrad with his faith in the world torn 

to shreds by sorrow, exile, hardship and attacks of illness .. 

It is not very strange that it was not an l<::nglishman, but an 

American, U. L. Menoken, who first noticed seriously the aisturbing 

:nature of Conrad's ®rks. .Menoken' s approach in an essay in A Book 

1 of Prefaces follows a rem.at"k by Wilson Follett noting "a sense of 

seeking and not f'inding"2 under Conrad's stories. Follettts book, 

published in 1915, was already out o:f print when Menoken wrote.. Men-

cken's remarks, published in his book in 1917 while Conrad was still 

alive, were completely ignored by critics until very recently: 

Conrad is forever fascinated by the "immense indifference of 
things," the tragic vanity of the blind groping that we call 
aspiration, the profound meaninglesi;mess of lite--fasoinated, 
and left wondering.3 

Another prophet in the wililerness, Stefan Napierski, a Pole this time, 

made these ill.lportant observations in 1926: 

It would seem that if ever anybody's work contained the maximWll 
ot unpopular elements, it would be Conrad's.. How cultivated 
and sensitive--or how sUperfioial..-must his Anglo-Saxon readers 
be, to have accepted this tasoinating and destructive artist! 
Do they not f'eel the despa.11' lurking behind these truly nihil
istic books? • • • There are moments when one begins to doubt 
whether the man who wrote these terribly logical and impla.oable 
books was really a strong, unbroken nwm, whether his pathos was 

1 H. Le Menoken, 1•Joseph Conrad"• in A Book of Pref'a.oes.. New 
York, Knopf, 1917. Pp.11-64. 

2 Wilson Follett
1 

Joseph Conrad~ Garden City, New York, Doubleday, 
Page, 1915. \Unobtainable in New Zealand.) 

3 a. L. Men~ken, OR· oit., p.11. 
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not a mask, whether his heroic, tragioal taoe did not hide some 
unknown, invisible misery, a misery which his whole life and his 
whole work were not sutfioient to efface. 1 

The English oritios were not troubled for many yea.rs by such disturbing 

thoughts. One has only to look for instance at the self-assured utter-

a.noes of lord David Cecil, to realise the truth of Napier skits remarks 

on Conrad's "Anglo-Saxon readers". 2 

O:f' recent or! tics who take :ioore than a superficial view Lea.vis 

denies Con.rad a •1philosophy", presumably meaning a consistent world-

view, but suggests that while he believed in the morality surrounding 

the Merchant Service, he displayed an underlying soeptioism.3 Hewitt, 

Moser and Guerard explore Conrad's view of life, and they reach the 

conclusion tha.t he was a soeptiaal writer. Jocelyn Baines' a book also 

reveals the pessimism and scepticism in Conrad' a li:f'e and work. Guerard' s 

view was not shaken appreciably between the writing of his tvm books, 

yet he does note the possibility of the spirit of the time influenoing 

his view. Hewitt thinks that Oonra.d was pessimistio, but never oynioal. 

Vernon Young oonsiders Conrad inoapable o:f real soeptioism. or real 

1 Stefen Napierski, "Z Uwag o Josephie Conradzie", in \Viadomasoi 
Literaokie? Rok 1, 136, 8 August 1926, p.1. Extract translated 
and reprinted in Gustav Morf, TlJ.e)?~lish rteritaa!....c.?f' Joseph 
Conrad, London, Sampson Low, Marston, 1930, Appendix IV, pp. 
237-9. 

2 David Ceoil, "Joseph Conrad'', in London Mf!.Zazin*!, 1:54--71, 
September, 1954. 

3 The Great Tradition, p. 200. 
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commitment. 1 Less pessimistic views have been adopted by sol11$ reoent 

writers. For instance R* P. Warren thinks that Nostromo pats forward 

a more optimistic view, while he admits the pessill'd.Bl11 ot Conrad himself., 2 

M. D.. Zabel gives attention to the fact that Conrad 1 s insight went 

muah deeper into things than was revealed in his essays and personal 

writings, but does not explore him as sceptic • .3 Oliver Vfarner has no 

conception of Conrad as pessimist.4 

It is difficult because of Conrad 1 s reserved nature to attain a 

deep insight into the man, although this does not necessarily mean that 

:g. :M. Forster 1 s suggestion is valid, "that he is misty in the middle 
r: 

as well as at the edges•l, =-' or that the selt-e:ffaoing nature of the 

artist in attempting to conceal his personal attitude is responsible 

tor the t"ailure of the work of art produoed. In the Authol' 1 a Note to 

1 Vernon Young, "J.oseph Conrad: Outline tor a Reoonsiderationtt, in 
Hudson Review, 2s5-19, Spring, 1949, p.11. 

2 "Nostromo 11 in Sewanee Review, 59: 36.3-91, July, 1951. 

3 :M. D. Zabel,. Introduction to The Portable Conrad. New York, 
Viking, 1947. P.10. 

4 o .. Warner, Joseph Conrad, I.i0ndon, Longnians, 1950; and .£01'..!Jl.B 
~' London1 I~ngmans; 1951v 

51~. M. :F1orster, "Joseph Conrad: A Note", pp.134-8 of Abinger 
Harvest. London, Edward Arnold, 1936. P.135. Notice also 
Conrad's own disclaimers on the subject, which really show little 
beyond the :t"aot that he underestimated rJ.mself: Letter to R. B. 
Ounninghame Graham, 7 August 1897, in G. J. Aubry, Joseph Conrad: 
Life and r.ietters, Garden City, New Yo.rk, Doubleday, Page; T.JOndon, 
William. Ifeinemann, 1927, Vol. I, p. 209; and letter to Edward 
Garnett,' 20 July 190.5, in Letters f'rolll aonrad, 1892:1924> edited 
by Edward Garnett, London, NonesuohPress, 1928, p.199~ 
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Notes on Life and I.10tters Conrad himself remarks that we never oatoh him 

en pantouf'lel!I. 1 In essays such as these and in the autobiographioal 

works Conrad reveals far less of' his personality than he does in his 

novels. In the former he turns a :f'aoe of courage to his audienoe, 

perhaps for a moral purpose .. Yet even in the novels the use of the 

narrator or of a detached ironioal point of view tends to make it 

difficult to reach any final decision on Conrad's attitude. Was it 

identical with Marlowt s? with that of the teaohel' of languages? with 

any of the Nostromo oha.raaters? Was it consistent? Is there any 

attitude of any kind behind the novels? 

From the works, letters, and autobiog.t'aphi.cal material it appeal's 

that Joseph Conrad's view of the world was generally pessimistia, although 

he may have displayed optimism intentionally when in good health, when 

entertaining visitors, or when writing his essays, espeoially those of 

a patriotic natllk'e., His intimate letters reveal almost monotonously 

the everlasting difficulties he encountered in produoing his work. Per

haps in this letter to :Marguerite l?oradowska he gives us the closest 

gli~se ot the world's impression on him: 

Life rolls on in bitter floods, like the grim and brutal ocean 
under a sky covered with duk clouds, and there are days when 
the poor souls who have embarked on the disheartening voyage 
imagine that never has a ray o:f' sun been able to break through 
that dreary veil; that never will the sun shine again; that 
it has never even existed! Eyes that the sharp wind of grief 
has filled with tears must be pardone.d if they refuse to see the 

1 Notes on Life a.na Letters, p.v:t. 
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blue; lips that have tasted the bitteI'ness of life must be 
pardoned if' they refuse to utter words of hope. 1 

Oonrad's attitude does not obtrude itself insistently in the narrative 

as does Hardy's, nol:' does Conrad him.self interpose between the narra.ti ve 

to present his views as Butler does. Oonrad' s narratives a.re so finely 

worked out that the nihilistic closes of, especially, The Seoret Asent 

and Under Western Eyes are inevitable. 

Problems set by Conrad a.re very often left to the reader to solve, 

even the problem of defining good and evil, hence a :f'Ut'ther di:f'fiaul ty 

in discovering his attitude. If' we take seriously Conradt s rema.rk11 on 

tideli ty in A Peri;ional Record Jim and Nostromo are guilty of a serious 

moral failure, and the p.roblEUa ends th.ere. If we are to take into 

consideration the evidence presented through the whole novel in eaoh 

case, we are foroed to see the multiplioity of arguments for and against, 

and that no final judgment is ma.de on the situation; so that the author's 

attitude is almost totally eclipsed. Only very reoently have oritios 

paid muoh attention to this aspect, al though Mort did point it out in 

his book, in referring to the Biblioal influenoes in Conrad's writing: 

For Joseph Conrad' a style betrays truly a praphetio inspiration 
and if he has not become a prophet, it is because he avoids all 

1 23 Maroh 1890, in .Letters o:f Joseph Com-a.a to J:4argueri te .. Poradowska, 
1890-1920, trs.nslated from the French and edited by John A. ~e and 
Paul J. StUt'm, New Haven, Yale University Pi'ess, 1940, p.8. See 
also letter 13 May 1903, in Letters from Conrad. 1895-19?b, edited 
by Edward Garnett, p.190, revealing Conrad's scepticism concerning 
the qualities of his oork; and lette.r 23 July 1916, op. oit., 
p.268, revealing Conrad's wartime despai~. 
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solution, all definite judgment, and contents himself to lead 
the reader, by the sorutf of his nook, right into the oentre ot 
a burning problem and to abandon him. th.ere .. 1 

This tendency may well have its origin in Conrad! s personality, as 

Guerard suggests: 

the best VJOrk was built, nearly as much a.a Gide's beat, out of 
oontlict, arudety, fear. Conrad too was a much divided man. 2 

This attitude of 'Wl.Certainty is not contradictory to, but in keeping 

with, and oontributary to Conrad's dominant attitude of pessimism and 

scepticism.. The affirmative person will seldom miss an opportunity 

to pronounce or suggest a final judgment.. The sceptic flees from 

judgment, the pessimist spurns it. 

Little need be said about Conrad's political and religious affiliations. 

He had no religious affiliations after childhood, and his letters, works 

and essays reveal little interest in contemporary politios.3 Neither 

his VJOrks nor his life reveal him. as a consistent aristocrat, liberal, 

1 Gustav Mor:f', The Polish Heritye of' Joseph Conrad, p.217.. See 
also Arnold Kettle, "The Greatness of' Joseph Conrad", in Modern 
QWU'terl.v, New Series 31 3t63-81, Sum.mer, 19"8, pp.76-7; and A. 
J. Guerard, Conrad the Novelist, p.23. 

2 Conrad the Novelist, p.2. See aliso !'i?P• ci~., p.57; and a 
similar statement by Gustav Mort, .The Polish Her:i.tye of Jos!Ph 
oonra.a, P• 91. 

3 His letters reveal the feelings otr a Conservative of his time, 
but do not reveal deep thought on political matters. For 
instanoe see letter to Spiridion Kliszozewski, 19 December 1885, 
in G .. J. A.Ubry, Jose:eh Conrad: Life and Letters, Vol. I, p.84; 
letter to Hugh Clifford, 25 January 191911 op. cit., Vol. II, 
pp.216-8; and letter to Elbridge L. Adams, 20 November 1922, 
op. oit., Vol. II, p.285. 
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.reactionary or rewlutionary.. His works reveal a scepticism towards 

political systems and institutions.. In spite of anti-revolutionary 

feeling,. Oonrad succeeded in his "WO.t'k in effacing much of this .. 

If literary criticism were confined to England it seems quite 

possible that the real Conrad would still remain conveniently concealed 

be.hind the mask of patriotism and the Nineteenth Oentu.ry English version 

of the stoic virtues. Fortunately oritios in other countries have 

taken him more seriously, espeoially American oritios, and have fearlessly 

examined the less pleasant, but greater side of his wurk. However, 

H. L. Menoken• s ori tioism proceeds too far.. In acclaiming Conrad as 

sceptic, Menoken denies that Conrad was a nnralist .. 1 While Conrad does 

not descend to 0 moralising" in the narrow sense of' the term.. Menaken ts 

olaim is unjustified.. Because Conra.d•s works suggest thats in the 

final issue, there is no hope fol' mankind, this does not mean that Oon-

rad abandoned making suggestions :f'or man' s illlprovem.ent, for the easing 

of .his burden of lite. This is amply demonstl'ated by certain themes 

that recur throughout his work .. 

d) Oonra.d' s Moral Themes. 

U'a 1~'1 r :, 1 t~ !! 

As has beenj\ampty:-deJMns~~ by recent critics, especially Moser 

and Guerard, a number of ill!f?ortmnt lib.ral themes appear throughout Conrad's 

work, but with a particular intensity in his great work. These themes 
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a.re aonoerned with man's human limitation, at personal and pu.blio 

levels, with. his moral deoadenoe, with the question of moral standards, 

or the lack of' them, and with man's plight within erlsting moral 

systems .. 

In Conrad moral themes and human relationships are closely linked 

together. This is so in spite o:f' the :faot that Conrad's most important 

theme is that of human moral isolation. This theme is worked out 

chiefly at the personal level, through human relationships. For 

instance Razumov' s JD)l'al isolation is intensified immeasurably by 

the faot that he is obliged to associate with both reactionary and 

revolutionary. He hates both beoause he oannot consent to either 

creed. The themes of betrayal. 11 guilt and atonement are also worked 

out at the personal level. Jim.' s offioial trial is ot little import

ance. Marlow's trial, conducted over a nunlber or years with many 

witnesses, is of great iuportanoe. The evidence and opinions of 

these witnesses is validated or negated th.rough the relationship 

they establish with Marlow. The relationship established between 

Marlow and Jim makes it possible for Marlow to pursue Jim's soul, to 

discover his motiws. 

In Nostromo, The Secret /\;gent and Un~~ Western Ezes the politioal 

themes, also concerned with morality, are worked out once again through 

a series of human contacts. The people of Sulaao cannot avoid contam

ination by its politics because they are so entangled with each other-
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nobody, not even Mrs .. Gould, oan a'mid a certain amount of responsibil

ity tor events. In The Seoret Agent it is not anarchism that th• 

police officials have to fight, but a motley oollootion of individual 

human beings each ot whom has a different philosophy of anarchism based 

on his own personal background~ In Under Western E:res the Russian 

world hurls itself at Razt1.11k>V not ohietly in the form of rival principles, 

but in the fo:rm of' people, of Haldin and Mikulin, both o:f' whom he bates. 

The theme of egoism concerns individuals in so far as it springs 

from individual psyaoologioal qualitie$. However, in Lord Jim, Nostromo 

and ,Heart of Darkness it is never taken up as a matter between Oonra.a 

and the oha.ra.ater oonoet<ned alone, but is developed through a relation

ship established between oharaoters@ For instance it is 1'lal'low who 

truly perceives Jim.' s egoism. Self-.lrnowiedge, another theme apparently 

concerning individuals, ia also explored through relationships. In 

Heart of Darkness Marlow a.ohiews a further degree of self-knowledge 

thl.'ough his relationship with Kurtz.. The same applies to Marlow• s 

relationship with Jim; in faot the border-line nature of Jim's orime 

is established chiefly beoau.se Marlow is almost foroed to admit that he 

would have a<.rt:ed as Jim did.. The Captain's attainment of self-knowledge 

through his relationship with Leggatt is the central theme of t~he 

Secret Sharer". 'the theine of the human being 1 s longing for peaoe, even 

at th$ price of self-destru.ation is one o:f' the few examined in terms 

of individual$. Deooud's and Winnie Verloa's suicides ha:ve no onlookers. 

I'b is from himself and no other that Jim appears to want to escape in 



the end-Marlow is no longer there. .ffowewr the destruotion of two 

characters is brought about partly through a .relationship. Brierly's 

suioide is shown to be partly the result of some obscure a.at, but more 

e5peoially the result of his encounter wlth Jim,. Razumov's confession 

is the result of a psychological desire$ but this desire is brought . 

about by his relationship with lialdin, the RW!lsian police, the revolution

aries, fl.rs .. Hal.din and Nathalie F!aldin. 

In a Conrad novel the ehara.cters are not left on desert islands 

to cU.sa.::>ver their m.c>ral ieolationP their guiltt theiz. egoism, their 

la.alt of' self-knowledge.. They do not necessarily make the disaovery 

themselves 8.t all., Some, like Jim~ are incapable oi' doing so.. In 

the great novels there ia always someone else who shares, or tries to 

share, o.r who hinders. Oomad i~liee through these mol'al themes that 

we must try to helpj' to understand our fellows in their pl'edioa"llellt, 

but he shows how ha.rd, how alrt10at impossible it is to do thia .. 

Thus we see that human relationships do have an important part in 

the greater Conrad novels.. While they are not central subjeots of 

Conrad's novels as they are to novelists aonoerned specifically with 

family relationships, they do develop into themes themselves, or 

have a most impot-tant functional value in the working out of moral 

the!D$s and in the unobtrusive implanting of' Conrad's pessimism and 

We must now look more closely at the human relationships 

themselves, as the critics ha:ve approached them and as they appear in 
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different forrns through Conrad's -work. 



OHAJ?TER TWO 

a) :?he Oritioal Baok,1.round .. 

Through early Oonrad or11d.cism the human element in his 1V0rk 

was seldom oonsidered important, and his critics did not aom.e to 

grips seriously with the attitude to life revealed in it. In4eea 

a oonsiderable stretch of imagination would be necessary to oall some 

of the early writings on Conrad "literary oritioism" at all. While 

the works of Conrad did attraat the notice ot lea.ding authors and 

literary men of' his day, it appears that their writings, which seldom 

went beyond appreciation, misinformed destructive aritioism or 

biographical anecdote, were uniformly superficial; they paid little 

or no heed to those aspeots of Conrad's work now considered worthy 

of critical attention. It is a pity that Conrad criticism began so 

badly, since much space has been wasted sinoe by ari tios refuting 

o>:' qualifying state1JBnts ma.at; by these early writers, espeoially 

JUohard Curle end F. M.., Ford. H.. L. Mencken's 1 and Stefen Nap:lerski' s 2 

essays are the only notable exoeptions to the general dullness. 

Mencken's pungent writing is strongly personal and undisoiplined, con-

1 "Joseph Oonradtt 11 in A Book ot :Pref'a.oes., Pp.11-6lf.. 

2 uz Uwag o Josephie Oonradzie". Extract translated and reprinted 
in Gustav Mt:nrt, ~he Polish Heritye of' Joseph Conrad, PP• 237-9. 
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ta:i.ning within itself a philooopby of pessimism and an attaok on English 

sUpertioial.ity, yet he is the first to acclaim Conrad as one ot the 

l!O!"ld' s great pessimistic writers. 1'he extra.at which Mort publishes 

of Napierski' a essay endorses Menoken' s remarks, a.s we have seen. 1 G. 

J. Aubry's o:f'tioial. biograp~, published in 1927, is reasonably 

scholarly, but contains inaoouraoies. 2 Henry Jam.es makes one or two 

peraepti ve remarks, but much ot his study is unimportant. 3 

Sinoe Conrad's time a large number of' general studies of varying 

standards haw been produced by ess¢sts, compilers of books on literary 

criticism, writers of prefaces to anthologies, and others. Most or 
these are too short and too generalised to be of significant value. 

Oertain more speoi:f'io studies; for instance those of' J. W. Beaoh4 and 

Dorothy Van Ghent5 are excellent within their own sphere. Other short 

. ' 7 studies, for instance those of Forster and GalsworthJr , a.re important 

1 See above1 pp.1;-16. 

2 Jos!J?h Conrad: Lite and Letters. 

3 Henry James, "The New Novel, 1914" 11 in }tote• on NoVEt~ist!s With 
Some Other Notes. New York, Soribner, 1914. · Pp.311+-~1. 

4 J. w. Bea.oh, "Impressionism: Oonrad", in The Twentieth Oentury 
Novel: Studies in Teohni<iue. New York, Appleton-Century, 
1932 .. · 'pp. 337-3~.5e Beach's analysis of the technique employee! 
in Lo.rd Jim is excellent. 

5 Dorothy :a~ Van Ghent, "On Lord Jim'', in The English Novel.. New 
York, Rinehal"t, 1953. Pp.229-44. 

6 Ji!. M .. Forster, "Joseph Oonradi A Note" 11 in Abinjer Harves~ .. 
Pp .. 134-8. 

1 ""Rem:i.nisoences of Oonra.dit, in Oandelebra.. Pp.19.5-212. 



seminal works whiah have been owrsl".1.adowed sin.cut they were written. A 

nwnber of essays have a particular relevanoe to the subject of hurrum 

relationships.. Arnold Kettle's stud;y, "The Greatness of Joseph 

Oonrad", draws attention to a theme of Oonraa•s work often forgotten, 

the social nature o:l.' man, a tbem.1 of major importance to my stud;y 

of the relationship between the indi vi.dual and human society .. 1 Some 

of R. P .. Warren• s remarks on Nostromo a.re relevant to other novels 

studied.. The "complex of personal stories., to whioh he refers is 

also present in a lesser degree in lord Jim, The Seorat Agent and Under 

Western Eyes. 2 ll. D. Zabel3, Vernon Yo~ and Irving Howe5 ue 

deeply aonoerned with Oonrad's attitude revealed in Under Western,J$z~s. 

R. w. Stallman' s criticism of "The Secret Sha.rert• is important indireotly 

sinoe he notes both the internal and external oonfliots in. that work~ 

and points to the relationship between it and other works.6 

Since 1930, when Gustav Morf published his study, a number of mo.re 

detailed studies, some good, some mediocre, have been produced. Mort's 

1 Modern Quarterly, New Series 3, 3:63-81, Summer, 1948. 

2 "N'ostromo*' in Sewanee Review, 59: 363-91, July, 1951. 

3M. D. label, ttoonraa: Th& Secret Sharer~, in N8.}'J .R!I?ublia, 
10~:567-74, 21 ~4pril 1941. 

I+ "Joseph Conrad: Outline for a. Reoonsideration 11 , in Huason 
Review, 2:5•19, Spring, 19~9e 

5 I. Howe, "Joseph OonraClt Order and .Anarchy: The Political 
Novelsn, in Kenyon Review, 5: .505•21 11 Autumn, 1953 .. 

6 R .. w .. Stallman, "Life, Art and 'The Secret Sharer'", in J!orms 
ot :Modern Fiction, @di'ted by w .. Van O'Connor.. Mlnneapolis, 
University of :Minneeota Press, 1948. Pp. 229-42. 



book was the first really to explore Conrad's philosophical attitude, 

and, in spite of hia over-straining of biograp~<ml influences in 

Conrad's work, and his far-fetched psychological interpretations 

especially of Lord Jim and Nostromo, he displays a keen perception 

ot Conrad's sense of isolation, and opens the way to many developments 

in later oritioism. Crankshaw's book is unfortunately rather 

undisciplined• so that at times poor Conrad is lost sight of while 

a lengtb\Y dissertation on the art of the novel is interposed, often 
' . 

with a musical corapa.rison. 1 Gordan' s study is very scholarly, but 

concerned only with Conrad's early work. 2 F. R. Leavis's great 

work, in spite of certain misjudgments. was to draw public and critical 

attention to some of Conrad's best work• especially Nostromo. 

Bradbrook's book made a quieter impact on the critical world, but is 

none the less scholarly. 3 M. D. Zabel• s a:rtiole in the Sewanee 

Renew and his introduction to The Po~table Conrad both warrant 

partioular attention as two o:f' the most perceptive pieaes of' criticism 

ever produced on Oonrad.4 Sinoe Zabel wrote, almost every aspect 

touched on by him has been expanded by later writers. Although much 

1 J;oseph Conrad;, pome As,eeots of the !rt of the Novel. 

2 J. D. Gordan, Joseph Conrad; The Ma.king of a Nowlist, 
Oa.inbridge, 1ifassaohusetts, Ha.rval'd University Press, 1940. 

3 Joseph Co~rad i Poland's English Genius. 

4 M. D. Zabel, "Joseph Conrad: Chance and Reoogni ti on 11
, in 

Sewanee Review, 53: 1-22, Winter, 194.5, and Int.roauotion to 
The Portable Conrad, New York, Viking, 1947. 



of the work of these critics has been overshadowed since they provide 

a useful background to the· study o:f' some of' the more important issues 

of Oonradian criticism, especially the establishment of the Conrad 

ttoanon" and the determination of Conrad's philosophical attitude. The 

poorer studies fail most often because they are not sut'tioiently 

selective in their treatment. For instance Paul Wiley1 and Oliver 

W'arner2 devote so muah space to discussion of works of' inferior quality 

that the great works reoei ve nothing beyond the most superficial 

treatment. 

The v.ork of Guerard, Hewitt, Moser and Baines is particularly 

valuable. In submitting Conrad's work to close, careful analysis 

they give due emphasis to its human elements and moral interest, and 

show deep oonoern for the disoovery of the secrets of its artistic 

greatness. Guerard is a self-confessed intentionalist, and although 

his analysis does go f'ar beyond the mere seeking of Conrad's aim his 

chief' oonoern is the sea.rah for the author in the baokground. 

Baines detaches his "criticism" and tt'biography" so well that the 

•1critioal biography'' does not become "biographical criticism". However, 

the result does tend to string things out to enormous length, and, as 

all writings have to be aooounted for as part of the biographical scheme, 

1 P, L. Wiley, Conrad's Measure of Man, Madison, Wisconsin• University 
of' Wisconsin Press, 1954. 

2 Joseph Conrad, London, Longmans, 1950, and Joseph Conrad, 1.ondon, 
Longrnans, 1951. 
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space is wasted in giving a oritioa.l account of l1lAllY works unworthy of 

it. 

While a few critics a.re willing to draw attention in general terms 

to the "complex of personal stories, intimately inter:fused", as R. P. 

Warren does1, or to make reference to the fa.at tha.t Marlow's and the 

reader• s task is 11to achieve a right hW'!llm relationship tt with Jim as 

Guerard doe11?. even the greatest of the critics a.re inclined to disregard 

the complex and examine the personal story individually• in the hope 

that the particular oha.ra.oter• s attitude is sufficiently .representative 

of Conrad's- or to forget about the ••right human relationship" in their 

preoooupation with moral problems. Warren himself is caught out when• 

in his oritioisll1 of Nostrom.o, he gives Captain .Mltohell' s view too 

prominent a. place on its own as the "official view"3, without regard 

for Mitohell•s relationship with suoh people as 1fonyghara, who considers 

Mitchell's view useless, or Nostromo, whom Mitchell idolises, or with 

the Sula.co population in general, who consider Mitchell a. pompous eooentria. 

Were the ori tics to turn "eagerly yet skeptically, to everything", to 

"every scrap of evidence", as Guerard reoommends4, they would not lose 

themselves in lengthy dissertations on the "destruot:tw element 0 or in 

1 "Nostrom.o" in Sewanee Review, 59:363-91, July, 1951, p.371. 

2 Conrad the Novelist, p.152. 

3 op. oit., p.383. 

4 Op. cit., p.153. 
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attacks on Conrad for displaying a. hatred of Russia. Stein's opinion 

might be given its proper place in terms of his relationship vdth Marlow, 

end in terms of Marlow's relationship w.t th the other commentators on 

Jim.' s situation, and the full extent of Conrad's personal withdraw!111 

behind the complexity of Under Western E.yes could be assessed. General 

vague appreciation, undiscriminating biographical criticism, and loose 

character studies have given way to closer analysis based on the text. 

Such steps have been advantageous to the examination of' Conrad's 

particular :form of a.rt. We may still look even oloser, and pay 

attention not so muoh to the significant situation, the significant 

oha.raoter, but to the relationship between the characters in terms of 

the situation. By this we may discover further the significance of the 

situation, and further establish Conrad's position behind it. 

To carry out this closer study, it ia best to divide the hum.an 

relationships in Conrad's "WOrk up into tour divisions which are fairly 

clear-out and have very different shades of emphasis. Conrad• s treatment 

of' hUillan relationships of an official nature is distinct from his 

treatinent of those employed chiefly to develop the moral themes. 

Relationships between men and between men and v.omen form a second and 

third ~ategory, The fourth, the relationship between the individual 

and hU!l1¥:ffi society, is a theme on its own and will be examined last. 

b) HU!l\M Relationships of an Off'io:l:!_l ~_a.ture. 

Through his earliest days in exile in Russia, through his youthful 
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M•diterranean adventures of gt.tn-rumd .. ng and supporting the Spanish 

Oarli111t :faotion, and through his ma.tu.re life as a seaman, Conrad was 

confronted by a whole host of officials of various kinds,--polioe 

oftioers, cu.stoma officers, port officials, court of.fic:d .. ala, trading 

officials, ole.rks, official examiners-not to mention the Censor of 

Plays during his literary career! Many of these inevitably appear as 

a. ola.ss dotted here and there through his writings. Oonra.a• s attitUde, 

no doubt sprtmg from the fa.at tha.t many of' his encounters with off'ioials 

had a halllpering effect on his activities for what seemed to be no useful 

purpose, and partly inherited from that of the mentor of his early 

years, Dominic Cerwni 1, was one of uniform contempt towards offioia.ldom, 

usu.ally wnused, but ocoasionally bitter. The amusement is );'efleatea 

in the f'aot that nearly all of the officials portrayed, in spite ot 

their exalted positions, are simple, imperceptiw man, of 'Moser's "simple 

hero" olassitication2~ and their behaviour and utterances are inva.riehly 

limited to their mentality.. The Conradian o.f'f'icial lacks the imagination 

whioh will enable him to identify himself or sympathise to any great extent 

with those with whom he comes into oontaot.. An egoist, he is unable 

to perceive complexity in others, is always eager to simplify, to 

pigeon-·hole people into "good" and "badn categories, to take a "blaok 

and white'' view of history. Sometimes innate simplicity is oon.sidered 

a pre-requisite of' their calling~ as :ts Chief Inspector IIeat' s in the 

1 See G. J., Aubry, :!<?~~h 00~¥1: J .. ife and ~tters, Vol. I 11 p .. 36. 

2 Joseph Oonrad,: AoJE-evement and Decline, p.15. 



He ha.d gone even so far as to utter words whioh true wisdom 
would have kept back. But Chief Inspeotor Heat was not very 
wise-at least not t>:uly so. True wisdom, whioh is not certain 
of anything in this world of oontra.diotions, would have prevented 
him from attaining his present position.. It would have alarmed 
his superiors, and done away with his ohanoes of promotion .. 
His promotion had been very rapid. 1 

The offioials are extraverts who seldom have any oonoeption of the 

meaning of' scepticism or pessimism, or if they have they display it only 

to themselves. Their belief in the particular system or institution 

they stand for is absolute, as is their adherence to the code or morality 

atta.ohed to it, be it Mitohell's Ooean Steam Navigation Company or 

General T-• s Russia. Th.us contempt oame naturally to Conrad, himself 

pessimistic of most human institutions. 

Beoause of his very nature the Oonradian official cannot give an 

account of himself or peroei ve his failings, therefore a relationship 

is neede4 to throw his behaviour into relief. This is most often 

portrayed between an official and an outsider, except in The Secret 

Agent where there is a chain of relationships between subordinates-

Home Secretary, Assistant Commissioner and Chief Inspector. The out sider 

is usually more perceptive than the official. He tries to see through 

to the mina of the man saying his set piece to find the key to the 

stratagem, if there is a strategem. In his interview with Councillor 

Mikulin, Ra~umov considers the attempt to foroe Mikulin to show his 

1 The s:iioret Agent, P• 84. 
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hand a kind ot macabre game. 

Through the four novels in this study there is a fair sprinkling 

of ot:fioia.l relationships. In Lord Jim there is the of:t'iaial oourt of' 

inquiry whioh receives its due a.m:>unt of satire, but no o:t'fioial relation

ship. In Nostromo there is Captain Mitchell who never appears before 

anybody in "private" capacity, even when imprisoned, and Oharles Gould, 

who, on Holroyd' s insistence, maintains an official coldness towards the 

Oostaguana inhabitants. In The Secret .Agent there are the relationships 

between Verloo and the embassy o:f'fioials and between the police officials. 

In Under Western Ezes there are the relationships between Razumov and 

the Russian officials. 

In th.ea$ Oonrad gives leash to the tremendous store ot humour 

which rose above the toils of his existence, except for the interviews 

in Under Western Eyes in whioh Ruumov9 s bitterness and fear smthers 

the humour. These of:f'ioial relationships do not stand apart :from, but 

in ta.at are invaluablE! to the structure of the respeoti ve novels. 

Captain Mitchell's harangues to important visitors provide the reader 

wi. th the superficial guide-book view of' Sulaoo, the only view to reach 

the outside world, which by examination of the facts he is able to 

contrast to the truer reality. Those in The Secret Agent provide 

links in the chain of the strata of society chosen by Conrad. 1 The 

1 See below, p.116. 



two in Under Western Eyes are of tremendous dramatic importanoe,. 'rhe 

soene leading to Oounoillor Mikulin• s "Where to? 111 has to carry the 

reader through the whole o:f the following tw parts unt'il the return 

at the beginning of Pa.rt Four. The atmosphere of tension created in 

these tw soenes make them most unoomf'ol'table tor the reader to witness, 

especially the latter in which Razumov is driven to abnormal behaviour. 

Outside the four novels there a.re also many enoot1rtters of an official 

nature, some of which must be mentioned to show the general pattern of 

official relationships. 

Conrad's encounters with Board of Trade examiners, of which an 

account is given in A Fer s9nal. Record 2 must have had a pro:f'ound impression 

on him.. Besides a reference to one of these sessions in Chanoe3 certain 

official encounters, especially those in Under Western Ezes, have an 

examination aura a.bout them. The personal nature of the examination, 

resulting not in a battle of knowledge but of personality, is mirrored 

by RazUn10v' s battles with General T- and Mikulin, and Ra.zumov' s 

overwrought mind resulting in confused statements and even abnormal 

behaviour may well have had its origin in Conrad's fears during his 

periodic visits to examiners. The isolation Conrad experienoed during 

1 Under Western Eles~ p.99. 

2 A Personal Record, pp.112-120. 

3 Chance, P• 5. 
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examinations, tho test and fear of failu.t:'e, which fol:' Conrad would be 

moral failu:re as well, are them.es appee..ring in official encounters 

through his works. 

Here and there throughout the works is a striking rela.tionship 

of' an off'ioial nature. Pe.rha.ps the best of all is the encounter 

between the young off'ioer and Captain Ellis, the ttaeputy-Neptune for 

the oiroumambient seastt in The Shadqw Line. 1 In Ohanoe another young 

offioer fa.oes a milder official, who nevertheless confronts him 

with a formidable 11.ot of Parliament. Here follov1s a comment on official 

mora1ity which reminds the reader of the state of affairs in Sula.cot 

11I was confounded a.t the idea, but Mr. Pov.-ell rt!B.de me soon 
see that an Aot of Parliament ha.sn•t any sense ot its own. It 
has only th~ sense that 1 s put into it; and that's precious little 
sometimes. 11 

In The RtUlQue Conrad tries to break the egoism ot Mr. Tra\Ters, one of 

his officially-minded extraverts. The Lingard-Travers relation111hip 

could have proved interesting had Conrad not allowed Travers to degenerate 

into a stereotype or Lingard to pursue :Mrs. Travers. Similar rough 

handling to that received by Travers is given to Mitchell by Sotillo in 

Nostromo, but Mitchell's spirit is far stronger than Travers' a and both 

it and his principles survive. Heart ol' Darkness contains Con.rad' s 

most scathing attack on a race of offioials, the Belgian a.dlllinistrators 

1 The Shadow J.Ane, P• 30. 

2 Chance, p.14. See also the account of Conrad's encounter with 
an nAot of Parliament", in G. J ~ Aubry, JoseQh Conrad: I,ife and 
Letters, Vol. I, p.52, 



of' the Congo. Every one of these 11imperialists 11 whom Ma.rlow encounters 

has the same callous, blind, apathetic nature, whose ideals a.re never-
, ' ' 

theless made a mockery of by the heat, death and disease in the land. 

The Con.radian officials seldom approach the nature of stereotypes. 

Al though many of them have similar qualities, they are all individually 

drawn, some, for instance Councillor Mikulin• to quite a high degree of 

complexity. However, Conrad• s portrayal of human relationships rea.ohes 

its gi'eatest complexity where there is a moral barrier, not where there 

is an official barrier. Al though the moral themes are definitely 

developed through the portrayal of official i'elationships, they receive 

thei.r most intensive development in the portrayal of relationships 

betvreen men of a more friendly nature than those maintained at a purely 

official level. 

o) Human,. Relationships between Men .. 

In early life Conrad was forced, as seaman, to associate with men 

far more than with women. E:xoept for one or two romantic conta.ots, he 

had few intimate dealings with women, and until his marriage, by whioh 

ti1ne his attitude was fixed, he had little opportunity to have more than 

superficial dealings. His dealings with men, however, were numerous 

and diverse, and his aoute interest in moral problems facing the masculine 

world provided him with an enorr11ous bulk of material which he used to 

advantage in his great works. 
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It is through this mral inte:rest that the drl.lmlltio tension of the 

human relationships is sustained.. In Lord Ji.m the relationship between 

Marlow and Jim is roost important 11 but almost equally important are 

Marlow's encounters with the host of minor oorninenta.tors on Jim's 

situation, and Jim's enoounter w1 th Gentleman Brown. In Nostroioo 

the relationship between the individual and the state of Sulaoo is 

a major theme,, but this relationship is determined by the individual!s 

rea.otion to other people, so that all the many personal encounters 

are worth oonsideration.. The Seoret .A.gent may be considered as 

a series of encounters through a miniature strata of society, mostly 

ma.sou.line. Under Western Ezes is aonoerned with Ra.sumov' s relation

ship with a world which is masouline except for some of the revolution

aries., who are clevoid of most :feminine attributes enywa;t, and Nathalie 

Haldin, whose relationship with Razumov is rigidly controlled to confine 

it to the moral sphere. 

Throughout these works the relationships between men seldom 

tail in artistio portrayal, whether their treatment is lengthy, like 

the Marlow-Jim relationship, or brief', like tha aoc-ount of Marlow' Iii 

meeting with Ohester. Marlow's complexity is fully developed because 

of Jim.. Razumov' s is developed beaa.use of' the various Rwssians 

who assail him. None of Oonrad' s men in these four books stand 

alone; the reader's perception of' their oha.ra.oter, their inner xooral 

being, grows in proportion as he sees th.em in relation to other men. 

While Oonrad' s women have the ha.bit of reacting in stereotyped fashion 



to other people~ the reactions of his men oannot be so predetermined. 

He permits them to encounter a much greater diversity of s1 tua.tion.t 

and a mt10h greater variety of people th.an his women,. While psycholog

ioal parallels may be found between Razumov' s and Jim's oharaoters 11 

the people they encounter are of a vastly different order, and their 

reactions to these separate them immensely. 

Very close attention is given to these relationships in the analysis 

of the four novels. In some of' the successful shorter works and in 

The Jiisger of the "Narcissus" relationships between men are portrayed 

directly related in tYPe to some in the four novels. The whole ot 

"The Secret Sharer 1t ·is in itself the portrayal of a relationship, 

between Leggatt and the Oaptain, and it constitutes what through Conrad 

and perhaps through literature may be considered the arohetjlpe of the 

relationship of self-identification, whioh has its parallels in the 

Marlow-Jim and the Jim-Gentleinan Brown relationship. Although in 

Heart of Darkness Marlow's attitude to Kurtz is one of curiosity and 

repulsion,, not self-identification, .Marlow gains a measure of self

knowledge through his relationship with Kurtz, as he doe:s through Jim. 

Moral and physical isolation are combined in I,m_hl;>qn so that although 

at the height of the storm Jukes and Me.oWhirr stumble on eaoh other, they 

ai'e worlds apart. The young offioer• s relationships with his saeptioal 

or ailing associates in The Shadow Line serve to illustrate the themes 

and give a tone to the novel, which for all the form.er 1 s elation, is 

predominantly aoeptioal. The crew on board the ""Naroissus", the 



1 ttsmall planet*1 of the ship constitutes a miorooosmic sooiety with a 

series of h\I!D.a.n relationships mirrored in the somewhat larger but 

equally enolosed societies of' the fOUl' novels. 

Outside Conrad 1 s best works the romantic love theme is inclined 

to dominate. However, better areas ot writing most often aoinoide 

with a successful and subtle portrayal of a relationship between tvro 

or more man, as in the first chapter of' Ohanoe, and the lengthy Ricardo-

Schomberg conversation in Viatqr,l• Two tales of A Set of Six suaoeed 

artistically because of a suooessf'ul portrayal of relationships. In 

lttfhe Duel", concerned with a relationship between antagonists, not 

11aaoomplioes", the moral theme develops as d' Hubert progresses over 

the yea.rs to a greater degree of perception, until he repwliates 

tthonour'' altogether, and suppol'ts his opponent secretly, while Feraud 

remains un.ohanged. The impact of' the Oa.viliere from Bari on the 

Oount in 11Il Conde" is the most startling in all Conrad, as after 

their meeting the delicate man's fear of another enooun.ter causes 

him to leave Naples whioh, in his oa.se, is nothing short of suicide. 

Oilly in The Rover, The ~row of Gold, and Su!Pense does portrayal 

of' these relationships become un.ifor~y tedious and stilted, where 

Conrad brings his people together not so muoh to e:xplore eaoh other's 

motives, to sound each other's depths of integrity, as to develop 

the narrative. 

1 The Nigger of the "Narcissus", p.29. 
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donra(.1 1 s treatment of these relationships between men is of great 

importance to the suaaess of his best works. Ifad they failed artistically 

these V10rks \\OUld be lo-we.red to the inferior level of' those in which 

low is a major theme. Their brilliant success is Conrad• a triumph. 

It is th.tough them that Conrad•s pessimistic attitude towards humanity 

is ohiefly asserted. In hia pol'trayal of hU!lW.n relationships between 

men and women Oonrad was not so :fortunate, as we may now se~. 

d) Hu.man Relationshi.es between lten and Women. 
1 

•About his attitude towards 'WOmen there is pel'oeptible; all the wq 

through his literary career• something of the gei,llant simple sailor. tt1 

This statement of Leavi.s• s is very often true, and as a large area of' 

Conrad• s writings was oonoerned w.i. th relationships between men and 

vromEm, :mooh of it is oonsiatently patterned, and of 0. uniform second 

or thirCI rate standard. Moser suggests that Oonrad inolu.ded romantic 

elements in his early and later novels because it was the thing to do, 

not because they were an integral part of his original conception. 

Finano:l.al failure of his grei:tt works follov.ied by the popular success of 

Chance artd the lau.datory comments of appreciators on this and his later 

efforts did not assist him in finding his blind spots .. 

Fortunately for the artistic soooess of the four novels, even 

when women are portrayed, romantio love elements are for 1;he moat part 

1 The Greiat Tradition; p.183. 



excluded. lbwever, where they do enter, the advanaement of the moral 

theme, the dramatic mo-,,ement, stops temporarily.. · The account of Jim's 

and Jewel• s partnership in Lord Jim is unaonvinoingly sentimental, and 

In Nostromo the relation-

ships between.Giselle !Uld Linda and Nostromo are treated so badly as 

to almost ruin the close of the novel, yet romantic love themes do not 

obtrude in Conrad's portrayal of Mrs. Gould, Antonia Avellanos and 

old Mrs. Viola.. In The S~r.e.t As;ep.p Winnie Ve.rloo' s relationship with 

Verloo is portrayed suooessfuJ.ly, because of the mal'riage=ot'-aonvenienoe 

nature of their attaohm.ent. In Under We~tern Eze.P the original plan, 

to have Razumov and Nathalie marry, was luckily abQndoned1 
i> so that 

the moral theme remains unchallenged, and the relationship betw~en 

Razumov and Ne.thalie limitell because of' the difficulties of their 

situation. 

In the later works the romantic low theJ11i:'} and its allied theme 

of' sexual repression are inclined to dominate. However brilliant the 

technique of narration and use of time in Chance, its subjeot, the 

el0pement of a girl of marriageable age to the brother of her gu.a.rdian•s 

wife 
11 

does not shock the reader• s mol'al sense however outrageous Conrad 

has Mrs. Fyne consider it, so that the novel has no moTem.ent, ana fails 

arti stioal ly. Outside Oh.anoe Vernon'Yaung 1 s accusation on Conrad's 

1 See letter to John Galsworthy, 6 January 1908, in G. J. Aubry, 
Joseph Conradi Life and Letters, Vol. II, pp.6'4.--6. 



women applies almost without ex.oeption. "Th.&y al'e merely viatims, 

merely madonnas, or merely mates". 1 The entry of the ~wild and gorgeous 

apparition of a "WOman" temporarily wrecks the !JX)ral theme of' Heart of 

2 Darkness.. The best passages in ,Victory are those in which Lena has 

no part. The signitioanoe Oonrad tries to give Mrs. Travers' s relation-

ship with Lingard also falls flat. Relationships between men and "WOJnen 

in the very early works, shorter tales, and last works are very dull. 

If we disregard .Antonia Avellanos and Mrs. Viola as minor characters, 

we find that in all Oonrad three women are pol:'trayed successfully as 

major charaoters, :Mrs. Gould, Mrs. Verloc and Miss Haldin. They are 

not by &ey means the greatest women of literature, but they have at 

least sur-v'ived their generation, and fit into their place in the novels 

without enibarrassment. This is always beoa.use of the artistic restraint 

Conrad exercises in adhering rigidly to his ioo.ral themes without allowing 

sex and romance to obtrude at all. We do not see the Goulds together 

e:mept when they are troubled about the mine. We do not see the Verloos 

together ex.oept when one of them is isolated from the other by a profound 

anxiety or distress. Razwnov can never become intimate with Nathalie 

Haldin because of his secret. Moser's statement "In Nostron» ••• 

Conrad created his only truly successful chal:'aoterisa:tion of a woman, 

1 "Joseph Conrad: Outline for a Reconsideration", in Hudson Review, 
2:5-19, Spring, 1949, p.16. 

2 Youth-A Narrative; and Two Other Stories, p.135 .. 
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Mrs .. Gould'*1, is not quite true. ldrs. Gould is certa.inly Conrad'.s 

most rounded feminine oh.aracter; but the portra,yal of the other two 

suooeeds artistically also. 

As Lea.via implies Conrad displays a 1•shore-lea:ve" attitude to most 

of his women, whioh absolves them from moral responsibiUty, over

emphasises but does not individualise their "romantio" qualities, and 

leaves th.em poorly dra'Wtl stereotypes with few personal attributes or 

aooompUshments.. Portrayal of relationships between men and women is 

one-sided in G0nrad., The point of view is nea!'ly always the man• a. 

The woman is allowed .few words to express herself, often because of 

her frigidity towa...rds the ~.en. If one of Conrad's "romances" is read 

the reaotion and behaviour of his women to a given situation in any 

other ~Y be gu.es~ed., They are seldom permitted to I11$et many people .. 

As Conrad develops his aha.raoters nnst suooessfully by bringing them 

into contact with a diversity of' people, the confinement of' his women 

to the entreaties of their harrassed spouses and the oppressive persecutions 

o~ their abnormally protective gua,rdians does not assist this development. 

As we have seen Oont'ad •a portra,,yal of' relationships between 

individuals is highly varie.d :withi.n the different types, while each. type 

has many elements in common. However, Conrad did not confine his 

interests to the association of' indi TI.duals• He was concerned deeply 

w1 th a wider relationship, the relationship between the individual and 

the group, the society, of the world of' his novels. Through this 



relationship the lllOral themes are given a atronger, a oosmio power, as 

the failure of the indi vidu.al may- jeopardise the safety of the whole 

group. We must now turn our attention to this wider interest which 

appears again and again especially- in his great work. 

e} The Relationship between the Individual l'lll.d Sooietz. 

This theme has not received the oritioa.l attention it deserves. 

While from their various oritioal positions of optimism or pessimism, 

writers have expressed their views on the "one of us" morality to which 

Jim is obliged by birth and upbringing to adhere, the problems of 

Razumovts loyalty, even o:f' Nostromo•s, haV'e been passed over by most 

critics in silence. The theme is Jf¥>st important from the point of 

view of the establishment of Oonrad 1 s philosophical position. It is 

impossible to look at the hopelessness of the close of The Secret Af!;ent, 

and its picture of the little Professor alone in the indefinable 

multitude, or at Razumov and his despair at the impact of the individual 

on the Immensity of Russia and insist th.at Oonrad maintains a philo

sophically optimistic point of view in these novels. Oonrad's statement 

would seem to be that a man's impaot on the world, however great he 

may seem to those around him, whatever his reputation, is in reality 

negligible, and never worthwhile. Conrad's scepticism is also displayed 

in the way in which he leaves the "oases" of' Jim• s and Nostrooo' s true 

relationship with society open. Jim's behaviour implies a sense of 

guilt, Nostromo is defiant, but were they guilty? of what? 
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To disou.ss the problems connected with this theme we mu.st focus 

attention on certain characters, and consider their .relationship with 

the human society in which Conrad places them, in terms of the moral 

them.es., Arnold Kettle is the only oritio who draws special attention 

to the link between Oonrad•s moral interest and ltta interest in the 

social structure. Among what Kettle considers the four greatest 

achievements of Conrad as novelist is one, Conrad's understanding of 

the social nature or man. Kettl$ insists that tM.s ia "The most 

important fact of all to Conrad". 1 Conrad develops h:l.s tenaion by 

giving significance to the isolation of his men from the moral systems 

of the vlll'ious societies he portreys.. M'oral as opposed to physical 

isolation implies some form of moral system, whl.ah must b$ imposed by 

a society, be it the :Merah."mt Service or the .republic of dostagua:na .. 

Kettle and R. P. Warren at'e the only oritios to draw special 

attention to this theme. Kettle lists these among Conl'ad' s problems 

in employing his method in Nost~orao: 

To suggest the almost infinite inter-relatedness of charaoter 
and baokground; to give each character a real individuality and 
yet see each as part o:f' a oonarete whole; in short, to show 
men in society. 2 

R. P. Warren mentions the theme in outlining various types ot Conradian 

1 "The Greatness of Joseph Conrad tt, in Modern Quarterly, New 
Series 3, 3:6}-81, Summer, 1948, p.66. 

2 Op. cit., p.70. 



The oh.ara.cteristio story :f'or Conrad becomes, then, the 
relation of man to the human oomrt1.union. 1 

The Oonradian oharaoter has received mu.oh attention from. Moser and 

others especially in terms of Conrad 1 s attitude to him, but not so 

much from this point of view. While Conrad felt his own share of 

isolation, as exile in Russia, France, and England, a.s sea captain 

among writers, this did not only lead him to withdraw from sooiety; 

it led to a strong desire for friends, a. longing to be with others. 

Kettle is right to say "That is Conrad's nightmares man divorced 

from sooietytt2, and to point out that this divorae is net considered 

in terms of denial of sooial obligation, romantio individualism or 

psyohologioal neurosis. 

Oonrad envisages even his snlal.lest group of men, the ship's orewt 

as a society, united yet disunited, battling its way against th.e external 

plight of' the elements and the internal plight of' threatened disrUption. 

~he Nigger of the flNaroissus", especially, but also TYphoon and !h!, 

Shadow Line are concerned with this theme. It oaours also in the 

larger units of sooiety presented in the four novels under discussion. 

In Lord Jim Conrad considers Marlow's and Jim's relationship with 

society, and the tension l.iarlow experiences in trying to reconcile 

the English ttone of us" morality and Jim's case. In Nostromo Conrad 

1 tt.Nostromo" in Sewanee Review 11 59: 36 3-91, July, 1951, P• 372° 

2 Arnold Kettle, op. cit., p.81. 



looks closely at the relationship between the state of Costagua.na and 

certain individuals. He poses the reader with the problem of Nostromo' s 

responsibility. In '?he Secret Agent Conrad presents us with an 

intense picture of one of the most startling incidents that ever 

ocoured in the London of his day, yet he shows how negligible its 

effect was against the immensity ot humanity. In Under Western Eyes 

Razumov' s situation is treated with similar intensity, yet Razumv 

himself is a pawn easify discarded b;y the two immense oonflioting 

societies of Russia. 

The individual is confronted with the morality of society. But 

it is not only the individual who is challenged by the society; to 

an extent the society is ahallem.ged by the individual's case.. The 

"one of ustt morality does not appear to have muoh to do with Jim's 

ease.. The 'fen Commandments appear to be suspended in Sula.co during 

revolutions, so why should Nostromo• s oa.se be an exception? How oan 

Winnie Verloo be expected to follow society• s BDrality when by her 

nature she can know nothing whatever of society? Can RazllflV)v be blamed, 

really, for not committing himself irrevocably to either the reactionary 

or re'Vt>lutionary side of Russian politics? Hence, on the oosnrl.o level, 

what is man• s responsibility in the vrorld? Is there an adequate moral 

system, somewhere, to oover every situation? Through these novels 

Conrad implies that there is not, that there is a point where every 

moral system will break down, and that man• s groping towards judgment 
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on these oases is futile. 

------------------

The vrorld of' the Oonrad novel is not a pha.ntaay vro:rld, nor is it 

a world of interior monologue, a man's mind shut off :from the external 

world. Over the past f'itty yea)!s, with the de..-elopment of psycho

analytic stWV", critics have seized on Oonrad' s insistence, in bis 

:f'amous Preface to The Nigger of the "Naroiasuatt on the artist• s descent 

into the "lonely region of stress and strif'e" to find the terms ot bis 

appeal.. But Conrad insists that they mu.st do this oontronted 'by the 

specta.ole of the ttv.tsible universe ... 1 Conrad's v.i.sible universe is 

primarily a world of hU111811 beings and their contliots., 

Ships a.re all right. It io the am in them! 11 in•ists old Singleton of 

the flNaroissus". 2 We may turn now to look more closely at the human 

situations in Lord Jim, Noatromo, 'the Secret Agent and Under Western 

Ezes and see how clearly the7 rewal Oonrad' s v.i.sion ot l:Lf'e and 

humanity. 

1 The Nigger of the "Na.ro1saustt, PP• vii-viii. 

2 Op. ait., P• 24. 



'?he ohief human problem with whioh Conrad 0011frontis the r.eader 

drama.tically in Lord Jim is the question of Jiin' s guilt. This .question 

provides th.e drama.tic interest behind the central human relationships 

between Jir11 and Marlow and between Jim and C"rentleman B.rown, and behind 

the minor relationships 'bEstween Marlo:w and the ohorus of commentators 

on Jim's si'tiuation. · Nostromo is Uk)l'e complex as the guilt of the 

state is in question. as well as that of the hero .. but in Iord Jim_. 

through various relationships and in M:al'low' s mind the question of 

Jim's guilt is intensely debated. Marlow reveals that the ioorality 

ot o:f:f'ioialdom has no plaoe in Jim's oase. The court of' inquiry 

is of no use whatever; it is concerned with bow the Patna ca.me to -
be deserted by her officers, not ~ Jim jumped from her, whioh is 

the real yet unasked question in the minds of those present. There.. 

fore apart from. the off'io:i.al court scene Conrad gives us none of his 

tyPioal "off'ioial relationships" as he does in the other works we shall 

consider. To counterbalance this the most complex human relationship 

in all Conrad appears in lord Jim, the one which must remain in the 

memory of all serious readers of Conrad, the relationship between 

Marlow and Jim. 

However, the dramatic interest of the central question is not 

.51 
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sustained throughout lord Jim.. The novel contains structural weak

nesses which mq be ioore certainly determined th.an those in the three 

other novels. The oritios have taken pains to justi:fy the two parts 

with m.uoh suooess; in :f'aot oritioism asserting that the novel's parts 

are irreoonoilable is no longer to be taken seriously. If it is to 

have its intended :impact the division must be allowed as a convention 

suitable to it. Yet there are weakness~.u1, especially in th.e seoond 

part. Guerard is right in suggesting that with the novel's transition 

from iooral to physical peril, and with the attempt to write affirmatively, 

Oonrad' s imaginative :f'aaulty was impaired, so that muoh of Jim's "suooess'' 

story is exceedingly dull. 1 The portrayal of Jim's and Jewel's attaah-

ment contributes to this failu.re. As there are no significant official 

relationships we shall first examine the relationships in the second 

ot my four divisions. 

a) Uwnan Relationships between Men. 

The relationship between Marlow and Jim ha.$ reoeived a number of 

critical oollh1l.ents. Some of Guerard' s are espeaially relevant. Critics 

have noted that Marlow has an important place in this novel besides 

that of narrator. Leavis relllal'ks that he "is the means ot presenting 

Jim. with the appropriate externality, seen always through the question, 

the doubt 1 that is the central theme of the book. 192 Marlow is deeply 

1 Conrad the Novelist, pp.167-71. 

2 The Great Tradition, p.189. 
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involved in Jim's situation, so involved that. every progresai ve event 

in the story, every encounte.r with Jim hilliSel:t' and with the large 

number of other oharaoters has a profound effect on him11 provoking 

thought and moralising., In his a..Ylalysis of the three t.vpes of .Oonradian 

hel'o, Moser ascribes the important role ot .ierce2tive ~ro to Marlow, as 

opposed to the siS?le here (e.g. Captain .liacWhirr) and the vulnerable 

1 l!:!!2 (e.g .. Jim)., The perceptive hero oan perceive his O'Wl'l fallibility, 

but he commits no aot of '*failure". In spite of' a certain detachment, 

1Ml:'low enters the novel's action to the extent that dramatically the 

reader is interested in Marlow•s progress in the aitua.tion as well as 

J'im' s. 

Through Marlow the '*question."; the "doubt", the borderline nature 

of Jim's oase is established. Gu.era.rd points out that Marlow is 

divided in himselt. 2 In noting the importance of their relationship 

he later searches Ma.ti low• s iooti ves in pursuing Jim• s oase, and discovers 

them to be revealed at times as selfish. Jim. becomes Marlow's potential 

criminal self, and Marlow, in being Jim•s 1•ally", "helper», and tta.oooraplioett3, 

pleads for himself as well. 4 Yet Marlow• s interest is not only an 

obJeotive one in Jim•s oase, in the series of tests over a nwriber of 

1 Joseph Conrad: Aohievement and Decline, pp.16,28. 

2 Conrad the Novelist, p.17. 

3 Lord Jim, P• 93. 

4 Con.rad the Move list 1 p.147. 



years and in Jim's final disaster, bu.t is also a muoh more involved 

interest in Jim as a man, originating from f'irst observations of Ji1u 

among the Patna orew and later. Let us look closer at the movement 

of' these two strands through the novel, at the themes developed through 

them, and the part the reader must play as he stands beside Marlow. 

The Jim-Marlow relationship begins in public. In the court-room 

Jim singles out Marlow and notioes the difference between his glance 

of "intelligent volition" and the "fascinated stare" of those present. 1 

Marlow's is the only face which shows any sympat~. Yet Marlow has 

already singled out Jim from the Patna crew as one who does not tit 

into plaoe in his imagination with the others. Their manner and 

appearanoe are what Marlow expects. Jim's apparentl3 careless manner 

is oddl3 deceptive, as in reality he is far roore concerned with the 

affair than the others. 2 It is deceptive in another way too, for the 

bearing of Jim is such that Marlow would have automatically trusted him. 

This makes Marlow apprehensive, involves him roorally. It is perhaps 

this that leads Marlow to seek a shadow of a.n excuse for him. 3 

Jim's apology startles Marlow too, so that he swns up the riddle 

with which he has been confronted; 

1 Icrd Jim, P• 32. 

2 QR• cit., p.41. 

3 Op• cit., pp.45,51. 
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"I don•t pretend I understood him.. The views he let me 
have or himself were like those glimpse11 through the shifting 
rents in a. thick fog-bits of vivid md vanishing detail11 
giving no connected idea of the general aspect of a country."1 

Jim or about Jim reveal no more than s. series of glimpses.. When the 

reader is left to patch them all together he still has a very imperfect 

view .. 

Through the conversation whioh follows in the hotel dining-room, 

with its background of mail-boat passengers, the themes of' isolation 

and self-knowledge are developed side by side.. 'fhe isolation is 

two-fold 11 between the intensely serious moral world with which Marlow 

and Jim are concerned and the casual world of tr.ie mail-boat pass~ngers 11 

and between Marlow and Jim t'h.emse.l ves, who cannot su.oeessfully bridge 

eaoh other's levels of peraeption. Marlow aannot bring Jim to self-

knowledge, or force him to :face praotiaally his troubles end the future. 

Jim says "--I would like somebody to Wlderstand~somebody--one person 

at least! You.1 Vf1w not you?" 2 Marlow oan only listen with.out 

un<lerstanding~ as he has already observed: "I wanted to know-and to 

this day I don't know, I cum only guess. n3 

As he gives his aooou:nt, Jim makes every possible effort to justify' 

1 22· ait. 11 p.76. 

2 22· oit., p.81. 

3 .9.e· oit .. 11 p .. 79e 



his jump and flight from the sinking. :Patna, on which he was an officer. 

He mentions the crumbling bulk-head, .the confusion that would arise 

if he were to give the alarm, and other excuses, but in all .he over

pleads his oase to the extent of betraying himself' in an effort 

to bolster himself Up to Marlow,; To the offioial oourt of inquiry 

suoh details are, naturally, irrelevant, yet these and the way Jim 

presents them may be vital evidence to the court the reader is expected 

to hold. In his attempt to pi'ovide :further evidence Oonrad lets 

us see the preparations for departure through Jim's eyes. To the 

other scoundrels of o:f'fioers, who have their own. situation well 

in hand, the procedure is obvious, and it is with a completely 

different world that Jim comes into oonte.ot on deok, so different 

that he doef!I not grasp the fact that they intend to abandon the 

ship. 1 

The narrator pauses runid Jim's pleading, Illlralises concerning 

their relationship, and gives an acootmt of Jim's i~aat on him. 

Marlow is conscious of attending, watching something like a ritual, 

between Jim and Jim• s inner soul, with its aim to win over Marlow. 

The reader must be willing to sh.are, too, in the "subtle and Illlm&ntous 

quarrel 1t, to "see • • • merely the hwn.an being"2, before he can reaoh 

1 Op. cit .• , P• 91. 

2 . . 
Op. oit., pp. 93-4. 
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the inner depths of Jim's situation: 

"He was not apes.king to me, he wa.111 only speaking before me, in 
a dispute with an invisible personality, an antagonistio and 
inseparable partner of his existence-another possessor ot his 
soul. These were issues beyond the competency of a court of 
inquiry: it was a subtle and momentous quarrel as to the 
true essence of life, and did not want a judge. He wanted 
an ally, a helper, an aaoomplioe. I felt the risk I ran of 
being oiroum.vented, blinded, decoyed, bullied, perhaps, into 
taking a definite part in a dispute impossible of decision if 
one had to be fair to all the phantoms in possession • • • 
He appealed to all sides at onoe--to the side turned perpetually 
to the light of' day, and to that side of us which, like the 
other hemisphere of the moon, exists stealthily in perpetual 
darkness, with only a fearful ashy light falling at times on 
the edge. Ife swayed me. n1 

Jim's isolation from Marlowbeoause of their different levels of 

peroeption is particularly acute here, even when Marlow feels most 

strongly his self-identi:f'ioation. To Marlow Jim is both too subtle 

and too simple; too subtle in his motivation, but too simple to aooount 

for it to the world. 2 

After his reflections Marlow lets Jim continue his self-justifioation, 

how he considers himself wronged by oiroumatanae; the event did not 

overtake him 11on the square". Marlow fights this one baok, "It is 

always the unexpected that happens. 113 Jim does not fight baok, nor 

does he admit defeat, he only curses. When Jim tel ls of the approaching 

aloud, and of the psyohologioal effect on him of the first swell, 

1 21?· oit., p.93. 

2 9.e· ait., p.94. 

3 9.12· oit., p.95. 



Marlow a.gain feels the power of' Jim's argument: 

"I was being bullied now, and it behoved me to make no sign 
lest by gesture or a word I should be drawn into a :fatal 
admission about m,yself whioh would have had some bearing on 
the case. 11 1 

Marlow recoils on consideration of Jim's exaggeration. When Jim is 

brought to semi-admission of what happened, Marlow realises his help-

lessness before Jim's problem: 

•ttI had jumped , • • • He oheoked himself, averted his gaze • 
• • • 'It seems,' he added. 

"His clear blue eyes turned to me with a piteous stare, and 
looking at him standing before me, dumbfounded and hurt, I was 
oppressed by a sad sense of resigned wisdom, mingled with 
the amused and profound pity of an old man helpless before a 
childish disaster. 11 2 

At the beginning of' Chapter Eleven Marlow's short glimpse behind 

the mists surrounding Jim's existence is curtailed by Jim's referenoe 

to llarlow' s age, a further barrier to mutual understanding. Jim 

attempts to comment on the morality of' his situation, but he does not 

follow Marlow's irony and does not retaliate. Marlow again tries to 

bring Jim to self-knowledge, to realisation of his limitations. This 

is impossible. Jim and Marlow are isolated in mentality as well, 

so that Marlow can make no inroad into Jim's soul. 

so desperately for himself: 

1 Op. oi t., p.106. 

2 Op. qit., p.111. 

Jim still pleads 
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tt•Ana so you oletU'ed out~at onoe.' 

tt•Jwnped,' he oorreotea me inoisiwly. 11 1 

MtU'low, too, is unwilling or too tired to oome to the point of any 

affirmation on the problem. Jim's "What do zou believe?'• reoeiws 

no reply. 2 

When the novel returns later to the conversation in the Malabar 

House, we are given perhaps our deepest insight into Jim's morality. 

Jim's reaction to the suggestion that he olear out is so heartrending 

to lA:arlow that he becomes brutal in a verbal attaok. It is quite 

olear however that over this MtU'low, the practical man, and Jim, the 

idealist do not speak the same language. Jim's "I may have jwnped, 

but I don't run a.way" is stUpid to Marlow. 3 Their vision of the moral

ity surrounding human institutions is totally different. Although Jim. 

recognises that the court's proceedings are so m.uah nonsense, he will 

not run away. He insiste on trying to tight it down. He does not 

realise that he is trying to fight down his own vision pf himself. 

The leave-taking o:f' Marlow shows Jim's terrific preoccupation with 

himself, his egotistical self-abasement, his fear that other people 

might look at him as he looks at himself'. It also shows the full 

depth of Marlow's self-identification: 

1 Op. cit., p.131. 

2 Qe• oit., p.132. 

3 9.E· cit., p.151+· 
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"God f'orgiw hilil-m!d He had taken it into his fanciful head 
th.at I was likely to make some ditfiaulty a.a to shaking hands. n1 

"God forgive him--mel" Marlow•s self-identification is almcnirt un-

consaiou.s, perhaps merely a slip of the tongue or a .reflection. Through 

their conversation Jim tries, in his halting wa:y, to make Marlow 

identify himself' With him, to admit that given the oiroumstanoes he 

would have done the same. Against thi.s Marlow fights, but he.re he 

gives in. It is very reluctant and only 100menta.ry, for a large part 

of 1.farlow despises Jim. 

After the trial while, with Jim present, .Mal:'low tries to write 

in his l'oom, the problem of his isolation from ;Jim in spite of his 

nearness is par~unt. Because of' Jim's situation, Marlow does not 

speak, yet his thoughts are on w:hat is to be the eternal problem, what 

to do with Jim. When Jim does speak, his stammerings and oonfWJion 

ue worse than ever. Again Marlow aomwmts on the great difficulties 

involved in helping another human being. Where a moral problem suoh 

as Jim's is involved, no help oan be given, at least not to Jim. Mar

low also realises how tanuou.s an aid human apeeoh really is in forming 

such a contaet; 

'II at least had no illusions; but it was I, too, who a moroont 
ago had been so sure of the power of' words, and now was afraid 
to speak, in the same wey one dares not move for fear of losing 
a. slippery hold. · It is when we try to grapple with another 
man's intimate need that we perceive how incomprehensible, 
wavering, · and misty ~e the beings that share wl th us the sight 

1 Op. oit., p.155. 
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ot the stars and the warmth of' the sun. It is as if loneliness 
were a hard and absolute condition of existence; the envelope 
of :flesh and blood on which our eyes a.re fixed melts before the 
outstretched hand, and there remains only the ee.prioious, 
unoonsola.ble, and elusive spirit that no eye can follow, no 
hand oan lWa&p. It was the fear of losing him that kept me 
silent, for it was borne upon me suddenly and with una.ooou:ntable 
foroe that should I let him. slip away into the darkness I would 
never forgive myself.tt1 

Behind .Marlow's problem lies Oonrad' s interest in the difficulty involved 

in forming any kind of human contact, in the fluctuations and nebulous

ness of the impact o:f' other men's existence on the lives of individuals .. 

This conoern is in keeping with his soeptioism of' hwnan ability, and 

his vision of the ephemeral nature of things. 

Jim begins his drifting existence, moving further and :further away, 

yet the dilemma. is no nearer to solution: 11Wbat difference would it 

make?" By this Marlow is brought to think that perhaps Brierly's 

answer was best t "Let him creep twenty feet underground and stay there. •12 

Instead, Jim goes to Patusan. After that Marlow becomes more the 

pasai ve observer and commentator on the action and play a no direct pa.rt 

in influencing Jim's existence. Yet the inner, second-self relationship, 

which has sprung up in Marlow's mind does not end there, and thus Marlow 

retains his intense interest in the working out of' Jim' a life, and 

still feels within himself the same attraotion and repulsion to Jim, 

and the desire to mor.alise on his si tua.tion. 

1 Qe• cit., pp.179-80. 

2 Op. oit., pp.201-2. 
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After J:tm' s death his impa.ot on tlarlow' s existence is still there, 

in approaching arid .receding waves, as it was while he was alive: 

"'Now he is no more, there are days when the reality o:t' his 
erlstenoe comes to me with an immense, with an overwhelming 
foroe; and yet upon my honour there a.re moments, too, w:la.en he 
passes from my eyes like a disembodied spirit astray amongst the 
passions of this earth, ready to surrender himself' f'a.i thfully 
to the olaim of his own world of shades .. tt1 

Marlow attempts to gain a mral point of view from the whole 

pattern. The novel ends with a question mark, '*Who knows? 11 and the 

reader is lef't to provide the answer-if' he oan. Guerard notes: 

The related central preoccupation of' Conrad's technique, the 
heart of' the impressionist aim, is to invite and control the 
reader's identifications end so subjeot him to an intense rather 
than passive experience. Marlow's human task is also the 
reader 1 s: to achieve a. right human relationship with this 
questionable younger brother.2 

This is true in so far as the reader is expected to aooompany 1-larlow 

through the witnessing, the pleading, but where :fin.al judgment is 

involved the reader must part company with 1'farlow, for this Marlow does 

not give. Hewitt's accusation that l\(arlow is "muddled" is not 

necessarily important if the novel's purpose is to establish the 

divided nature oi' the oase,.3 "I had jumped .... It seerns"4 may 

constitute Jim•s vindication. Marlow is uncertain. 

1 Op. cit-, p .. li.16. 

2 Conrad the Novelist, p.152. 

3 pon_l'act 4. Reassessment, p. 37. 

4 Lord Jim, p.111. 

The soeptiaal 



Conrad behind him was perhaps no more certain, but the unoertainty 

presented in the novel is consistent, not muddled. 

Not so complex or inwl ved as the relationship we have been 

considering yet equally important from the point of view of the novel 1 s 

dramatic struoture is the relationship between Brown and Jim, developed 

in an encounter towards the end of the novel. 

This relationship has received some attention from critics. 

Gustav Mort notes how, by his self-identifioation with Brown, Jim was 

robbed of all free-will to decide what to do with Brown. 1 Dorothy 

Van Ghent notes that Jim identified himself with Brown in two waya, 

through sense of honour as well as guilt .. 2 In his first book Guerard 

attacks Mort's assertion that Jim's self-identification with Brown 

reduoed him to immobility·\ but in his later book he recants, and, 

while still qualifying Morf'' s analysis, regards it more accurate than 

his own first explanation "that Jim's hard-'W'On assurance was destroyed 

by the fact that the first visitor from the outside world brought a 

reminder of the Patna, and that Jim was unwilling to shed white men's 

blood. "At. It seems obvious to me that :Morf' s argument is valid here 

1 The Polish Heritage of Joseph Conrad, p.157. 

2 The English Novel, P• 243. 

3 Joseph Conrad, p.32. 

~Conrad the Novelist, p.150. 



and that this is a. type of relationship of self-identification, in 

which, as we have observed 11 Conrad reveals an aoute interest. 1 

Con.rad attached great importance to Jim's enoou:n.ter with Brown; to 

him. their confliot had a kind of heroia sign1:fioaooe 11 as one :fought 

in the light of' the ent:tre background of two lives to decide an issue 

of fate beyond their immediate concern: 

"To me the conversation of these t'WO across the creek appears 
now as the deadliest kind of duel on which Fate looked on with 
her oold-eyed knowledge of the ena.n2 

It is a verbal fight for moral au:periority, more desperate than that 

between Verloo and Vladinti.l' in The Secret Agent, and made more intense 

through Brown• s astonishing ability to argue, to find a man's weak 

spot: 

"'What ma.de you oome here? 1 •You want to know,' said Brown, 
bitterly. 'It• s easy to teU. Hunger. .And what made 
you? tit) 

On reflection Jim thinks that» perhaps, Brown's pretext for his presenoe 

might be more laudable than his. Bl:'own' s severely prMtioal and 

totally unso.ru:pu.lous s;pproaeh has considerable advantage when opposed 

to Jim's reflective nature, and his conception of honour. Brown has 

the luck too, to have Jim covered,, which does in :fact reduce them to 

equality. The reader oan imagine the impaot of Brown's subtle truths 

1 See above, p. 40,. 

2 lord Jim, p.385. 

3 Op. oi t. , P• 380. 
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on Jim's mind: 

"'"Have we met to tell ea.oh other the story of our lives?" I 
asked him. "Suppose you begin. No? Well, I am sure I 
don't want to hear. Keep it to yourself. I know it is no 
better than mine." ttt1 

Brown :flatly admits his guilt and aaoepts it as his whole existence:. 

"I haven•t got 8I1Y wings." He admits his weakness. He is afraid 

ot a prison. Jim has never admitted guilt or weakness. Even when 

brought to the point of admission by Marlow he has evaded it. "I had 

jumped ••• It seems."2 Yet Brown, by bringing Jim to the point of 

equality with him, physical equality, before death, and moral equality. 

by his subtle hints, forces Jim. to admit to his own guilt if he admits 

to Brown's, in whioh case his whole world will collapse. Is it Jim.ts 

realisation of' himself brought to Mm by Brown that makes him let 

Brown slip through his fingers or is it that he is still unwilling to 

come to melt-knowledge and make an admission of guilt'? Onoe again 

Conrad leaves the answer ambiguous. The reader is only given the 

aooount: 

"'He just atood there with nothing to say, and looking as 
blaok a.s thunder-not at me-on the ground.• He asked Jim 
whether he had nothing fishy in his life to rem.ember that 
he was so danm.edly hard Upon a man trying to get out of a 
deadly hole by the first means that oame to hand-and so on, 
and so on. And there ran through the rough talk a vein of 
subtle reference to their common blood, an asswuption of common 
experience; a sickening suggestion of common guilt, of secret 
knowledge that was like a bond of their minds and of their 

1 Op. oit., p.383. 
2 Op. oit., p.111. 
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hearts. n 1 

We can inlagine Jim• s mind, the effect of the eoh.o of the Patna, the 

"deadly hole" image (of'. "It was as it I had jumped into a well~into 

an everlasting deep bole ...... n2), but vre can only imagine, for the 

picture we have is one of' Jim standing silently before Brown • 

.Again there a.re problems set for the reader in this relationship. 

To what point was Jim identified morally wl th Brown? to what point 

should the intention be considered and to lfhat the fa.ct itself.? is 

11t>ral rehabilitation possible, or must the man who has failed and 

tried to recover himself be considered alongside and equal before 

death to the man who has failed, accepted it, and made no effort at 

rehabilitation? As a sceptic Conrad once again leaves the problems 

unanawered. Jim's efforts have a certain futility about them in the 

end, when. all his stri'Vings are upset by a lying ruffian. 

Through his portr93al ot the two principal human relationships 

Conrad does not reveal an optimistic view of life. Yet there are other 

oh.araaters in J~!.4.. JiJ!. Where does Stein fit into this picture of 

scepticism, the little Teuton who so self ... assuredly gives the ttanper" 

to Jim's p~oblem? We m.ust turn to consider :Ma.rlow's relationship 

with Stein and son1e of the other important comtnentators on Jim's situation. 

1 Op. cit.t p.387. 

2 Op. oit~, p.111. 
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Many critics consider Stein•s famous statement, his remedy for 

Jim's case, to be of gl'eat importance: 

"'The way is to the destructive element submit yourself', and 
with t.h.e exertions of your hands and :feet in the water make the 
deep, deep sea keep you up. So if you ask 1116-how to be?' n1 

Yet whatever interpretation is placed on the meaning of the words 

"destructive element" it is largely irrelevant unless considered in 

the context of the novel. Zabel and Dorot}\y Van Ghent• among recent 

ori tics, both fall into the trap of taking up seriously Stein• s l'ema.rks 

and elaborating on them as though they were Conrad's. 2 Dorothy Van 

Ghent forgets th.at Conrad 'f1la3 have considered the remarks "sheer 

twaddle" as she insists the French lieutenant would have. Exoept 

Guerard they all ignore Marlow's oomm11mts here, al though many seem 

quite happy to accept them as representing Conrad's views elael'lhere. 

Guerard is the only critic to notice a) the ambiguity of meaning that 

mq be attached to the remal'ks and the possibility that Conrad hint.self' 

J'IJ83 have been unoertain as to his precise meaning, or may have had 

an ambiTalent attitude, ena 'b) that in the context of the novel, even 

if a meaning oan be attached to them, they a.re not necessarily ot any 

great value in helping 1\iarlow to help Jim. 3 

In rqy opinion if Stein's true importance is to be established, 

1 Qp. cit., p.21/+. 

2 M. D. Zabel, Introduction to The Portable Conrad, p.38; and 
Dorothy Van Ghent, The English Novel, P• 232. 

3 Oonrag t.he Novelist, pp.164-6. 
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it is necessary to look not only at his ttsignificant 1• cryptic sayings, 

but at the man behind those s¢ngs and his impa.ot on Marlow, an 

impa.ot made over a number of yea.rs. It is not tor nothing that 

a.ocounts ot Stein' s history and of his hobby of nature study a.re 

given. Nor is it for nothing that the novel concludes with a. reference 

to Stein. 

When Marlow Visits Stein, he is engrossed completely in his 

butterflies. Marlow's existenoe makes very little impression on 

him. When Marlow can at last make an impact on him, it is by allusion 

to his "hobby. " 1 But Marlow has come to discuss Jim. Stein's 

remarks on Jim's oase a.re not particularly helpful. Being a German, 

he can $peak of abstractions as if' he understands them.. To .Marlow's 

English mind they a.re not of much use. 11He is ronumtiott is all 

very well, but does it mean anything? Marlow is surprised at Stein's 

simplification> but he goes on to ask what is good tor it, and how to 

live. The further abstraction on the destructive element follows, 

'With the advice ''To :follow the dream. tt 2 Except for Guerard, ol:'itios 

do not trouble about the immediate oontext of Stein's orJIPtio remarks 

and the somewhat despairing e:f'f'eot they produce on Marlow: 

"The whisper of his oonviotion seemed to open before me a nst 
and uncertain ex:panse, a.s of a orepusoular horizon on a plain 
at dawn-or was it, perchance, at the coming of the night? 

1 Lord Jim, p.212. 

2 qp. oit., pp.212-5. 



One had not the courage to deoi.de; but it was a charming and 
·deceptive light, throwing the impalpable poesy of' its dimness 
over pitfalls-over graves. His life had begun in saorifioe, 
in enthusiasm for generous ideas; he had travelled very far, 
on various waysp on strange paths, and whatever he followed it 
baa been withouil faltering, and therefore without shame and 
without regret. In so tar he was right. That was the way, 

· no doubt'!' · Yet for all that the great plain on whioh men wander 
amongst graves and pitfalls remained wry desolate under the 
impalpable poesy of its orepusoular light. overshadowed in the 
centre, airolEld with a bright edge as it surrounded by an 
abyss full of flames. When at last I broke the silence it 
was to express the opinion that no one aould be more romantic 
than bimselt."1 

Of this passage, Guerard remarks: 

lt associates Stein and his "conrlotion 11 with the half-lights 
of deception antl menaaing illusion; it brings Stein down to 
Jim's level rather than raises Jim to his. 2 

Despair, pessimism, are the notes of' the passage. Stein's "ourett 

is for a special case. It has worked for himself; he aaimot percai va 

it not working ~or anyone else. It does not 'WOl'k for Jim, who has 

a further, test to oome which will provoke the final failure. To 

Stein "He is romantio 11 produces its answer. To :M.arlow the seeming 

unreality yet the reality of Jim's existence makes him. very soeptioal. 3 

It is at Stein's next appearance that we see the result of his 

ttaasett.. 'this time we are presented with a figure of ageing impotence, 

both in his physiaal appearance and in his conversation: 

"A drab sa.ok-ooat o:f al.paoa hung, unbuttoned 9 down to his 

1 Op. oit., P• 215. 

2 Conrad the Novelist, p.164. 

3 IDrd Jim, p.216. 
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knees. He had a Panama hat on his head, and there were de~ 
furrows on his pale cheeks • • • 'An old man like me, a 
stranger-serum sie--cannot do mu.oho. ••• • 11 1 . 

Later, when Marlow is going he catches sight again of' Stein's "drab ooat 1t. 

He cannot help Jewel even if he did suggest an answer to Jim.. At 

the very end Marlow reflects on Stein, and the picture he gives us is 

one of tragedy, despair, oomplete impoteru:ie in age before Cleath, from 

which not even his butterflies can save him; 

"Stein has aged greatly of' late. He :feels it himself, and 
says often that he is 'preparing to leave all this; preparing 
to leave • • .. ' while he waves his hand sadly at his butter-
tlies~ n2 · 

The enigmatic sayings of Stein have for yea.rs served as a oritioal 

tilt-ye~d, partly because almost any interpretation can be placed 

on them, pa.rtlybeoause Stein appears first at the cross-roads of 

the novel.. That Conrad meant this character to have oonsidel'able 

importance in -working out the themes is highly probable. That Oontad 

intended Stein's remarks to be regarded as the "answel' 11 to Jim's 

spiritual problem and the key to his rehabilitation is highly doubtful. 

It is also doubtful that Conrad intended Stein's "diagnosis" of the 

case to shed much light on the problem, beoause of its very vagueness. 

Other ohal'acters by their remarks made in terms of their own 

environment attempt to th.row some light on Jim's moral situation. 

1 Oe• oit., pp.346-7. 
2 Qp. cit., p.417. 
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Aooounts of his conversation with these people are included at random 

by Marlow, along with remarks whieh indicate their impaot on Marlow 

as in.di vi.duals, with general moralisings, cut never a dogmatic aooeptsnce 

or rejection of their oonmtents on Jim. 

ot these Marlow• s conversation with the French. lieutenant mu.st 

be oonsidered., The lieutenant appeal's in Moser• s olassifioation ot 

t.rpeB as the simple hero, the man who blunders bis way through and 

by ignoranoe and imperoeption suaceeds bli.Jldl.y' ·in lite. 1 He has 

the tyPioa.lly Oonradian. "official" attitude to everything, rather 

like Oaptain Mitchelit s in Nostromo 11 yet his relationship with Marlow 

is not of an o:f'fioial kind. lf.a.rlow• s interpolation of sharp French 

phrases illustrates the peremptory 11 matter of' fa.ct nature of his mi.na. 

His innate si:mplioity is compared with th.at of a "snuffy, qui.et" village 

priest, "on whose faces the pleaid and simple expression is like a 

veil thrown over the II\Y'stery ot pain and distresa. n2 Jim's pain and 

distress is soaraely likel\y to ha:ve any profound effect on the :fixed 

and closed D>ra.lity of' his soul. He has followed his pattern of 

morality, of du.t;r, to the utmost himself, as Stein followed his. 

Kar low' s relation.ship with this man reveals to him the limitations of 

an "official" view of life, but does not give an.y assistance towards 

the solution of Jim's case: 

1 Joae12h Oonrad: .Achievement and Decline. p.17. 

2 I.ord Jim, p.139. 
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"' ., • ., wrum ·the honoUl' is gone-.!Jl--ja 1 ~~~•.!!ef..e:-I oan 
ofter no opinion. I oan offer no opinion--beoause--monsieur....;. 
I ~now nothing of it.•"1 

So the que~tion of Jim's guilt is only tW'th.er oonfused• not solved, 

by this man's appearance .. 

Ohestei- is a character who, unlike Stt;1in, has escaped the notice 

of' many o:f' the ori tios# yet he is the most typical representative of 

those ·who comment on Jim's situation, not beoause they wish to help 

Jim, but because they have a personal end in view and are therefore 

willing to disregard Jim• s ttreeorcP'• By his standard of. ttevery man 

Henas a peremptory ju.<lgment to Marlow on Jim: 

tttTakes it to heart?' he asked, soorn:f'ully .. 
said. •Than he•s no gooa~• he opined."2 

'Very mu.oh,' I 

Ohester himself :falls short of bis practical maxim that people should 

see things "as they are". Conrad shows that he does not see things -
as they are, bu.t 111 terms of his material interests. His description 

of bis partner, "&ly...ferror Robinson" bears no re111emblanoe to }.iarlow• s 

1110re perceptive deeoription of the "emaciated patriarch" who eventually 

arrives. Chester' a real intei'est is to make up a case f'o:r obtaining 

to If you only ooul.d see a thing as it is, you would see it t s 

1 Op. cit.; p.148. 

2 Op. cit., p.161. 
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the very thing tor him. • tt 1 

Marlow sees things as they are and he knows that J:tm. will oom.e to no 

good by going with Chester. Yet Chester's parting soot ttSee what ]I.OU 

will ao with himtt2 reminds the reader that after all the rate devised 

tor Jim by Marlow and Stein suooeeded no more than that devised by 

Chester. Again the relationship is of negative value and the problem 

ot Jim's guilt is further confused. 

Marlow's relationship with Captain Brierly is used by Conra,t'l to 

give the true signifioanoe of another relationship, the relationship 

between Brierly and Jim. Neither Brierly nor Jim is fully capable 

of peroei ving what lies behind the drama of their own lives. B.derly 

is aonoernea with Jim not beoause of any material interest in Jim's 

welfare, but because of a moral, perhaps a. spiritual, interest, akin 

to the relationship of self-identification. Brierly's true relation

ship with Jim is unknown, beoause of the former' a suioide, yet Conrad 

obviously means the reader to assume that there was ..!2!! relationship, 

that Jim's trial forced Brierly to recognise some failing, something 

he did not want to recognise. Thus their relationship is of direct 

oonoern to the guilt and self-knovdedge themes. Brierly has to get 

rid of Jim at any price or else force himself to recognise his tailing, 

and suffer the collapse of his world. 

1 Op. oit., p.167. 

2 Op. ait., p.168. 

Yet he prefers voluntal'ily to 
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terminate his existence rather than adnrl.t this failure.. In wanting 

to get Jim out of the rest of the trial, he has an ulterior motive 

as Chester has for taJcing any interest at all. Brierly's remarks 

to Marlow on Jim's oase ha.ft a reflection on his own case, ot whioh 

the reader is al.ready aware: niet him oreep twenty f'eet underground 

and stay there! By heavens! ! would. 111 So obviously 1•one of us 11 , 

he realises his affiliation with Jim, who is also "one ot us"-he has 

met Jim' s clergyman tat her. Marlow's and Oaptain Jones's aomm.ents 

on Brierly are worth noting, espeoial.ly Jones' a on Brierly's egoism, 

whioh ref'leots Jim's: "Ay, ay! neither you nor I, sir, had ever 

thought so much of ourselves."2 Although short, the Brierly episode 

ha.a a wide significance in the novel's context, as Guerard remarks; 

••• the episode' e chief' tu.notion is to prepare us to understand 
(or at lea.Sit aaoept) Jimt s paralysed identification with Gentleman 
Brown and suicidal refusal to fight him; ana to prepare us, 
also, tor the deliberateness of Jim's ma.vah Up to Doramin.3 

All the relationships we have been considering sucoeed artistically, 

and pla,y their part in the development of the moral themeB, especially 

those of moral isolation and betrayal r1 and the central question of Jim's 

guilt. When they are all summed up we are lett with a dilemma, an 

issue alouded by innumerable self-interests, stemming from Conrad's 

scepticism over human affairs. The one relationship between a man 

1 92. cit., p.66. 
2 

rM. 't 65 _.:;:.t: __ a_i __ • , p. .. 

3 Conrad the Novelist, p.149. 
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and a woman in the novel whioh we mWJlt consider briefly does not 

suooeed artistically, nor do the moral them.es receive significant 

development through it .. 

b) )iUDWl Relationships between Men and Women. 

Romantic elements in the four novels do not oonoern a large enough 

area to efteot the impaot of' the whole. . Only one relationship between 

a man and a women is portray~d :in Lord Jim, but it unfortunately 

contains many of the Con.radian love-story features o:f his poorer 

works. When Conrad begins a romantio theme the dramatic movement, 

usually springing from. the development of a moral theme, ceases immediate

ly. The passages aonoerning Jewl degenerate into poor prose with 

inexcusably poor romantic imagery: 

"Her tenderness hovered over him like a tlutter of" wings. "1 

The Mal.SJ" girl-like the earlier ones, Nina and A!ssa-e:rlsts 

merely as a name and a shadow.. The reader has no interest in her 

JOOral being, nor is any action of hers allowed to influence the novel's 

movement. Their relationship is a static one, with nothing of the 

tension generated between Jim and Marlow and Jim and Brown. It 

appears in the middle of the aooount of Jim's more successful period 

at Patusan, which is in itself' a poor piece of writing. 

1 Lord Jim, p .. 283. 
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o) The Relationship between the Indi:ri.du.al and Society. 

!he aucceasful. portrayal. of human relationships at the individual 

le'ftl is oonf'ined to personal relationships between men as we have 

seen; there are no official relationships to compete, and the one 

relationship between a man and a mman tails. Let us examine finally 

the wider relationship between certain individuals and the human 

sooiety in Ierd Jim. 

~he relation.ship between Marlow and Jim. and the English society 

to which they belong is of considerable importanoe. Marlow• s insistence 

that Jim was "one of us" and therefore su'bJeot to the morali t.y of the 

British Merchant Service, unrelated to the free-and-easy conduct of 

the other members of the Patna. crew is emphasised when Conrad allows 

Marlow to see the complete difference in. be~ing on their arrival in 

port: 

"He had no business to look so sound. I thought to Jl\YSelf
well, if this sort om go wrong like that ••• and I felt as 
though I could fling down my hat and dance on it from. sheer 
mortification • • • "1 

Thia is Marlow's first feeling of sel:f'-identifioation as a man of the 

same stock, the same society, a feeling developed throughout. If' Jim 

were !!2!, a part of this society 11 his "oasett would hold no interest for 

an;Ybody, nor would the question of moral self-justifioation or rehabilit• 

ation ha'ft entered. The question considered is whether or not Jim 

1 Qp. oit., p.40. 
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indeed divorced himself irrevocably from his society by his jump, or 

whether oiroumstances outside the range of its official oode, beyond 

the court of inquiry, must be taken into account, whether his self'-

intposed physioal isolation had any real moral justitioation. 

Although he pleads his "aase1
' again and a.gain$ Jim, in his egoism~ 

does not admit overtly any relationship to sooiety,, and Marlow questions 

whether or not lie was oonoerned with some private ideal of' his own: 

"The point, however~ is that of al. l mankind Jim had no dealings 
but with himself• and the question is whether at the last he 
had not confessed to a faith mightier than the laws of order 
and progress. tt1 

This private mrality is re:ferl'ed to a.gain a.t the end& 

"He goes away from a living woman to celebrate his pitiless 
wedding with. a shadowy ideal of oonauot. I;; he satisfied= 
quite, now, I wonder?"2 

But th.rough. the novel Marlow is not aonoernea with Jim's shadowy 

egoistic ideal. He is conoernea with the ideals of oonduot imposed 

by the world wi. th which he is :familiar, both the o:f':f'ioial ideals of 

the service, and the less definable but none the less real ideals of 

"one of us 11
: 

"He is one of us-and have I not stood up onoe, like an evoked 
ghost, to answer for his eternal oonatanoy? 113 

Marlow1s final attitude is one of doubt: "Who knows? 11 The reader 

1 Op. oit., P• 339· 

2 OE• cit.,, p.416. 

3 012. oit., p .. 416. 
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. is left to provide the answer. These are poor grounds for anyone 

who considers Jim rehabilitated at the end, either in his own eyes 

or in those of the world. 

Jim's social responsibility, for all his egoism, and regardless 

of any justification,. is olear, both on the Patna and at Pa.tusan. 

His action r11a.y not have been of particular importance to the pilgrims 

on the Patna, but his surrender to Gentleman Brown's demands, shown 

to have stemmed :fron1 his original failure, is responsible for the 

disl'uption of Patusa.n. To know all may be to torgi ve all in Jim.1 s 

special case, but the responsibility is still there. 

By way of c-0ntrei..st we shall examine briefly the relationship vd th 

the world of the New South Wales German oeptain of the Patna. His 

morality, representative of the free-lanoe standards of this put of 

the East, has no ai'tilia.tion with the ttone of us 0 morality of Jim and 

Marlow, yet his actions provide a kind of subtle ironic oomm.ent on 

Jim's and Marlow's ef'f'orts to come to terms with their own morality. 

The captain's first words show clearly his attitude to human beings: 

"Look at dese cattle. it 1 The pilgrims are a oargo, for whose well

being he has no oonoern. Marlow's a.ooount of the impact of this 

"trained baby elephant walking on hind-legs" is in terms of broad 
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faroe, yet plausible. 1 For all Jim's attempt to avoid involvement 

with mankind, he does not display the injured oontempt of this man: 

tt•:aah? the Paoi:f'ia is big, my friendt. You damned Englishmen 
can do your worst; I know where there's plenty room f'or a man 
like me: I am well a.guaindt in Apia~ in Honululu, in ..... 'tt2 

The captain's solution to his problem is simple: "I vill an Amerigan 

citizen begome. tt.3 We .remember however that Jim's solution is not so 

different-rut beoomes a oitizen of' Patusan-and that in the final issue, 

with the exception of Jim's attendance at the inquiry, their situations 

are much the same. What is to be the reader's attitude to these two, so 

alike yet so different? If we vindicate Jim must we also vindioate this 

fellow? Is Jim brought down into partnership with the German in guilt 

to some extent in spite of the evidence Marlow finds in Jim's favour? 

No answer is given by Conrad. We 8l'e merely left with the hint of 

a link between their two situations and we note the sense of injustice 

and futility behind the fact that the captain, living by his own standards 

of not recognising any moral responsibility, is absolved from taking any. 

He escapes free and with a :free aonsaience, while Jim has to bear the 

responsibility of the "one of us" morality he imposes on himself', and 

oan never free himself from the guilt with whioh it afflicts him. 

1 212· oit., p.37. 

2 012. cit., p.41. 

3 012. cit., p.42. 
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The Mal:'low-Jim relationlilhip somewhat overshadows the others in 

this novel. . It is one of the most fascinating· relationships in 

literature. The interest Marlow and Conrad have in exploring every 

facet of 111. man's cha.raoter to a.rri ve at the very depth of his moral 

being reaches its culmination in this novel. At the end Marlow is 

to.reed to give up, and Conrad leaves the reader with the question 

mark and the suggestion that a final answer vrould be futile. Although 

Jim's sooial responsibility :ls olea.r, what right have men to ;judge 

others by their own erring standards of norali ty, whioh differ so 

widely from one man to the next? Jbw impossible it is for anyone, 

even of Marlow• s perception, to discover .!!! the relevant evidence. 

lbw hopeless, once all this evidence has been amassed, to giw a 

pronouncement. 

Marlow's deep interest in the problem of Jim's guilt sustains 

their relationship throughout. In Nostromo, to which we now turn, 

no sirnilar human .relationship is sustained, yet thel'e i.s a greater 

oomple:d ty of' hUlllan relationships through all 11\V' categories .. 



0'.HAP'.rER FOUR 

NOSTRO MO 

Gu.ilt is the central problem of Nostromo, as in IDra Jim, but this 

time it is the guilt of corruption., of political and D10ral oorru.ption, 

a guilt which directly affects no~ one person only but a whole state. 

The reader is posed with the more delicate problem ot asse111sing the 

guilt of an individual, not agtrl.nst a "one o:f' us" English llr>rality, 

bu.t against the ioora!ity (or perhaps the amorality) of Ooataguana. 

Therefore in this novel, which is longer and more complex than 19.!:,4 

2, the relationship between indi vidua.l and state is an important 

subject, around which a whole host of human relationships must be 

considered. Yet before we make a detailed examination there are certain 

relevant general critical problems to which we must give attention. 

In spite of the willingness of the academia critic (after Leavis) 

to praise Nostrollk:I as Conrad's greatest novel, few of' them have the 

courage to submit it to close analysis or to try to discover the limits 

of its success as a work of art. Galswortb;y•s warning "It does disservice 

to Conrad's memory to be indiscriminate in praise ot his work" must be 

'f applied to the particular work as well as to the whole of Conrad's work .. 

Only Baines,· Guerard and R. P. Warren giw this novel anything like 

1 "Reminiscences of Conrad" in Candelebra. P.181. 
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the attention it del!lerves. Guerard alone makes any real attempt 

to point to the greater and lesser passages of its 566 pages. His 

insistence that the novel is too long is valid. The thread of 

the meaning is not lost at any stageit but the development, especially 

in the third part, seems to stagnate at times, and subject matter 

and themes undergo repetition. 1 Yet on the other hand it is certain 

that Conrad intended to give the reader the impression of the existence 

of' Oostaguana over a period of time, whette a revolution or outbrea.lc of 

civil strife does not exist on its own, but is the seed th.at generates 

a later outbreak. Nostromo's a.at must be weighed against consideration 

of the whole background. 

In spite of the novel's weaknesses a full tribute should be paid 

to the outstanding brilliance of the creation of a Latin American 

Republic, with a singularly convincing atmosphere appropriate to it. 

At no time does the reader teel that Costaguana has ceased to exist, 

become a. fairy-tale land. Oonrad' s Costaguana and its people al'e no 

roore transplanted from Poland as Morf' suggests than is his London in 

The Secret Agent. 2 This is particularly significant since Conrad 

visited Central America only once, twenty-five years before the date 

1 Conrad the Novelist, p.203. 

2 The Polish Heritage of .Jos!Rh Conrad, p.127. 
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ot writing. 1 For tm greater part a firm grasp is maintained on tm 

complexity, so that the reader oan see the landscape; the people, follow 

the events and immerse him.self in the passions and problems. Conrad• s 

theme of' human isolation reaches its greatest complexity of development. 

Not only are the individuals isolated morally from eaoh other, but the 

whole state is au.t ott, p}\ysioally and morally, from the rest of the 

world. Jfor the first time a political theme enters a Conrad novel 

with his other major themes, to be developed further in The Secret A,sent 

and to reach its greatest intensity in Under Western Eyes. 

In Nostromo there is no dominant hwnan relationship or group of 

relationships. While :Nostromo' s exploits and behaviour may be oentral 

subjects, they are by no means the only subject. Nostromo is a 

colourful individu.a.l oharaoter; he is also a figure whose DOral 

problems and whose lite are used to objectify the problems of a nation. 

In a letter to Ernst Bends in 1923, Conrad wrote; 

I will take the liberty to point out that Nostromo has never 
been intended tor the hero o:f the Tale of the Seaboard. Silver 
is the pi wt of the moral and material events, af'feoting the 
lives of everybody in the tale.2 

The relationships in the novel are all diotated1 influenced by the 

presence or the silver. It is the silver that produaes the "complex 

of personal stories, intimately interfused", tm "ohroma.tio scale of 

1 See letter to R. B. Ounningh.ama Graham, 8 July 1903; in G. 
J. At»!Jry, ~os~h qonra.d: Lite and ~~, Vol. I 11 p.315. 

2 Ietter to Ernst Bendz, 7 Ma.rob. 1923, in G. J. Aubry- Joseph 
gonra.dt _Li:f'e and ~ie~ters, Vol. II, P• 296. 



attitudes" in which, R. P. Warren aaserts, Nostromo consists. 1 The 

silver is the third party in every relationship, the power which unites 

the chal"aoters within its net of moral corruption, and thereby, para.-

doxically, isolates them from ea.oh other .. 

The silver is, nevertheless, inanimate and the novel must exist 

a.round its oharaoters. 'Without a narrator they each have considerable 

importance, and the reader has a heavier task in -weighing the views of 

one against those of another. or against the impersonal view which 

Conrad himself presents at times. Baines makes this very important 

observation: 

Although they can often be taken as reflecting the author's 
view Dr. Monygham and Decoud a.re oha.raoters in their own right; 
they reveal themselves as well as others by their oomm.ents and 
it is always necessary to take the commentator's 01m oharaoter 
into account when assessing the co:mment. 2 

But where does Conrad exist behind the oha.ra.cters? to what extent 

is he Deooua? lfonygham? Gould? Mitchell? or does he idfa.oe himself 

altogether? Guerard, although m.aae unoertain by R. P. Warren's 

introduotion to Nostromo, asserts that the novel is deeply soeptioal.3 

1 Sewanee Review, 59:363-91, July, 1951, p.371. 

2 Jos!Qh Conrad: A Oritioa.1 Biography, PP• 298·9· 

3 R. ?. Warren, introduction to Modern Library Edition of Nostromo, 
1951, reprinted from Sewanee Review, 59: 363-91, July, 1951; and 
A. J. Guerera, Oonrad the Novelist, pp.189-190. 
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He points out that not only Decoud, who perhaps is the character 

through the whole of the works whose attitude approaohed closest to 

Oonrad' s, but also the omniscient narrator, Dr. Monygham, Father Roman 

and Mrs. Gould all reveal different attitudes ot soeptioism. 1 Baines' s 

view is perhaps even stronger: 

Nostromo is an intensely pessimistic book; it is perhaDs 
the most impressive monument to futility ever oreatea.2" 

Yet does the novel reveal approval of Decoud' s suicide or Monygham' s 

ill-nature? Although no censure is given direotly Conrad's whole-

hearted approval seems unlikely in these particular instances. 

In Oostaguana there is no dolllinant standard or symbol of morality11 

no symbol to which the indi vi.dual. can ally himself and which oan serve 

as a supreme guide to conduct. Corruption overtakes both its people 

and its institutions in some way: political parties, lea.de.rs, the mine 

with its foundation on material interests, the Europeans from Gould 

down, even Nostromo. The silver alone is incorruptible in itself yet 

it corrupts all it touches. There is no British Flag or Merchant 

Service morality here, just an entanglement of personal interest, group 

interest and party interest, so that from the politics of the nation 

to the private dealings of individuals there are a vast number of 

influences which appear behind every t;ype of hU!llan relationship. In 

my opinion there is a strong air of pessimism, despair at the motives 

1 Conrad the Nqvelist, pp.189-90. 

2 Joseph Conrad: A Critical Biog.ra.phl, p .. 310. 
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and wa;/S of humanity, which reduces the hope of a nation to the soreeah 

of a parrot: "Vive Oostagu.ana!"1 

Bearing this general tone of the book in mind, we shal.l now 

examine certain speoifio human relationships. In Nostromo important 

relationships are portrayed within eaoh of m;y four divisions. Conrail 

brings people of different baokgrounds, traditions, standards of morality, 

ways of living, together at different times and in different situations 

and allows them to discuss themselves and their problems in suoh a. 

wa;y that they show Up weak points in themselves and in their arguments. 

By contrasting what they say and do against what other people say and 

do the reader IDJJ3 work towards the discovery of' Conrad's attitude 

behind the whole pe,ttern~ !JE:t us look first at the offioial relation-

ships of Captain Mitchell an<:i Charles Gould. 

a) Human Rel9.tionship~ o't. an Off'ioial. Nature. 

Oaptain Mitohell is an important figure, not for the reason that 

he would consider himself to be important, as a distinguished onlooker 

and pa.rtioipator in the "historical events", but in so tar as he has 

a fixed view of life, whioh Conrad show to be highly fallible, an 

t•otf'ioial" view, of' the type that would only be likely to appear in 

Government magazines and tourist pamphlets.. In his relationship with 

everyone Mitchell is very self-conscious of' his "off'ioial" oapaoity as 

1 Nostronc, pp.69, 82. 
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superintendent of the Ooean Steam Navigation Oompanj. R.. ?. Warren's 

optimism leads him to plaae the wrong emphasis on .Mitchell's view: 

Oaptain Mitohell' s view is• we may say, the 'of:f'ioial view': 
'Progress' hsJ:i tri~hed, the world has achieved itself, there 
is nothing left but to enjoy the fruits of the famous victory. 1 

This does not take into aaoount attitudes ex.Pressed by people towards 

.Mitchell in various conversations, and Mitchell's own behaviour in 

his dealings with others, especially in Part III Chapter 10. It is 

revealed that he is incapable of anything but optimienn, and that his 

views are never likely to be more than superficial. 

Throughout the novel Conrad gives Mitchell a oolou.rtul if somewhat 

stereotyPed official form of speaking wbioh reads like a combination of 

a legal doou:inent and an oration oi Cicero. He always addresses people 

as "sir 11 or by their official titles: 

To the very last he had been oareful to address the ex-Dictator 
as "Your Exoelleinoy .. tt2 

Mitchell's relationships do not descend below the offioia.l level 

partly beoau.se of his profound belief in his status and standing, and 

in those of the people with whom he comes into oontaot .. He believee 

firmly in the inevitable advancement and prosperity of his company and 

o:f mankind. He has no comprehension whatever of soeptioism. The 

outstanding events of Oostaguana tall into two oategories, they are 

1 Sewanee Review, 59:363-91, July, 1951, p.383. 
2 
~' p.14.. 
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either "history'* or "mistakes" in the line of inevitable progress. 1 (Nost-

romo' s supposed loss of the silver represents "a fatality .. 112) Conrac.1 

portrays Mitchell n»at often in conversation 'With some unidentified tourist 

to whom he deferentially refers as "sir. 1• Mitchell has no insight into 

morality beyond his official guide-book mentality. All the time he is 

1'utterly in the dark, and imagining himself to be in the thiok of things. tt3 

His .relationship with Nostromo is one of those m.astar-and-sel'vant 

relationships where the work of the servant is responsible for the 

reputation of the m.!lster. Mitchell has the idea that he is on very good 

term.a with his Capataz, far better than he is really, and considers 

him to be completely faithful and absolutely incorruptible. Mitchell 

ha.ia his motives :for liking Nostrou». His 11death0 is a blow ''because 

he had beaome attaahed to his Oapataz as people get attached to their 

inferiors from love of. ease and almost unaonsoious gratitude. n4 Nost-

romo asn see through Mitchell, as appears later, when he returns to 

Sulaooi 

As to Captain Mitchell, Nostromo, after the ma.nner of trusted 
subordinates 1 considered him as a person fitted by education 
pel'haps to sign papers in an office and to give order st but 
otherwise of no use whatever, and something of a fool.' 

1 Og. oit., p.113. 

2 Op. cit., p.131. 

3 012. ait., p.112. 

4 012. ait., P• 344. 

5 22· oit., p.419. 
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This :falls into an odd contra.st beside Mitchell's blind trust: 

"The :fellow is devoted to me~ body and soul !"1 

Yet on the other hand wa must take into account the tact that Nostromo 

.,2!S save the state although he stole the silver,, and that he saved it 

alone, by his ride, .only to be poorly treated after. Mitohell is one 

of the few really concerned about the public ingratitude to Nostromo: 

"There are people on this Alameda that ride in their carriages, 
or even al'e albre at all to-day, beaause years ago I engaged 
a runaway Italian sailor for a :foreman ot our wharf siinply on the 
strength of his looks. And that's a taot. You oan't get 
over it, sir. n2 

For all his imperoeption old Mitchell oan see some of' the extent of' 

the ingratitude of the state toward$ Nostromo's services, and he does, 

unbeknown to himself, plead further evidenae for Nostrooo' s oa.<1e. 

Mitchell's interview with Sotillo has its serious side from the 

moral point of view, as the juxtaposition of these two outlines sharply 

some of the limitations of both men. Mitchell's chief oonoern is for 

the immediate, the material, in deep contrast to the other Sulaoo 

personality whom Sotillo is privileged to interview, Dr. M:onygham.. 

Mitchell's chief oonoeJ:'n throughout the interview, the one whioh 

oausea him to be bound up, is not for Coataguana, Sulaoo, the Europeans, 

or himself, but his gold watch. Mitchell's outburst reveals Sotillo's 

cowardliness and his imperoeption of' character. Their thoughts proceed 

1 Op. cit., p.44. 

2 9.R· oit •• p.483. 
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on different lines,. until Sotillo mentions the silver,. which sets a 

train of thought going in :Mitchell's mind. He strains hill1self to the 

utroost of his mental capacity to reply to Sotillo in swh a way as to 

deceive him and keep him at bSJY.1 Fortunately for Mitchell Sot:i.llo 

can perceive bis uselessness, so he dismisses him before he has a 

:further oh.anoe to make a :fool of himself. 

Following this is Mitohell 9 s interview with Monygham in the strong 

room. The t-wo men al'e o:r such val'ying disposition that only the 

prison in which Conrad has them locked up 'WOUld make the length or 

intimacy of their conversation at all plausible, a conversation which 

reveals again the tremendous mral isolation :from ea.oh other possible 

between t'\l!IO h:uma.n beings in spite of physical closeness. Mitchell's 

basic concerns a.t'e for his watch and his aohing legs. 2 He is also 

inquisitive as to how Sotillo came to know of the silver. 

therefore impatient, as the reader is not, with Monygham' s narrative 

of' Viola•s wife's death. The shook of the news of' Nostromo's death 

further isolates him within the limits of his own meditations .. 3 W.tohell 

is shooked when Monygham mentions his agreement with Sotillo' s suggestion 

that Gould may have hid the silver for his own use. His disapproval 

ot :Monygham' s use of a little strategy tor the ultimate benefit of the 

1 .9.2.:_<!!b,, P• 335. 

2 Op. oit., p.339. 

3 Op. cit., p.3~2. 
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community and Gould himself reveals a further limitation in perception., 

MonygbaJn•s rem.ark to Mitchell towards the end of their conversation 

is devastating, yet true: 

"It wouldn9t help a. single human being in the world if' you 
thought ever so ha.rd upon any subject whatever. i.1 

This irony has no effect whatever on Mitchell, who interprets the 

statement as referring to his immediate condition: 

"No, ••• A man looked up in a confounded dark hole is not 
much use to anybody.'* 

Another comment on his .uselessness glances off Mitchell as he returns 

his attention to his chronometer. Through this scene, 100re than any 

other, the reader should be able to peroei ve Mitchell's limt tat ions. 

In Oh.apter Ten of Pa.rt Third Mitchell really comes into his own 

as Guide Book to Sula.co. 2 Conrad gives a tYPioal visit (presumably 

they are all much the sanie) of a distinguished visitor to the place 

who is conducted personally by Mitchell around the new independent 

State.. Thia is an ironio denouement of the later history of Sula.co. 

The d83"-long visitor-and-official relationship is very important as 

at this stage of the novel the reader already expects to find a heavy 

touoh of il'ol'.lJ' beneath 8»:f o:f titcheJ.l • s l.\tteranoes. Th$ Triumph 

of Progress which Mitchell heralds S:-s not the end of Oostagu.ana, nor 

is it the end of the novel, where we see a different picture. Mitchell• s 

1 Qp~ qit., p.}46. 

2 Ct?• oit., pp.~73-503. 



guide-book style is an excellent vehicle for including the high-sounding 

titles of the inhabitants of this new repu.blio-"Oonsolidated San Tomi 

mines", "Hernandez, Minister of War", and so on-titles which have an 

ironic reflection on the past of the country. Mitoh$ll's manner of 

speaking further reveals his imperception. He assumes that his guest 

has a. knowledge of the history of the place before he begirus, an.a his 

disjointed narrative, while intelligible to the reader, presents many 

difficulties for the visitor, who takes in very little anyway. Mitchell's 

visitor is one of the few contacts Oostagu.ana has with the outside 

world. Anything like a true impact of :tts history never reaches the 

world. The manner and substance of Mi tohell' s narration throw into 

ironic perspective muoh that has gone before. The long struggle of 

Don Jose A'wllanos for Right and Justice has resulted in a. bust in 

the Oatnearal: not even his book has surv.l.ved. Decoud, th.E!l sceptic 

who planned the new state 8lld committed suicide has earned himself a 

medallion on the wall of tb.E!l Oa.thedral. Don Juste Lopez, who has 

changed his politics all along to suit the oooasion11 is now Ohief' of 

the State.. Nostrom:>, who saved the state, has been quiokly forgotten 

by the world. This chapter is an ittq:>ortant part of Conrad's comment 

on the aioorality surrounding h't11llan politics. 

From. the evidence Conrad gives us it seems that he intends us to 

consider Captain Mitchell• s approach the obverse to a. realistic approaoh. 

His "official" mind., in common with other Con.radian official minds, 

limits severely his philosophy to nothing 111WJh beyond material an.a 
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immediate C1onsidera:bions.. It is important to l.'eali" that the dominant 

soeptical tone of the novel is in no way lightened by Mitchell's 

appearance.. Hts attitude reveals rather the unwillingness of Qertain · 

people to perceive the world's evil. 

A totally different man who maintains an official atti tu.de in 

bis relationships with other men is Ohal:'les Gould. This time it is 

the cold, natiff' upper lip" officialdom of' silence, withdra:wal and 

disdain, by which Gould attempts to .remain aloof from. Oostagua:na.• s 

politios and morality, but aannot entirely auooeed in doing so. 

Gould and Iblroyd 11 bis United States finanoier 11 have a. ourious 

relationship, in purely business terms which Holroyd defines: 

'lWe will go with you as long as the thing rt.ms strs.1,ght. But 
we won't be drawn into any large trouble .... if you can't 
keep up your end, we will stand our losa, of' course, and then
•' ll let the thing go. tt1 

Gould and Oostaguana. are l:blroya• s hobby to whioh he gives his personal 

attention. Gould knows his part well, and he knows the right thing 

"You may begin sending out the machinery as soon as you like. 1•2 

Onoe established this position does not ohlmge at all in Gould's mind, 

even in the middle of' the political tmrest. Yet Holroyd's milliorus 

and his advice are not of much assistanoe to Gould in bis isolation 

1 Op. cit., p.79. 
2 Op• oit., p.82. 



at Sulaao~ as Gould suggests later to the ehie:f' engineer:· 

"He"-Oharles Gould spoke after a slight paus~"he said 
something about holding on like grim death and putting our 
tl'ust in. God.. I should imagine he nm.st have been .rather 
startled. But thentt-pursued the .Administrador of the San 
Tome m:tne-"but then, he is very far away, you know, and, 
as they say in this country, God is very high above. tt1 

Gould somehow keeps his "stiff' upper lip" in his dealings with 

the Costaguana politicians and populace. In his first interview with 

the Sulooo poli tioal chief he maintains an official coldness and .reserve 

whioh the man oennot break down for all his f'ree-and-easy manner. 

Although Gould has already paved his way to this man• s f'avour with 

fk>lroyd • s gold, the o:f':fioial is puzzled, as a.re many after him .. 2 Gould• s 

coldness, and the subsequent importanoe of the few words he utters, 

are emphasised in Con.rad• s aocount ot his treatment of Senor Hirsch: 

I:iis silences, ba.oked by the power of speeoh, had as many shades 
of signifioanae as uttered words in the way of assent, of doubt, 
of negation~even of simple oomment.J 

F'or Senor Hirsch, Gould' a silence means irrevocably that no deal will 

be made. 

However even Gould cannot remain entirely aloof from the Costagwma 

society. During the revolution. he is foroed to commit him.self 11 to 

take sides with a party, to enter negotiations with a bandit. lti.s 

official reserve towards Oostagwma does not preserve .him from. being 

1 22· cit., p.206. 

2 Qe. cit., p .. 92 .. 

3 Op. cit., p .. 203 .. 
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tainted by its morality. 

b) F Human Relationshi2s between :Men. 

In hi.a port~ayal of other kinds of relationships between men in 

Nostromo, Conrad fu.rther displays his soeptiaal at ti tu.de and develops 

his themes. Gould's and Mitchell's attitudes contrast strongly with 

that of another of the novel's commentators, Dr. Monygham, whose vievis 

end relationships with men are anything but "offioial" and who shows 

a far deeper understanding of affairs and human nature. Although his 

comments a.l'e fevte:r in nwriber than Mitahell 1 s> from the point of view 

of what he says Monygharn' s views are perhaps of .first importance. 

Monygham is a sceptio, and has a rather acute perception of the situation, 

both of which attributes Oonrad would seem likely to approvEh Whether 

Con.rad appi'O'ftlS or not of his employment of political strategy, or his 

inv0.l'iable harshness of manner is another matter~ 

:Moriygha.ra. is one of those who throughout maintains a. very soeptioal 

a.tt:i.tuda towuds Nostrom.:> and his exploits. It appears that the 

majority of the Sula.co residents trust Nostromo and subsorib@ to the 

myth of' his "inoorrUptibility", but not t.ionygham. 'When Mrs. Viola 

is dying and wants to see Nostromo, he remarks: "And wey she wants 

to see you I cannot imagine. n1 Later we have Monygharn' a ironio remark 

on Nostromo's hesitancy to go off with the silver: "Wey, Capataz! I 

1 .£E. oi t • , p .. 251. 



thought you could never fail in anything. "1 It appears however that 

Monygham himself v.ould have failed in the silver exploit.. He states 

his price to Nostromo, which no doubt the latter would call to mind 

later: 

"Illustrious Oapataz, tor taking the curse of death upon 
D\Y back, as you call it, nothing else but the whole treasure 
would do.'*2 

By the standard he sets Monygham can scarcely plaoe any nnral blame 

on the one "failure" Nostrom makes, e:mept perhaps for not striking 

8.l\Y definite bargain, which Nostrom had scarcely time or opportunity 

to do anyway. 

Nostromo and Monygham 1118et a.gain atter ths former• s return from 

Great Isabel., Nostromo is in a very antagonistic state of mind at 

the ingratitu.de displayed by mankind in general, and Mon.ygham in 

particular: 

To Nostromo the doctor represented all these people. • • • And 
he had never even asked after it. Not a word of inquiry about 
the ioost desperate i.mdertaking of his lite. 3 

The Doctor, singularly uninterested in Nostrom• s eJiploit, iB conoerned 

chiefly with his plans for Sulaco• s salvation, destined to turther 

involve Nostroroo. .Monygham' s suggestion that it would have been 

better had Sotillo taken the silver gives further cause of affront 

1 2:e· o;tt., p.258. 

2 22· cit., P• 25~. 

3 212· cit_:, p.426. 
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to Nostromo, yet he does not sh.ow this. 

The betl'ayal theme enters when Monygham fears that Nostromo has 

heard ot his own past failure, that he has thus lost his moral a.soendenoy 

over Nostromo, his power to use the man. The reader realises the full 

import of this on second reading, when he sees that both men have a 

oominon guilt. Although neither ohara.oter realises it, their relationship 

at this point is of m.uoh the same kind as the relationship of self'

identitioation. Nostromo feels, r~reover, that he and his Oargadores 

are "betrayed" by the rioh. 1 This is :ted by Monygham' s cynicism. 

towards his interests, his unoonoern, exoept for exploiting his usefulness .. 

Through this conversation is revealed as much as we see of Nostromo• s 

approaah to stealing the silver. Monygham' s callousness and the 

general unconcern of the rioh for Nostromo mt!f:J' be considered strong 

e"V'idenoe in favour of his vindication. 

Monygha.m' s enoou:nter with the chief' engineer of the railway is 

used by Conrad to reveal some further elements of the farmer's soeptioism, 

as well as to throw light trom two different points on val'ious people 

and th$ political situation, on the general entanglement of morality, 

on the oommon guilt. The chief engineer has a slightly soeptioal 

approach, al.though it is from. a neutral position, and has nothing of 

Monygham' s oold oynioism. 

1 Op. oit., pp.462-3. 



Their oomJllients on Gould are most important: 

"That man is calmness personified," he said • ., ,. ttHe 111ust 
be extremely sure of himself. *' 

"If that's all he is sure of 11 then he is sure of nothing," 
said the doctor. 

This is true, yet the Doctor• s following remark. l'IJ:t is tbs last thing 

a man ought to be sure of", .rellli.nds the reader again of the doctor's 

own story, his failing and guilt 11 that has .rendered him. psyohologioally 

incapable of any certainty in his own li:f'e, and therefore unable to 

appreoiate that felt by any one else in theirs. 1 The engineer later 

passes rem.arks as devastating as Monygham' s on Decoud and :Barrios, and 

Decoud' s plan; 

ttHe ~Deooua l had argument Iii which should have appeal'ed solid 
enough if we, members of old, stable political and national 
organizations, were not staz.""'tled by the mere idea of a new 
State evolved like this out ot the head ot a scoffing yo\mg 
mtm fleeing :for his life, with a proclamation in his pocket, 
to a rough, jeering, half-bred swa.shbuaklel' 1 who in this pal't 
of the world is called a general .. "2 

Yet the engineer displays a certain allk>unt of optimisrn; it may oome 

off, the plan is "WOrkable. Monyghrun displqs no optimism: 

"A new State, with that plump dandy, Decoud, for the 
first President". 3 

The engineer's optimism grows, until it is out short abruptly by M.onygham 

1 Qp. cit .. , p.310. 

2 Qe• oit., P• 315. This soeptioal attitude to Barrios exists 
in the no'9'el, therefore there is some doubt a.$ to whether 
Barrios is really ttone of the sa.~a" as Guerard suggests. 
(Conrad the Novelist, p.189.) 

. 3 Op. oit.,, P• 316. 



with one of the most soeptioal stateroents in all Conrad: 

ttUpon ~ word, doctor, things seem to be worth nothing by what 
they are in themselves. I begin to believe that the only solid 
thing about them. is the spiritual value which everyone discovers 
in his own form of activity-" 

"Bah!" interrupted the doctor •• • "Self-flattery. Food 
for that 'tfanity whiah makes the wrld go .round. 1t1 

If Conrad held Monygham' s point o:f view here it would seem that he 

denied all spiritual values as the inventions of mankind. The engineer• s 

optimism is similarly counterbalanced with Monygh.a.m' s pessimism when 

they coll11llent on Nostromo.2 

'rhe juxtaposition of the standards of morality of Sotillo and 

Dr., Monygha.m. is rather odd.. Sotillo thinks he has the moral superiority, 

and that he therefore has Moeygha.m in the palm of his hand. 

Sotillo thought that Dr. Monygha.m., so different from all Europeans, 
was ready to sell his countrymen and Oharles Gould, his employer, 
for some share of the San Tome silver. Sotillo did not despise 
him for that. '.the colonel• a want of moral sense was of a 
profowtd and innocent oha.raoter. It bordered upon stupidity, 
moral stupidity. Nothing that served his ends aould appear 
to him really reprehensible. Nevertheless, he despised Dr. 
Monyghrun,3 

Actually Monygham is in control, and he has the moral superiority.. He 

knows Sotillo• s weak spot, greed, and therefore plays his hand accordingly 

in suoh a way as to convinoe Sotillo, and keep him occupied diving for 

the silvar. 

1 2.e· oit., . P• 318. 

2 o:e, • . ait .... 11 P• 320. 

3 .oa. ai.!:,, p.350 .. 
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Like Mi tohell and 1i/ionygham, Don Martin Decoud is also one of the 

novel's commentators, and as with Mo:nygham, critics haw identified 

his a.tti tu.de with what they suppose Conrad's to be. Unlike the other 

two Decoud ple,ys a oruoial part in the action, and his suicide is 

used to objectify a theme at a symbolic level.. He is both detached 

from. the situation by his background, and involved in it by his affection 

for Antonia. and the plan of action which he initiates. 

carries with it the heav penalty of moral isolation. 

Bis scepticism 

Conrad introduoes him to the novel as the eynioal opponent of the 

patriotic optimism of Don Jose Awllanos.. The mentality of Avella.nos 

is limited, so he does .not take up Deaoua• s argwnent on the mook-hero:i.o 

nature of Costaguana politics and the mrality of the whole affair, 

but tries marel.$ to defend Barrios .. 1 Decoud is concerned with a 

historical view of the political situation, with the ioorality, the 

general prinoiple behind the events. Avellanos is oonoerned only with 

the sitU&.tion in hand, its m.atf,trial aspects and the hopes or the 

immediate future. They are isolated by their approach and Avellanos 

cannot understand Deaoud• s obvel'ted view of' what to Captain Mitchell 

is nhistory". Deooud' s scepticism towards his own journalism reveals 

his unbelief in the "WOl'<ls which he alone oen pour forth in his newspaper. 

A vellanos rem.arks; 

"The Porvenir must have a long and confident article upon 
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Barrios and the irresistibleness of his al"fl\Y of Oayta.: The 
1roral eff'eot should be kept up in the country. We must cable 
encouraging extraots to Europe and the United States to maintain 
a. favourable impression abl'oad. " 

Deooud repliea: 

110h, yes, we mu.st comf'ort our f'rii:mds, tha mpeoula:to:rs. tt1 

Decoud' a rel at i1)nship w1. th Nostromo is one between men whose 

attitude to the situation is alike. They ha.vs a common affiliation: 

they have both coma from outside the country, and th.us they are both. 

soeptionl. However Decoud recognises that Nostromo aannot have 

the aame motive for action as he, thus he explores the latter's 

100.raJ.i ty: 

"The only thing he seeins to care for, as far a.a I h~ve been 
able to discover, is to be well spoken of. An ambition fit 
:for noble souls, but also a. profitable one for an exception
ally intelligent sooundrel."2 

Decou.a also notices: 

1'T hat man seems to have a particular talent f'or being on 
the spot whenel'-Ver there is something pioturesque to be 
done.»3 

When on the lighter with Nostromo, Deooud lea.ms more about the 

tormer's inner motive, of his concern for his reputation rather than 

hwnanity: 

"I am so desperate that if I didn 1 t know your worship 

1 0_E. oi t.:, p.175. 

2 
OQ. cit., P• 246. 

3 Op. oit., p.224. 
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to be a man of courage, capable of standing stock still 
whatever happens, I "WOuld drive Dt3 knife into your heart. 11 1 

Conrad stresses the complete isolation of these two men, despite 

their nearness to ea.oh other and common isolation from the whole 

world: 

· Ea.oh of them was as if utterly alone with his task. It did 
not oaour to them to speak. There was nothing in common 
between them but the knowledge that the damaged lighter must 
be slowly but surely sinking. In that knowledge, which was 
like the oruaia.l test of thei.r desires, they seemed to have 
become completely estranged, as if' they had discovered in 
the very shook of the collision that the loss of the lighter 
would not mean the same thing to them both. This common 
danger brought their differences in aim, in view. in oha.ra.oter, 
and in position, into absolute prominence in the private 
vision of ea.oh. There was no bond of conv:lotion, of common 
idea .... 2 

However, when Nostromo is leaving him~ Decoud begins to feel the 

impaot of absolute solitude, and hB desires to hear Nostromo's 

voice again, as it happens, the last human voice he bears in his 

life. 

The account of Decoud' s death has considerable thematic importanoe, 

but this time it is the complete lack of any relationship that drives 

him to suicide. 

He beheld the universe as a succession of incomprehensible 
images. Nostromo was dead. Everything had failed ignomin
iously. 3 

1 Op• cit., p.279. 

2 Qp. cit., p.295. 

3 Oe. oit., p.498. 
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Conrad portrays old Giorgio Viola, the oo:nf'irmed disciple of 

Garibaldi, .as a very simple soul of a fixed standard of morality. To 

him Nostromo replaces the son he. lost, and that is all there is to 

the matter. 1 Personal vanity, the longing to be well spoken of, 

does not enter the field of the old IQan.9 s oomprehen.slon, hence he 

disregards his. wife• s aoousationa 01' Nostromo with the maxim ttA man 

ought not to be tame. ''2 Yet Nostromo is oonsaious of the old man's 

limitations when he returns to the Albergo after his trip to Great 

Isabel. There is no-one in Sulaoo, not even his old patron, who oan 

understand bis motives or share in h.is action. 3 

We see that the more important relationships between men in Nostrooo 

strongl.y intluenoe the development of the soeptioal tone and the Jlt)ral 

themes. Mo:nygham9 s relationships with others are particularly important, 

as Oonrad provides no definite oontradiotion of his point of view. There 

are also significant relationships between men and women whioh play a 

part in the tonal and thematic development of this novel. 

cl Human Relationships between .Men end Women. 

In Nostrorro Conrad does use his portl'ayal of' relationships between 

men and women to develop n:oral themes, as far as Mrs. Gould, Antonia, end 

1 Op. oit., p.126. 

2 Op. oit., p.25~• 

3 Op. oit., p.469. 
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Mrs. Viola a.re concerned~ Only the relationships between Giselle, 

Linda. and Nostromo a.re used to display a romantic love theme. Mrs. 

Gould's relationships show greater aomplexi ty than my other relation

ships between ~ and women in Oonraa. They are partiaularly important 

f'rom the point of view of the development of the moral isolation and 

political themes, and beoa.use they .introduce a n•w theme, that of 

human kindness. Mrs. Gould prefers~ in eontrast with Deoou.d and 

Monygham, to think well rather than ill of people. When Decoud 

disousse$ Mostroroo with her she does not aoquiesoe to his saeptioal 

point of view: «r pre:fer to think: him dbdnterested, and therefore 

trustworthy. tt1 .Mrs. Gould uses her kindness to assuage the loneliness, 

the grief' caused by the political situation, and Conl'ad obviously 

approves of this, although he seems highly sceptical of the ultimate 

benefit actually obtained by people through Mrs. Gould's kindness. 

Charles Gould's relationship with his wife is important. Conrad 

does mention the Goulds' oourtship, but most sexual elements are excluded, 

so that here he is not trapped into the absu.rdi ties of' his earliest 

or last novels. Most of their conversation is oonoerned with the 

politioal situa~ion and the mine. In faot they seldom appear together, 

and when the:r do it is not for long; Gould is always on his way somewhere, 

usually to the mine, in pursuit of' the material interests on whioh he 

pins his faith. Whan the politioal situation grows more intense, Mrs. 

1 .2.E• cit,.~ p.221. 
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Gould is put -well into the background, almost forgotten, in Gould's 

preooaupa.tion. Mrs. Gould feels deeply this preoooupa.tion of her 

husband: 

The fate of the San Tome' mine was lying heavy upon her heart • • • 
He seemed to dwell alone within a ci~cumva.llation of precious 
:metal, leaving her outside with her school, her hospital, the 
sick mothers and the feeble old m.en, mere insignificant vestiges 
of the initial inspiration. HThose poor people ! 11 she murmured 
to herself. 1 

Conrad de~lops this s$rl.se of isolation further when .Monygha.m arrives 

with news of Decoud' s and Nostro100' s ''death. 11 Gould's mind immediately 

turns to abstract planning, which isolates him from everything, including 

his wife, and disturbs Mrs. Gould: 

.Her heart turned to ioe, while her oh.eeks flamed up as if 
scorched by the blaze of a. funeral pyre consuming all her 
earthly affeatio:ns. The tears burst out of lwlr eyes. 

tt.A..ntonia will kill herself' !h she cried out. 2 

With oha.raate.ristic kindness and unwillingness to cause any oommotion 

on behalf of herself, .Mrs. Gould sublimates her feelings by diverting 

them on to Antonia, whom she feels will face a si tua.tion similar to 

It is Mrs. Gould who protects and patronises, yet not in a 

11pa.tronising 11 wey, anyone who happens to require help-whether Giorgio 

Viola wishing to retain his hotel or Dl'. Monygham. requiring a little 

af'feotion in his old age. Thus at the end Nostromo wishes to confess 

1 Qp~ ait., pp. 221-2. 

2 OJ2· ai,t,., P• 379. 
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to her, a European, yet kind and approachable. The theme of' politioal. 

corruption enters again when Mrs .. Gould rein.ewbers that the silver 

corrupted herJ too, onae, when she concealed the truth about it to 

her husband.. The l:'eader is reminded that not. only Nostromo was 

corrupted by the silver. but a lal'ge number of people, to a aertai:n 

extent the whole state.. WhAm Monygham mentions that Nostromo wants 

to see her in connection with the silver, she exclaims: 

"Oh, no! No: .... Isn't it lomt and done with? Isn't 
there enough treasure without it to make everybody in the 
'W'Ol'ld miserable?" 1 

In view of' all this 11 R. P. Warren's assertion seem.a irrelevant: 

Symbolically 11 this is her iooment of vision, her repudiation 
o:f' the logic of material interests .. 2 

Mrs. Gould does not "repudiate" as an act of faith, she wants to 

forget. Nor is her moment one of ttvisiontt, it is one of' horror. 

Nostromo ts confession does not proceed as tar as Razuroov' s in 

Up.der Western Eyes. He does not go beyond allusion, so that the bulk 

of the treasure is still le:ft at the end and, as in The Secret .Agent, 

the instrument of evil remains u:noha.ined, inoorruptible, giving a. 

nihilistic oonolusion to the novel. However Mostromo does remind 

Mrs. Gou.la-and the reader-of the Vf83 he was treated by tl't..e Fluropea..11s 

dur:i.ng the revolution, as a servant, the common property of the ruling 

ola.ss, providing more evidence in favour of his case. 

1 Op. oit., p.557. 
2 Sewanee Review, 59:363-91, July, 1951, p.385. 
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Oonrad's handling of the relationship between Deooud and Antonia 

is also oonvinoing to the reader because of the isolation of their 

points of view, their outlook on life, the one of profound belief, 

the other of profound soeptioism. Thus they are not permitted close 

intimacy, and Oonrad is not forced to embarrass the reader. Deaoud's 

conversation with Antonia. reveals his true motive for aotion, desire 

to win her affection. The picture Conrad presents of them. on the 

balcony is one of intense isolation, not intimacy. I)eooud can see 

through the morality of the land, and he naturally longs to snatch 

Antonia out of its futility. 1 Antonia's unwillingness to flee alone 

makes him. stay and work out his plan. 

Yet in his portr&yal of Decoud on the island of Great Isabel, 

Conrad oauses bis relationship with Antonia. to become as unreal and 

intangible as his contacts with any other people. 2 Conrad reminds 

us of their relationship in his account of D$0oud • s end: 

The stiffness o:f the :fingers relaxed, and the lover of Antonia 
Avellanos rolled overboard without having heard the oord of 
silence snap in the solitude of the Placid Gulf, whose glittering 
surface remained untroubled by the fall of his bod;y'. 3 

The theme of betrayal is strongly emphasised in Conrad's portrqal 

of the relationship between Mrs. Viola and Nostromo. Mrs. Viola's 

1 Nostromo, p.186. 

2 02• oit., p.498. 

3 Op. cit., p.501. 
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curious affection fo~ liostromo seems of itself to provoke hel' tirades 

agai.nst his infidelity. Nostromo is divided in loyalty when confronted 

witll the dying woman's dewmds for a pl'iest. When he chooses the 

silver exploit instead she is not deceived in.to thinking that h.e 

has any altruistic n:otive f'or helping the state, but aoauses him o:f 

vanity and self-interest. These aoousa.tions, it appears later, are 

perfeotly justified. 

The relationships between Giselle and Linda and Nostromo al:'e 

handled very pootly. The fatigue eXperienaed by Oonrad, perhaps the 

desire to have done with the novel quickly, resulted in this unfortunate 

piece of writing. As with Jewel, neithel' of these girls has any life, 

and Nostro~ degenerates into a stock-romantic figure. The portrayal 

of Nostromo' s frigidity to Linda is unconvincing. His love-making 

to Giselle is stereotyped end pathetic. 

d) '?~ Relationship between the Individaj end Sooietz. 

Having considered the different categories of individual human 

relationships we now turn to examine the theme of the relationship 

between certain people and the ht.l:lltan society in Nostromoo .!.n important 

thing to be aonsidered about the relationship between the principal 

characters and Sulaean society is that none of them, except Gould, 

were born in Oostaguana, and none grew up there. Mitchell, .Monygham, 

Mrs. Gould and the chief engineer of the railway a.re English. Gould's 

outlook is dea:i.dedly English, as he was educated there. Deooud is 



French. Nostromo himself' and the Violas a.re Italian. Holroyd oomes 

from. the United States. Sotillo, Pedrito Montero, Barrios and Don 

Jose Avellanos, perhaps the most important of the indigenous Costaguanerosf 

al'e all minor ahara.oters. Thus while each of the principal characters 

is involved morally and materially in the sooiety of Oostaguana, ea.oh is 

enabled to preserve a detached view of the society because of the morality 

ot his own background. They ea.oh maintain a. diatinot, separate relation-

ship. We shall consider the relationship of Nostrom.o and three other 

major oharaoters, Gould, Decoud, and Oaptain Mi.tohell, with the society 

ot Oostagwma, to examine their influence on this sooiety, and the 

society's influence on them. 

Nostromo desires one thing trom human society, for which he is 

prepared to undertake almost any danger. It is, Deooud reports, "To 

be well spoken of. 111 Nostromo does not account himself a responsible 

citimen of Su.l.aoo, he has rather the trade-unionist attitude of an 

employee. He has rendered greater service to the community than 

anybody else, yet the more he does, the more he is taken for granted, 

nor is he rewarded in aooordanoe with the magnitude of his a.otions. 

The question is, therefore, did Nostromo, by taking the silver, oomrrd.t 

a m6ral offence, or was he, given the particular oiroumstanoes of corruption 

in Sula.co, merely taking his due reward'? M'.onygham' s statement is 

strong evidence in tavolll' of Nostromo's vindication: 

1 Op. oit., p.246. 
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"Illustrious Oapataz, f'or taking the ourse of death ~n 
D\Y' ba.ctk, as you call it, nothing else but the whole treasure 
would do. 19 1 

The silver would be of little material bfl!nefit to anyone except Gould 

and Holroyd, who have quite enough money anyway, and the theft does 

not necessitate th• killing or injuring of ar\y'body. To oounterbalan.oe 

this Nostromo• s method of gaining the silw.r must be taken to aaoount. 

Nostromo ma.de no bargain with the Sulaoo leaders of the sil nr as his 

prioe, therefore he was not entitled to it. On the other hand again 

we remeniber that he had scarcely time or opportunity to Ul.ake suoh a 

bargain; it was too late once the si tua.tion was saved. 

Nostromo• s responsibility to the state is far less clearly defined 

than Jim's.. Lord Jim is concerned largely with the working out of 

Jim's personal juatifioation through his relationship with Marlow.. It 

we are to justify Nostromo' s aations we must survey them against the 

general social corruption. Technically, Nostromo rs obligations end 

within the limits of his role ot Oapa.ta.z de Cargadores; an.Y sel'vioes 

rendered outside these limits are really gratuitous., Although his 

exploits are oruoial to the salvation of the state, he is not obliged 

either to salvage the silver or ride to Cayta. So as in Lord Jim. there 

is the sa.nte question at the end of the novelll «who knows?'• Did Nostrooo 

offend? If so whom.? Did his services to the state justify his theft? 

1 Op. cit., p.259. 
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The central pJ;'oblem ot Nostromo• s guilt is left unsolved by Conrad .. 

&rwever he does, it seems, provide as much evidence as he oan :for 

Nost.romo. We shall contrast the relationship between the other three 

men and the state, to see if they esoape more worthily .. 

Like Nostromo Oharles Gould came to Sulaoo with the intention 

of making his name, but as a. responsible oitisen, not an employee. His 

attempts to :remain aloof f'.rom local :politics are made, he believes, in 

the interests of the oommun:i.ty,. 

in Sulaoo has its. effect on him in the saine way as he makes his impact 

on it, He oa.nnot remain untouohed. He has to bribe his Wey' into 

favour .in order to open up the mine, and in the crisis has to throw in 

his lot irrevocably with the Ribieriats. He does not realise how 

entangled he is until the emissary of the bandit, Hernandez, brings 

it home to him: 

"Has not the master of the mine any message to send to 
Hernandez,, the magte:r of the Oampo?i'l 

The truth of the comparison struok Charles Gould heavily., 
In his determined purpose he h'ld the mine, end the indomitable 
bandit held the Oampo by the same preael'ious temll'e. They 
were. equals before the lawlessness of the land, It was 
impossible to dismtangle one's aotiv.tty from. its debasing 
oonta.ots. A olose-mealted net of cl.'ime and corruption lay 
upon the whole ooim.try .. 1 · 

This is perhaps one ot Oonraa• s most pessimistic illustrations of his 

th.eme of the social nature of man. None of Oont'ad' s many isolated 

human beings can "disentangle" themselves, finally. fro1n the society 

1 OJ:.?• cit., p.,360. 
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in wh:ioh they tind themselves. Like a fatality it overtakes them. 

sooner or later. 

Decoud' s relationship to the Sulaoo society is soaroel,y laudable, 

the result o:f' self-interest, as is shown. by his conversation with Mrs. 

Gould on his secession policy: 

11Separation, ot oourse," declared Martin. "Ies; separation 
of the whole Occidental Province from the rest of the unquiet 
body.. But nw true idea, the only one :r care for, is not to 
be separated from .Antonia .. " 

"Ana that is all? 11 asked :Mrs. Gould, without severity. 

11Absolutely. I am not deceiving nvself about ll\Y motives. 
She won't leave Sula.co for nw sake, therefoJ'e Sula.co must 
leave the rest of the Republic to its fate. n1 

Thus one member of the state alone provokes Deaoua• s exertions on 

behalf of its welfare. Both the state and these exertions are oompletely 

meaningless to him in themselves. Deoouo•s plan is put into action; 

the state is saved beoa.use Deooud happened to fall in love with Antonia! 

Deooud's joutnalism, all important to the Ribierists, and oausing the 

Monterists to put a price on his head, is undertaken in an attitude 

of complete irresponsibility., and is of no import whatsoever to its 

writer. 

Captain Idtohell' s relationship with society is limited by his 

personal egoism. and constant optimism: 

Unfortunately, Captain Mi to hell had not muoh penetr a.ti on of 

1 Op. cit., p.215. 



any kind; char&0teristio, illuminating trifles of' eX_pressic:m, 
aotion, or mvement, escaped him. completely.. He was too pompously 
and innocently aware of his own existence to observe that of' 
others. 1. 

As Mitchell is the 11Dat garrulous commentator in the novel, the reader 

mWJ't be cl:U'etul to weigh anything he says against this direct cmmment 

on him.. He has no faculty of' perceptive imagination, therefore his 

profound belief in the integrity of the state• s morality reduces him 

to the level of' a blind tool of those whc happen to haw the upper 

hana. 

If we were to look at the minor cha.raoi;ers we would see how they, 

also, a.re unable to escape the olutohes of the state•s corrupt morality. 

If all are so involved why should we not absolve Nostromo al.together 

beoau1u~ of' the influence of general corruption on him? Conrad develops 

his theme so well that• as the novel progresses, we oan see the tentacles 

of moral corruption, represented by the incorruptible sil wr, slowly 

:toroing all the chara.oters into their grasp, even those who are unooncerned 

and those who oonsoiously try to remain aloof.. Hbwewr Conrad does 

not himself dare to proclaim Nostromo vi.n<lioatedsi but maintains his 

tYJ?ically aoeptioal attitude. The accidental shooting o:f' Nostromo by 

the senile Italian at the end oan soa.roely be accounted, even by the 

most optimistic, as "poetic justice". 

---~_ ... ___ ... ____ _ 

1 Op. oit., P• 338. 
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The people in Nostromo are not $low to pass their co!llJ!Umts and 

judgments on the situation and on other people. Conrad brings his 

oha.raoters into a position where, fl'om the point of view of their 

individual backgrounds and traditions, they are forced to oomment. 

The reader must consider the remarks made cm a situation or oharaoter 

against those made by others, as well as the factual account given of 

what actually happened and what a ohal'aoter actually did. Out of all 

this complexity he is invited to make a Judgment on Nostromo, Oostaguana., 

and perhaps the world at large, (since many of the comments on politics 

and other themes have universal relevance,) or to deoide with Conrad that 

there is no final judgment. 

In Oostaguana there is no moral standard, only a. complexity, from 

which, at the end, we see there will be no hope ,of esoaping. There 

have been disorders in the past; there will be more in the future. 

The entanglemsnt of human relationships will become further involved 

and continue to spread the political and moral corruption. So NostromQ 

concludes with its pessimistio vision of the h~ dilemma. However, 

a roore terrible pessimism appears in _'.rhe Seoret Agent and almost haunts 

Under Western Exes. 



OHAPrER FIV.Hl 

THE SEORET AGENT 

The tiny police and political criminal society of 'lhe Seeret 

A&ent is linked~ like the aooiety in Nostromo, by a common guilt, 

but this time it is less obtrUsive. A strong atmosphere ot despair 

dominates throughout. Responsible people are unable to control 

the unruly; nor oan they avoid being drawn into the mesh of llk>ral 

guilt woven by the unruly. A nihilistio tone becomes oore and mre 

dominant through The Seoret A-sent, to develop almost into an obsession 

in Under Western Eyes.. Thsse are aaoompanied by a. growing atmosphsre 

of fear and terror 1 in whialt the human relationships develop abnormal 

elements, inspired no doubt by the abnormality of' certain human 

relationships in DQstoevski • s works. 

As with Nostromo, there are again critical problems which must 

be discussed before -we look at the human relationships or even admit 

the novel to be worthy of close study. Oritios have expressed many 

opinions on its merits and faults.. Even the more reputable of' them 

show oonsiderable divergence of view. Guerard selects it for close 

study in his recent book, whereas in his earlier one he classified it 

as ot inferior quality to Viotor,y;. 1 Leavis considers it greater than 

1 Joseph Conrad, 1947, and Conrad the Novelist, 1959. 
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Under Western Ryes, probably because of' itm closely-knit structure. 

On the other hand Baines a.ttaoks it for admitting soenes ttwhich oon

tribute little to the centl'al interest 11
, and suggests that while 

1.ronio treatment provides a unity o:f' mood, there is no unifying thE'lme, 

the 11orystallisation" referred to in the Author's Note does not appear. 1 

Admittedly it is very easy to divide this novel up into scenes, 

and the Verloa-Mrs. Verloo scenes do not appear to haw muoh in 

common with the &me Secreta.ry ... Assistant Commissioner scenes. Yet 

besides the link of guilt and the unity of' tone I have mentioned, 

the them.es ot intelleotual and inora.l isolation do reour throughout, 

and the scenes a.re linked in a kind of chain process by the relation· 

ships of' the different ohara.oters with ea.oh other. The Home Secretary 

may not have muah to do with Winnie Verloo, yet he is linked to her 

through the Assistant Commissioner, Ohief' Inspector Heat, and Ver loo, 

and so the chain goes down to Ossipon and the anarchist Professor. 

~he chain doubles baok on itself as both ffeat and the Professor and the 

Assistant Commissioner and Vladimir a.re permitted to meet ea.oh other. 

Conrad is concerned with a. certain strata. of society--the polioe-

oriminal society-not a whole society, as in Nostromo. By the different 

relationships the stratification is linked, the code of :morality of 

one character has its e:ffeot on that of another. Winnie Verloo' s 

existence is the centre of this chain, therefore Conrad Is claim that 

1 Jos!ph Conrad: A Ori tioal Biography, P• 340. 
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the novel was "in intention, the history of Winnie Verloa 19 is 

substantiated within these lbnts. 1 

One of the major objeations to The Seoret Agent and U:nder 

,Western Ezes is that Conrad's revolu.tiona:des, anarchists and the 

like are port.rayed unsympathetically by Conrad, th.at he had no reel 

understanding of such people, and that he reveals a strong oonservati ve 

ta.ate and a poli tioal bias against Russia. A common fault is to 

consider the two novels together :f'rom this point of view, whereas 

in f aot there is a completely different emphasis in eaah. Arnold 

Kettle and Jocelyn Baines are both guilty of this. 2 In The Seoret 

Agent the "revolutionariesn are not H.i.lirised as part of a national 

Ill)Vement, but as an isolated set of shams. This statement of Kettle• s 

ma.y be relevant to Under Western Eyes but it is not to The Secret 

What he lacks is any sense of organised, disciplined, 
scientific revolutionary party or-nnre important still-
of any mass demooratia 100vement among the people themselves; 
and there is no doubt that this defioie:ncy W.timately lilll'i.ts 
the value of his novels. 3 

. While Tha Secret .A..gent may lose iso:mething from the point of view of' 

1 See letter to Ambrose J. Barker, 1 September 1923, in G. J. 
Aubry, ~!!Eh Oonrad: J,if'e and Letters, Vol. II, p.322. 

2 Arnold Kettle, Modern QUarj;er.ll, New Series 3, 3:63-81, 
Summer, 1948, P• 78; end J. Baines, §.osei?h Oonraa: A Oritioa.l 
Biograp}\y, PP• 33Jc.-5. 

3 Kettle, 5?.I!• .~i.t, 1?• 78. 
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universal relevance because of this, it gains very muoh by the 

limitation. Only a limi tea strata ot society is portrayea, but 

through its whole scale. The concern is tor the tiny f aotion, not 

a large netllOrk of underground organisation required tor a major 

political upheaval, with a group of' antisocial, big-talking bu.t 

really indolent men, with no potency to a.at, no answer but to 

destroy. 

Baines rightly draws attention to the oomio passages in the 

novel, of which there are many. 1 It is perhaps the only liOl'k f'rom. 

which Conrad displays considerable detachment. Ibwevel' Guerard sums 

up best the attitude presented by the book as a whole: 

The Secret Agent is macabre comedy, ana it would be possible 
to present it as the very darkest of Conrad's books; a Vel."'sion 
ot Dk)dern life and modern man untouched by grace in any 
form except that of' British legality; a vision (in his 
own 110rds) "ot a monstrous town • • • a oru.el devourer of' 
the v.orld' s light"; a ~ok: about mankind's pett.Y weakness 
and intirmi ty of spirit .. 

The nihilistic tone is enhanced by the close. The situations are 

not cleared Up, the oharaoters are not tied into bundles and punished 

or rewarded according ilo theii.' merits lU::e the novel's many crime-

and-punishment suooessors., Thell o:f'tioials are forgotten.. The 

Professor still roams the wrld, symbol of evil and despair. The 

other anarchists are likewise tree. Vladimir himself', perhaps, 

1 Jos!J;!h Conrad: A Oritioal Biograpl\Y, p., 332. 

2 Conrad the Novelist, p., 219. 
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remains u:n.soathed. Conrad rightly refers. to tti,ts anarohistio end of 

utter desolation, madness and despairtt. 1 

The dark, macabre tone of The Secret Ajent ma.y- be attributed 

chiefly to the small number of pereonal encounters w.i.thin a ciroum

soribed, ola.ustropho'bio atmosphere. Whil"' the novel is set in the 
. . 

immensity of Iondon and the p}\yaiaal i30lation that appears in 1£!:j 

,:!!! and Nostronn does not exist, the people, by Virtue of their lives11 

are as isolated from the rest of humanity as if' an iron ring had 

been placed around them.. Beyond them there is the indefinable 

ttmultituaett, which by its very immensity and vastness isolates the 

few pitted against it. 

Beoatl$e Oonrad select$ the police and politioal criminal society, 

the offioial relationships e.'l:'e naturally more complex, and• at the 

lower level, show a m:.>re sinister aspect than those in Nostronn. The 

personal relationships 'between men and between men and women are 

strained by tear as well as by ITOl'a.l an.a intelleotual i0olation.. The 

theme of the relationship between the indi vi.dual an<! sooiety is further 

developed. While there are problems similar to those. we have enootm.tered 

in conneotion with the theme in lord Jim and N«n1tromq, we are confronted 

with the further problems of the overt anti-social nature of the anarchist 

group and the violent purpose ot the little "Professor". 

1 "Author's Note" to The Secret .Agent, p.xv. 
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a) Human Relationships of an O:f':fio:h.l Nature. 

Throu.gh the scale of the police hierarchy down through the anarchists 

to the Professor there is a large proportionate number of relationships 

ot an official kind. The novel's acttion begins with Verloo' s visit 

to the to.reign embassy, therefore we shall first examine his .relation

ship with the officials ha encounters there. 

As he walks into the embassy from the street Verloc undergoes a 

subtle psychological metamorphosis. He passes from porter to footman, 

footman to lackey, along the passage and Up the staircase. Bis stature 

slowly decreases as he is ushered along the official chain to Wurmt, 

then to Vladimir. Verloo' s approach to Wurmt is one of t•unobtrusive 

def'erenoe 1
• and at this level they make tl1eir conversation. 1 Wurmt 

has to attack, Verloo to reply. !he moral battle does not last long, 

tor Wurrn.t, in spite of' his victory "You are very aorpulent"P leaves 

him.self' open to a.oousation of impertinence whioh he is unwilling to 

receive. He truces advantage of what moral superiority he has by 

interrupting the conversation and pushing Verloo on to Vladimir, tor 

whom Verloo is really no match. Once a.gain Verloo has to wait, is 

ushered along another passage and up a further flight of stairs, along 

a further passage, then to Vladimir, before his vast mahogany table. 

Vladimir's superiority is emphasised. He speaks in Frenoh and 

1 The Seoret .Agent, pp.16-18. 
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is endowed with a much sharper gif't of' biting irony than wurmt. He 

has the luok to sort out Verloo' s weakness very quickly: "Aha! Oheroh.ez 

la tel1lm.e" • and the ability to take advantage of it. He also takes 

advantage of Verloo' a 11professiona.11t status: 

tttou.-a desperate socialist or anarchist-which is it?" 

"Anal'ahist, it stated Mr. Verloo in a deadened tone. 

Vladimir turns to Verloo' s "oareer 11 , to the "job" of anarchism: '!The 

proper business of an 'agent prowoateur' is to provoke."' He gains 

a.soendenoy over Verloo through his ha.rd-hitting manner~ ttThe good old 

Stott-Wartenheim times are over. No W'Ork, no pay. 111 From his state 

o:f moral sUperiority, won after considerable heckling, Vladimir is tree 

to state his own anarchist theory concerning the ldlan Oonterenoe, 

and state at length what he wants done. Difficulties, costs are 

irrelevant to Vladimir.. Verloo• s shop and wife expose him to sea.thing 

remarks. Finally Vladimir is short and sharp, and knows he will meet 

no opposition. 

month. n2 

"A dynamite outrage must be provoked. I give you a 

Verloo withdraws end the whole thing is 11an angry dream"3, a 

ma.oabre vision that reours later when he :is in his bedroom, leaning 

against the window-pane.. Vladimir's impact on Verloo is startling. 

1 Op,. cit., pp.20-26 .. 

2 Qe. cit., p.36. 

3 9P• cit., p.37. 
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Conrad illustrates how the abnormal fee.r whioh Vladimir has provoked 

isolates him f'rom the world and from his w.lfe. 

This luminous and mutilated vision was so. ghastly physically 
that Mr. Verloo started away :from. the w.lndow, letting down the 
venetian blind w.i.th a great rattle. Disoomposed and speechless 
with the apprehension of Ia)l'e such visions, he beheld his w1f'e 
re-enter the room and get into bed in a oalm, businesslike 
manner which made him feel hopelessly lonely in the world. 1 

This sinister psyohologioal trait of their relationship sounds a new 

note in Oonrad' s portrayal of relationships, which is developed later 

through Razwxov' s relationships in Under Western E3!s• While Oonrad 

displs.vs his sense of humour in this portrayal it is a sinister sense 

of hum::>ur. The Jlk:)l'e pleasant te.rcioal elements that typify the dealings 

of Captain .Mitchell and other mre jovial Oonradian officials e.re given 

The ef':f'eot of Vladimir on the whole being and outlook ot Verloo 

as well as his issued order is what sets the subsequent action of the 

novel in p.rooess. Vladimir, from. his Jlk:)ral position of authority 

established through the oonversation by the olash of personalities, 

makes retreat impossible for Verloa, henoe the vision of horror, md 

the isolation. The irony lies in the ta.at that Vladimir• s impressive ... 

ness is only a sham. His stature is reduoed to insigni:f'ioanoe when he 

visits the drawing-room of Michaelis' s patroness and is confronted by 

the Assistant Oonmlssioner. Human beings11 to Conrad, are of no import-

a.nae by themselves. 11Importanoe" is established only by external 
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environment, by their relationship with other$. As an invention ot men 

it is easily rem::rved by a change of oiroumstanoes. 

Conrad• s treatment of the police hierarchy is aJ.so worth examination. 

These relationships contain tew sinister overtones and. Qonforrn rather 

to the pattern of those in Nostromo, where the whole society becomes 

mrally entangled. They :form an interesting study of departmental 

morality end of the haphazard way in which private interest can affect 

even the course of justice. 

The type of relationship between Ohie:f' Inspector Heat and his 

sUperior, the Assistant Commissioner, must have held considerable 

interest to Conrad, as he very carefully defines its terms. The 

inspector is the "great expert" ot his department, but Conrad reveals 

that this is because he knows his correct relationship within the 

structure of that department, not because of' any outstanding personal 

qualities. 1 In tact he blunders by in.f'orming a high. official that 

no anarchist ao'biv1.ty is e:xpeoted beoause the off'ioial is anxious to 

hear this. Not only the anarchists come under the ironic fire of 

The Secret Agent. While they may receive the greatest scorn of' Oonra(J' s 

pen, the whole society of the novel reoeives its share or irony. Heat 

k;n.ows his place and his relationship. By his peculiar code or depart

~ntal mrality he knows precisely what to let out and what to keep 
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A department :La to those it employs a 001Uplex personality with 
ideas anc1 even :fads of its own. It depends on the loyal devotion 
of' its servants, and the devoted loyalty of trusted servants is 
assooia.tea with a oertain amount of a:f'fectione:be contempt, which 
keeps it sweet, as it wire. By a benevolent provision of Nature 
no man is a hero to his valet, or else the he.roes would have to 
bru.sh their own olothes. Likewise no department appears perfeotly 
wise to the intimacy of its workers. A department does not k.now 
so 1U'1.2Ch a.s some of its servants. Being a dispassionate orga.nis111, 
it can never be perfectly in:f'ormed. 1 

This is perhaps one of' Oon.rad 1 s most peroeptive l!!tatem.ents on the 

limitations of official lllOrality. Beoa.use of' this tight offioial 

framework, Heat is annoyed when the Assistant Commissioner presses 

inquiries into bis activities further than the unwritten code allows. 

The Assistant Oommissioner is a misfit to the system, whose oaree,r 

began in a tropical colony and who gained his position through the 

influence of h.i.s wife. In it he is dependent on too many subordinates 

and tied to a desk.. Yet Conrad leads us to see that it is not only 

because he wants to perforlll some a.otion on his own behalf that he goes 

beyond normal departmental procedure, but also beaauee Heat in his 

simple professional W8J' wants to indiot Miohaelia, whose patroness is 

also his wife's influential friend. 2 Heat has a dual motive too, 

a publio and private reason for aonvioting Miohaelia. Publicly 

it is for the welfare of the department, privately the reason ia more 

involved: 

1 o,p. oit., pp.90-91. 

2 Qp. ci~ .. , p.113. 
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Moreover 11 besides being legal and expedient, the arrest of 
Michaelis solved a little personal difficulty which 'Wl!>rried 
Ohief' Inspeotor Heat somewhat. This difficulty had its 
bearing upon his reputation, upon his oom:fort 11 end even upon 
the efficient pertormanoe of bis duties.1 

Conrad's searoh for 11¥>tives goes deeper into this man's personality, 

so that the reader is left with the suspicion th.at Heat wants Michaelis 

because he considers him easier game than the other anarchists. The 

reader is led to believe th.at Heat• s encounter with the Pro:f'essor has 

brought him to fear the power of. a type of' criminal more dangerous to 

his person than the honest-to-goodness thieves: 

And deep down in his blameless bosom ot an average married 
citizen, almz>st tm.oonscious but potent nevertheless, the 
dislike of being compelled by events to meddle with the desperate 
ferocity of the Professor had its say.2 

:Both Heat and the Assistant Commissioner, through their relationship, 

have revealed about them certain seorets whioh show the possibility 

of corruption within the roost straightforward of moral systems. 

The Assistant Commissioner senses that Heat is concealing something 

tor some reason, h.enoe the question whioh affronts Heat's morality 

considerably. This is not in the departmental copy-book of' questions 

that may be put to subordinates with decorum: "Now what is it you•ve 

got up your sleeve?"3 This interrogation of Heat lee.de the inspector 

to imagine an image which shows up the true delicacy of his situation: 

1 Op. cit., pp.121-2. 

2 Op. oit., p.122. 

j gp. oit., p.115. 



He felt at the moment like a tight-rope artist might feel i:f 
suddenly, in the m.iddle of the perform.a.nae, the manager of the 
Music Hall were to rush out of the proper managerial seclusion 
and begin to shake the rope. 1 

As the Assistant Commissioner prooeeds with his interrogation Heat ts 

thoughts take a more aggressive turn: 11you., m:y boy, you don't know your 

place, and your place won't know you very long either, I bet. 11 2 Heat 

is wrong in his first assumption. '.Che Assistant Commissioner knows 

his place only too well, as he shows later in his conversation with 

Sir Ethelred: 

11W}\y not leave it to Heat?" 

"Because he is an old departmental hand. They have their 
own morality. My line of' inquiry would appear to him an awful 
perversion of' duty. 0 3 

The Assistant Conmdss1.oner unearths the curious situation of the 

oommeroe between Verloo end Heat. The department has no record of 

Verloo'a address or doings, henoe the Assistant Commissioner brings up 

the question of private and o:f'fioial knowledge: "And do you think that 

sort of private knowledge consistent with the official position you 

occupy?" Heat thinks this is certainly working within his otfiaial-

private oode of morality. He has gained the information a.bout Verloo 

privately from. a :f'riend of his so he reserves the right to use it 

privately: "Fri vate friendship, pri va:be information, private use of 

1 Qp. oit., p.116. 

2 Qp. oit., p.125. 

3 Op. ,oit., p.142. 
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it-that's how I look upon it." .Heat has a little bargain of his 

own wl th Verloo, to leave him alone in return for information. A 

:further line of the spider-•b of inter-rela:tionsb1p is unoowred and 

the morality of the affair il!I further tangled: "the Assistant Commission.

er repressed a smile at the fleeting thought that the reputation of 

Chief Inspector Heat nd.ght possibly nave been made in a great part by 

the Secret .Agent Verloo." When the Assistant Oommissioner points out 

that Ver loo has tailed Heat in this in1.rtanoe11 Heat• s reply puts a new 

slant on the matter: 

"I asked him nothing so he could tell me nothing. He isn't 
one of our men. It isn • t as if he were in our paJ". " 

Heat shows up his fallibility when he mskes a statement about Verloo 

prompted not by lrllAt he knows, but by his own personal feelings whioh. 

derive f'rom consideration for his home, reputation etc: nMy opinion is 

that he knows nothing of this aftai.r. ,t1 

Throughout this interdew Conrad soaroely disguises his contempt 

tor the petty maohinery devised by men to redress tl:w world' a wrong .. 

The "ju.stioe" meted out by human beings on one another appears to him 

the result of haphazard ohanoe or positive self-interest~ The more 

orderly an o:ffioial system. is, the mre it is hampered by its very 

effioienoy in the performance of its function. 

The Assistant Commissioner's interview with the Home Secretary 

1 QR• oit •• pp.126-133. 
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carries a .similar soeptioal undeli'tone. The two audiences with Sir 

Ethelred are on a higher level o:f' oft'ioial relationship. Sir Ethel-

red' a insist~oe on "no details" while the Assistant Oommissioner fits 

in all the details imperceptibly by using a parenthetical manner rerveals 

a limitation in the mentality of the lofty personage. His at ti tu.de 

to mankind, as though he could control people like a series of puppets, 

reveals in him. a oertain simplicity and naivety, even stupidity, in his 

approach to problems of men, an approach which probably helped him into 

his position, like Heat's lack of' ntru.e wisdom". "We can't put up with 

the innocence of nasty little children" appears ridioulous when consid-

ered beside the deep-rooted perversity of the anarchist Professor. Sir 

Ethelred is too :far removed :from details to be concerned to any extent 

with the Assistant Commissioner• s true motive in taking Heat• s place in 

the investigation. When he asks tor the Assistant Oommissioner's 

ttimmediate motive" the latter is very careful to leave out Michaelis' s 

patroness. The Assistant Commissioner's rationalisation, that he 

aesires a change to personal action, is true, but his private motive is 

equally true. It is highly probable that had the Assistant Commissioner 

not been acquainted with Michaelis' s patroness he would not have taken 

a special interest in this particular affair. 1 

The enaotmters of the Assistant Commissioner and Toodles, the 

unpaid hanger-on Under-Secretary of Sir Ethelred, have importance for 

1 Op. cit. , pp.136-144. 
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tvro things.. First~ they give the ttvalet" approaoh to the Seoretary ot 

State, deromantioising him and his affairs, adding to the satire. 1 

Seoond~ they give that glimpse outside the intensity' of the world into 

which we have entered, the unoonoerned world outside, like the appear

ance of the ooUple in the Genevese garden in Under. Western E.zes. The 

"revolutionary" Toodles, with his troubles over, the Nationalisation 

of the Fisheries assumes a DrJak-heroio nature beside the depth of hUlllan 

problems revealed elsewhere in Tbs Secret A.gent. 2 

The links of offioialdom are used by Conrad to join the society and 

themes of The Secret Agent. The use o:f' such a large proportion of 

official enocn:mtera no doubt facilitated Oonl:'ad' s development of the 

ironie tone whioh is a :major factor contributing to the novel•s artistia 

success. The official relationships help develop the themes of guilt, 

moral isolation and corruption, and comprise as well Oonraa• s DrJst 

oomple~ portrayal of his attitudes to official morality. In the private 

relationships between men the theme of corrUption,__ especially, is 

developed. 

b) Human Relationships between Men. 

The relationships of the anarchists, who are a curious body of men, 

not at a.11 llllited 1 and tvvo encounters between menibers of both police 

1 Cf. the relationship between Heat and his department: "no man 
is a hero to his valet", op. cit •• p.91. 

2 Op. cit., p.146. 
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and anarchist groups are the only relationships of a personal nature 

worth oonsideration from the point of view of the development of the 

Let us first look at the anarchists. 

We are introdw:ted in Oh.apter Three to Verloo• s little inner oirole-

to Michaelis, Yundt, and Ossipon. '!'hey ea.oh pour out their theories, 

but the reader, like Verloc, is quite convinced at the end that they 

are "A lazy lot", indolent, morally depraved and inoa.pable of any action 

collectively or as individuals. 1 After they have left his shop Verloo 

considers their bodily security, behind which they can talk as muah 

anarchist nonsense as they wish without being driven to a.ct in any way, 

and his own dilemma, ei th.er to instigate a bomb outrage or have his 

pay stopped. Beside a, they have no wives to provide tor : 

Outside the ring ot talkative anarchists there 1s the little 

Professor• the bomb expert, who keeps a bomb in his pooket to preserve 

him from capture. Oomraae Ossipon has two oonversa.tions with him. 

Because perhaps, of the intensity of the Professor• s purpose and his 

great oonfiaenae in himself, Ossipon "suffered from a sense ot moral 

and even physical insignifioanoe. "2 The Professor contrasts his own 

standard of morality: 

"I shall never be arrested. The game isn't good enough 

1 gp. oit., p.52. 

2 Qp. cit., p.62. 
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for any policeman of them Rll. To deal with a man like me 
you require sheer, naked, inglorious heroism. id 

Conrad perhaps implies that this does not exist in the official ranks 

of the police force. Artistically Ossipon's second interview with the 

Professor adds to the soeptioal tone and the nihilistic oonolusion.2 

''Exterminate, exterminate!" Against the Professor• s warped vision of 

ex:i.stenoe we a.re confronted with another warped vision, that of 

Miohaelis: ".And so Michaelis dreams of a world like a beautiful and 

cheery hospital .. 11 'fhen the Professor aomments on Ossipon' s vision: 

'*Your notion of a humanity uni VtSrsally putting out the tongue 
and talcing the pill from pole to pole at the bidding of a few 
solemn Jokers is wortey of the prophet. Prophecy! What ' s 
th~ good of thinking of what will be 1" 

Above all there is in their ntinds the thought of death whioh will 

annihilate everything tor them anyway, so that they realise the meaning-

lessness of their words. 

The two encotmters between members of both police and anarchist 

g.roUps, between Ohief Inspector Heat and the Professor, and between 

the Assistant Commissioner and Vladimir display a certain abnormality 

and strongly develop the nihilistic theme. When the readel' considers 

bow plausible Conrad's portrayal of these meetings is, he may be led to 

question the structure of a society which renders them possible. Per-

haps it is best for suoh meetings to be possible, since if Heat~ 

1 OJ?· oit., p.65. 

2 Op. ~it . ._, pp.302-311. 
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to shoot the Professor at sight the P,rofessor would have won the moral 

viotory. While it is manifest that Conrad does not approve of the 

morality of the Professor and Vladimir, :m does not entirely approve of 

that of' the Assistant Commissioner or Ohief Inspector Heat, or the 

general struoture of society that surrounds them. However polioe 

and anarchists are not reduoed to equality as this statement of' Edward 

Garnett's implies: 

Ohie:f'-Inspeator Heat, the thief-taker and the guardian of social 
order, is no better than the intlexible avenger of sooial 
injustice, the Professor. The Assistant Commissioner of 
Polioe, though a fearless and fine individual moves our admir
ation no more than do ea the ohild ... like idealist, Miohaelis 1 

who has been ke.P.t in p~ison for fifteen years for a disinterested 
aat ot oourage~1 

In Oolll'ad's estimation, the Professor and Michaelis both fall far below 

Heat and the Assistant Oomm.issioner. His vision of the Professor is 

one of a dangerous ma.niao, not of an "inflexible avenger of sooial 

injustice«) and to Oolll'ad 1tlohaelis 1 s 1tohild-like 11 idealism is mere 

idiooy tinged with flabby indolence. The relationship between their 

standards of morality is not so simple as Garnett asserts. 

As far as the Professor is concerned Hea.t does represent the whole 

of mankind, the opposing multitude. 2 Yet this representative of the 

opposing multitude is impotent before the moral superiority of the 

Professor, whose determined will and whose bomb makes him untouchable. 

1 Edward Garnett, Introduction to Oolll:'ad's Prefaces to his 
Works. London, Dent, 19 37. P. 25. 

2 _'.rhe Secret A,ient, pp.83,84. 
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The Professor, as a symbol of evil, is still rampant in the world at 

the end of the book~ while Heat and his superiors have disappeared 

before the wind. In a way their encounter echoes the encounter between 

Jim and Bro"Wn in Lord ,Jim. in so :fat' as both Heat's and Jim.' s morality 

are questioned, but Heat is less wise than Jim, and has sufficient 

faith in his depeirtmental morality not to be shaken to the point of 

failure. Yet he is shaken, he is hum.an aftc~r all, as is the Professor; 

he does not go away with a sense of moral superiority. 1 When he 

leaves wtth the feeling that mankind supports him in grappling with 

his problem.a the first he enaounters is the problenl of managing his 

Assistant Conrmissioner t put there by mankind for him to grapple with. 

The f'aot th.at the aroh-oriminal in the affair and the ohief 

investigator aan be formally introduoed at a sort of salon makes the 

reader feel somewwt uneasy about the morality of society. The 

nearest the Assistant Commissioner oa.n give Vladimir by way of reproach 

is a dark hint: 11Ifve no doubt that Mr. Vladimir has a very precise 

notion of the true importance of this affair. n 2 In their subsequent 

conversation outside Vladimir is further frightened, partly because 

he knows Verloo is to stand trial and does not know how mu.cih the man 

has or will let out. The polioe do not fare so badly, but the faot 

that they are able to investigate at all is largely a matter of' lu.ok 11 

1 QR· o.it:.., pp. 9~., 122. 

2 OE• cit., p.224. 
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and the results are certainly lucky.. Verloo is ne.ver brought to trial, 

so presumably Vladimir roams free at the end of the novel, like the 

.Professor. 

Through these relationships at the personal level, all of whioh 

oonoern at least one of' the anarchists, we see how the thread of moral 

oorruption moves through Conrad's little sooiety, although there is 

no focal point of corruption, like the silver in Nost.tomo.. All these 

isolated links are drawn together by the central relationship of the 

novel, which, cur:i.oualy tor a suooess:t'ul Conrad novel, aonaerns a 

woman. 

o) Human Relationships bt?tween Men and Women. 

In The Secret Agent the moral themes receive their ioost intensive 

development through Oonrad' s portra,yal of Winnie Ve:rloo• s relationships, 

especially the themes of isolation, both intellectual and moral, and 

guilt. We shall pa,y close attention to hel' relationship with her 

hWilband, as it is the most important human relationship in the novel, 

but passing consideration mlist be given as well to her encounter with 

Ossipon at the end. 

Conrad's portrayal of' the relationship between Winnie and her 

husband is the best of his many attempts at portrqing relationships 

between men and w0men. It oarries its achievement because of the 

strict eoonoxl\Y of sentiment allowed by the deta.ahed ironio point ot 
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view, with almost the exclusion of any sexual element and a very 

oiroumsol'i'bed passion. The psychological abnormality of the relatioMhip 

increases the immensity of isolation between Verloo and his wife. It 

seems certain, from Oonrad's lesser works, that had he attempted to 

show the Verloos in their more intimate moments or portrayed them as 

a !l):)re loving couple, he would have failed artistically.. Whenever 

Conrad plaaes them together the one is intensely preoooupied with 

something the other cannot share. Ironically, when Verloo oalls 

Winnie to him in his nearest approach to passionate affeotion, he 

unconsciously sounds his death-knell. She oomes-with the carving 

knife. 1 

Tr..e most rerfl.arkable thing a.bout the relationship is the fa.at that 

Winnie does not question her husband's affairs. Mrs. Verloo merely 

aooepts her husband. Her worldly aonoern is for one object at the 

beginning of the book: the well-being of Stevie, her mother, and 

perhaps herself. It is beoause of this concern that she marries 

Verloo. Her oonoeption of morality does not go beyond her world, 

hence Ver loo's shady dealings are not in her province, though she might 

have evidenoe of them. Verloo 1 s extra-mural aoti vi ties are no affair 

of hers either, his trips to the oontinent, or bis walks. Baines 

suggests that this is the result of their indolence, which Conrad 

stresses again and again: 

1 Qe·. oit., P• 262. 



Without this indolence the Verloos could hardly have remained 
together,, but with it they are able to live insulated :from ea.oh 
other, like two wires in an eleotrio flex~ the brea.lcing of' 
the insulation brings i:mmediate disaster. 

From Winnie's point of view the relationship has the air of a. aontraot, 

like an international pa.at of mutual a.ssistanoe. Verloo will take 

over Winnie, mother, Stevie, furniture. Winnie will house-keep for 

Verloc and act when required as his w.tf e, but no questioning or inter-

ferenoe mu.st be offered concerning his outside affairs. To Verloo the 

relationship is free from the contract element, as no such idea. enters 

his head.. It seems perf'eatly natural for him to take over mother-in

law, furniture etc. We are told that the mere suspicion of a bargain 

would have been infinitely shocking to Mr. Verloo• m idea of love, which 
' . . , 

he keeps completely separate in his lite and mind from his work. - Mrs. 

Verloo' s philosophy whioh t•oonsistea in not taking notice of the inside 

ot facts" is a part of her whole being. 3 When Verloo gives Winnie the 

first inkling of something amiss, only a. very slight inkling, by saying 

"J?erhaps it's just as well" to the mother's departure, Winnie's curiosity 

is in fa.ct roused, but only for a few seconds. Her '*philosophy'' over-

takes her in her next thought and she lapses baok to think of Stevie. 4 

At the crisis when Winnie realises what has happened to Stevie, her 

1 Joseph Conrad.: A Critical Biosi:apl\y, p. 337. 

2 The Secret,.Ajent 11 P• 259. 

3 OR• oit., p.154. 

4- OE• oit., p.178. 
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habitual unconcern makes it extremely diff:toult to approach her: 

Mrs. Verloo' s philosophiaal, almost disdainful inouriosity, 
the foundation of their accord in domestio life made it 
extremely difficult to get into contact with her, now this 
tragic necessity had ~isen. 1 

He tries at this point to communicate with her, but can only utter a 

string of' allusions to Vladimir which even a person in his right mind 

would find hard to follow. For Mrs. Verloo with her tremendous 

preoooupation it is impossible. All he mm produoe from her is 

"No ••• What are you talking about•1 11 2 

The relationship is ma.de vivid and oonvinoing partly by the 

extraordinary retioenoe these two oharaoters display in their conversation 

with eaoh. other. Conrad shows ua sutf'ioient to see that most of' it 

I'llW:lt have been limited to the immediate, the physioal. In speaking 

they seldom use sentences of roore than one clause, usually just one or 

two words. The nearest approaoh to a domestic argument oaours when 

M'rs.. Verloo is concerned because Stevie is upset by the talk of' the 

anarchists .. Her oom.raents, whioh never proceed to open attack, a.re 

sandwiched by 11.Mr. Verloo made no comment. i.3 Su.oh is the state of 

Verloo's preoooupation with his job and Winnie's preoccupation with 

domestic affairs that even in conversation their words do not always 

oonvey the intention of the speaker. We are led to imagine that this 

1 oe. cit., P• 237. 

2 Op. cit., P• 21!.0. 

3 OE• oit., pp.59 ... 60. 



state of affairs exietea from the date of' their marriage and perhaps 

before., When Verloc returns after seeing Vladimir, his preoooupation 

is considerably increased, partly because of the anxiety of planning 

the bomb outrage, partly because or the psychological effect of Vladimir 

on him .. 1 

The divergent interests of these two, their isolated concerns 

tor their peculiar worlds, produoes the effect whereby when :f'oroed 

through oiroumstanoes following Stevie's death to oommunioate with 

ea.ch other they sometimes only understand ea.oh other in part and some

times completely misunderstand ea.oh other. They proceed on different 

planes of thought and speech until the words of one happen to attra.ot 

the thought o:f' the other. At times they become so preoccupied with 

a. turn of events in their own situation that they make no attempt 

whatever to gear their minds to the other• s line of thought.. When 

Mrs. Verloo realises Stevie's fate she never really appreciates the 

s:tgnifioance of what her husband says, suoh is her passion of oonswning 

hatred. Her violent change of mood is plausible to the reader because 

Oonrad makes her previous la.ck of nural involvement in her husband's 

activities end guilt so oonvinoing. When suddenly the whole burden of 

it aesoends on her in so realistic a manner it is not surprising that 

her limited mentality cannot bear the strain. While Verloo oatohes at 

the lea.at mrd of Winnie's to try and start up a conversation, her 
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inwal'd thoughts impre1s on her in a kind of poetioal refraim "This 

man took the boy away to murder him. "1 

Their isolation :f'rom ea.oh other; their inability to share noral 

responsibility, is due partly to their limited mentality and lack of 

imaginative fa.oulty. Verloo oannot conjure up Winnie's world in his 

mind.· He oannot comprehend Winnie• s grief'; having no sense of guilt 

himself' he cannot imagine why she should feel any: 

Mr. Verloo was a humane man; he had come home prepared to allow 
every latitude to his wife's a.f:feotion for hitr brother.. Only 
he did not understand either the nature or the whole extent 
of that sentiment. And in this he was excusable, sinoe it 
was impossible for him to understand it without ceasing to be 
himself.2 

Like-iflse Winnie at first has no concern fo'C Verloo'= world, and ... fter 

her a.wakening her mind is so cont.rolled by passion that she oan have 

no oomprehension of it. Her unaonoern, her later passion with its 

dond.nating piotorial visions, are all part of' this mentality. 

The Verloa-Mrs .. Verloo relationship dominates and is oruoial to 

this novel, in whioh Winnie is brought to some comprehension of her 

ooral involvement in the world by its enoroa.ohmant on and shattering 

of her o-wn world.. Winnie never reelises the magnitude of her act of 

killing Verloo, sinoe the extrer.o.e horror whioh isolates her from him 

before she kills him is replaced afteX'wards by extreme tear, isolating 

1 .9.2!'_.9.!!.M P• 246 • 
2 Op. oit., p.233. 



her further within herself'.. The pioto.rial image ot the gallows takes 

absolute possession ot her mind, and the aooompanying refrain whiah 

she has read somewhere: •1Tu drop given was fourteen feet. tt 1 It is 

the suoaeHf'ul portra.ya.l of this relationship, a very cUtfioult task 

for Conrad, that contributes most to the suooess ot this novel, as the 

atruoture of the ·other humall relationships a.re all linked to this central 

point and the dramatio struoture has its olimax in the sla,ying of Verloo 

by his wi:fe. It seems that in portraying relationships between men 

and women Conrad aould only succeed artistically with an abnormal 

relationship of this ki.nd. 

The relationship between Ossipon and Winnie whioh does contain a 

sexual element, tails to oonv.l.noe artist:toa.lly. 

briefly its contribution to the development of the nihilistii::t tone.. The 

idea of Ossipon blindly wooing the distraught Winnie on the recommend

ation of the Professo~ is incredible, as is the :manner of their lo'V\l!l-

mak:i.ng.. Yet if we aooept this, the enoounter does add considerably 

to the general horror of the l~st pe.rts of the book~ the conception o:f 

isolation, the nihilism~ For the very last thing Ossipon is likely to 

imagine when he meets Winnie is that she is on the. verge of suicide 

having slain. her husband. Yet with his profound shook a.t the sight of 

Verloo he is further isolated :from her. From when they first meet they 

111oaraely under•tana each other's words.. Their attitude to eaoh other 
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is totally divergent, Ossipon, casual, a.tter what he can get out of 

it; Winnie, clutching at a. last stra.vt to save her lite. In the end 

Winnie is abandoned even by Ossipon. to the cdmplete isolation in which 

she destroys herself. 

Except for the relationship between Verloo and his wife, the 

different types of indi vi.dual relationships have almost equal import

ance in the development of the themes of' this novel. Through his 

portrayal of the theme of the relationship between individual and 

society, to whioh we now turn, Conrad develops ioost fully its nihil

istic tone. 

d) The Relationship between the Indivi<!~ anA Sooietl: 

We remember that in I.crd. Jim this theme appears in connection 

with Jim's and Marlow' a affiliations to the 11one of us 11 morality of 

England, while the morality of England is not seriously called into 

question. Nostromo is oonoerned with a corrupt state and Nostromo's 

relationship with it. In the smaller society of The Secret A,g;ent the 

state of :England .!! oa.lled into question and the relationship between 

it and the indi vi.dual is considered. There is the question of Winnie's 

guilt, and the curious links between police and orimi.nal.. However 

there is a deeper interest, in the anti-social nature of the anarohiet 

group, es:peoially of the little Professora We shall examine these 

problems briefly as they conoel'n the Verlooa a..Y!d the Professor. 



Mr. Verloo9 s anti-soo:l.al nature and activities divorce him from 

human society so that he has no desire to a.ssooia.te with any 'beyond 

his own circle, nor has sooiety any desire to associate with him. In 

his interview with Vladimir he shows his relu.otanoe to make war on any 

account with sooiety, but it is unavoidable. He has no conception ot 

what constitutes a social evil. His oonaept of social responsibility 

is limited to protection of his :family. He displays little sympathy 

even for his brother anarchists. Conrad shQws that all this is the 

result of Verloo's desire for an easy life, his indolence, and displays 

a strong disapproval.., 1rhe reader is allowed no sympathy for him. 

For Mrs. Verloc in her situation Conrad has a rm.toh greatel' sympathy. 

As with Jim he seems unwilling to lay any direct aoousa.tion at her and 

leaves the oase open to the reader. Winnie oonsideX's the protection 

of her mother and Stevie her only soaial obligations. Outside that 

nothing touches her until the impa.ot of Stevie's death oaueies her to 

recognise Et social evil and "execute" her husband. There is no evidence 

to suggest any recognition of social responsibility on Wlnnie 1s behalt 

outside her own little world. No matter who else Verloo had killed 

she would not haw expressed anything beyond annoyanoe, or tear at the 

thought of risk tor Stevie. Conrad fa.aes us with this problem of 

Winnie's laok ot moral oonoern. Should a moral evil be negleated 

beoause it is aonsidered beyond the bounds or a particular sphere of 

responsibility'? Winnie• a world is clearly defined and it takes the 

tremendous shock of the destru.otion of one thil'd of it to bring her 



to any realisation of moral responsibility: 

.... this creature, whose moral nature had been subjected to a 
shook of whioh, in the ph,ysioal order, the most violent 
earthquake of history could only be a faint and languid 
rendering • • • 1 

Vi'hile he does not condone her indolence Conrad presents her as totally 

unacquainted with society. He does not blame her, finally, for not 

exhibiting more suspicion towards Verloo's activities. 

The anti-social nature of the anarchist group reaohes its intensity 

in Oon.rad' s portrayal of' the Professor. This man's attitude to mankind. 

is not one of conscious non-involvement where possible but of absolute 

opposition, so muoh that whenever he moves among a crowd he feels an 

untrammeled hatred and tear, and beneath it all, despair, since he is 

so out-numbered. Chief' Inspector Heat remarks "Give it up. You'll 

find we are too many :for you. 112 This removes the Professor's grin and 

the reourring thought anulls any ala.ority in his heart. 3 The novel 

closes with an account o:f his opposition, a picture of nihilism, 

pessimism, with the suggestion of the insignif'ioanoe or the individual 

against the mass: 

And the incorruptible Professor walked, too, averting his 
eyes :rrom. the odious multitude of' mankind. He had no :future. 
He disdained it. He was a force. His thoughts caressed the 
images of ruin and destruction. He walked :frail, insignificant, 

1 Qe• ait., p.255. 

2 Op. oit., p.95. 

3 9.e· oit., pp.61,95,305,311. 



shabby• miserable-and terrible in the simplioity of his idea 
cal.ling madness and despair to the regeneration or the world. 
Nobody looked at him. He passed on unsuspected and deadly, 
like a pest in the street full of men.1 

Conrad displays almost a loathing at the attitude of the anarchist 

Professor, yet he uses him as a mouth-piece to convey further his own 

nihilistic attitude, to indict not only his f'ellow-anarohists but the 

polioe society as well. The Professor aoouses the ana.rohist• lll.S shams. 

They do not rely on death as he does. From his position of complete 

independence he a.causes them of tying th.emsel~s to society: 

"You revolutionists • • • a.re the slaves o:f' the sooial 
convention, which is afraid of you; slaves of it as muoh as 
the very polioe that stand up in the defence of that conven
tion. Clearly you are, since you want to revolutionize it 
.. • • The terrorist and the policeman both oom.e from the same 
basket ••• He plays his little game--so do you propagandists." 

When we think: of' the aomm.eroe between Heat and Verloo and the two 

encounters between police and anax-ohists we realise the truth behind 

these statements. The reduction of' the whole thing to a 11game11 reveals 

his nihilistic approach to the world, which was perhaps in part Conrad's 

approach. His own position is truly ttincorruptible" 11 whether the 

polioe descend to savagery and shoot him at sight or whether he is 

allowed to continue making his bombs. Re always succeeds. He rightly 

regards himself the "true propagandist". 2 

1 Op. cit., p.311. 

2 ~ cit., pp.68-73~ 
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Oonrad shows definite disapproval of the attitude to society of 

Verloo and his fellow anarohists, so tha.t the reader is only called 

itt to consider the question ot Winnie's guilt. Oonrad is oonoerned 

more with an argwnent thtm with a question.. Ue takes sides against 

his anarchists and tries to show how e:ny good intentions of theirs 

are miaplaoecl, and stem anywa:1 from personal :i.naolenoe .. In '.l'.'h.e -
Seoret Asent the social theme is very strong, as, in other instances 

besides those I ha.ve mentioned, we are confronted with different 

attitudes to hwnan society, rl'IOstly perverted attitudes. By juxtaposing 

one age.inst the other from his position as sceptic Conrad shows the 

fallibility of them all and at the same time shows his mistrust o:f the 

whole society he presents us with. 

-----..--.......... -........ 

t.Mless ha.s its hunbur wal'ped by unpleaaantnes~ and grinne$s. As it 

progresses the inareasing distress and trlll.gedy overwhelms and almost 

roocks its hwrorous side with a hollow echo. The human rela.tionships 

bind the little society together morally as they do in Nostronx>. The 

oorruption of the anarchists engenders a w:i.der corruption whioh reaches 

even the ranks of the police foroe. There is no esoape. The portrayal 

of' Verloo' s relationship vdth his wife, although often very :funny, is 

Conrad• s most despairing pioture ot the dif'fioulties of human oolD.IllUtlio

ation and of the general limitations of cert~ human beings, wallowing 

in ignorance and indolence. In spit$ of the intensity he gives to 

his portr93al of this tiny part of Inndon society, Conrad emphasises the 



tact tM.t ev-en such a bonib-ineident &.$ this soon disappears into 

oblivion against the il'lmlnsity of I.on.don, an.d of tim.e: 

The sound of exploding bombs was lost in their irtWensity ot 
passive grains without an echo. For 111.stanoe, this Verloo 
af':f'air. Who thought of it now?1 

In Under Western Eyes, the last novel w·e are to consider, the immensity 

against whioh Conrad meaoUl'es the hopelessness and smallness of human 

activity is enluged to the immensity of the :1tate of Russia. 

1 9P• oit., p.306. 



OH.APTER SIX 

lJNDER WESTERN ElES 

In Under Western Eyes, a.a in the other three novels we have been 

considering, moral guilt is again the theme that unifies the varioW!I 

elements including the hum.an relationships, but it is a very different 

kind of guilt trom. that whioh o.onoerns Nostromo and The Secret Agent. 

It is most akin to Jim's guilt in Lord Jim, or rather to .!.iarlow' s oon

aeption of Jim's guilt since Jim is not perceptive enough to comprehend 

or analyse his own feelings. In Under Western Ezes there is no Marlow. 

The teacher of languages who aots as narrator serves a very useful 

purpose but he does not, like Marlow, go beyond this oapaoity and enter 

the dramatic action. Razum.ov has .!!2 aocompliae. He is more than 

capable of perceiving the nature of his own guilt; the conflicting 

problems it al'oW!les dominate his oo:nsoiousness. Through the greater 

part ot the novel he carries the aeoret of his betrayal of Viotor Hal(lin 

in his breast and dares not confess it for fear of being assassinated by 

the Ru11u!liart revolutionaries. He westles with it alone in the face 

of his harrassing relationships with the world around him 1.m.til, haunted 

by ;fear and in thorough exhaustion, he voluntal'ily turns the tables on 

his own suooess and confesses. The reader emerges from his more passive 

role as observer of' the argument of moral corruption presented in !h! 

Secret .Agent to beoom.e onoe more sole judge of the issues, to be Razumov' s 

only companion through his bitter e~erienoes. The reader is given a 
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hopeless task. Perhaps Conrad himself abandoned as too involved the 

question. of' whether or not Ra.zumov was really guilty. Perhaps Razumovt s 

herculean efforts symbolise Conrad's efforts to oome to grips with 

these moral problems and his final admission of failure. At least 

after ,P',!!der Western Ezes Conrad never again portrayed a series of moral 

themes with so great an intensity and oomplerlty. 

It is impossible to oritioize or evaluate this novel with.out 

adopting some a.tti tude towards Conrad 1 s treatment of Russians and 

revolutionaries. an attitude which must afff,t<lt any consideration of 

oharaoter, human relationships or ideas presented. A large number of 

ori tios assume that, because of his Polish upbringing and exile in 

Russia, a nov$l of this nature would provide him vnth a vehicle for 

an outburst of anti-Russian feeling.. In spite of Oonl'a.d 1 s claims of 

impartiality in the Author's Note, this has led to atta.oks on or oritioism 

of the novel as though it were a political pamphlet. However, Oonrad 

claims to "render not so mu.oh the political state as the psychology ot 

Russia itself'", which tries to point the way in which the emphasis is 

tsken off politics and placed on peopl.e.1 Yet Gordan2, Warner3, Hewittlt., 

1 Under, Western E;ye.~, P• vii. 

2 J!'seph Conrad; the :Mald!'J& of a Novelist, P• 9. 

3 !.9.S!J?h Oonrad, 1951, p.113. 

1*- .9.?.nrB;di A Reass,e!l'sment, pp.80-84. 
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and more reoently, Bainea 1, amng the better oritios, have noted the 

presenoe of strong anti-Russian feeling, or Ruasian hatred. Con.rad 

hi1ns11tl:f' insists to Garnett "There• s just about as m.wh or as little 

hatred in this book as in the Outcast of the Islands :for instance". 2 

While Con.rad' a attitude to the Russian situation was saaraely one of 

approva..1 1 this is true in the main. Guerat'd remarks: 

The novel's enormous personal achievement is to have done so 
much justice to Russia and things Russian. It reminds us, 
as we l'eoall Conrad's hatreds and disgusts, how great must have 
been the share of oonsoious ima.ginati ve integrity a.s well as 
how great the devil's share of unoonsoious sympathy. 3 

Conrad's attitude to Russian politics may have been one of disgust as his 

Author 1 s Note reveals4-, but the novel's main emphasis is not on the 

Russian political situation. Attention is drawn rather to a tiny seotion 

of the Russian people, and to that section is given a tremendous sympathy 

ana understanding in their plight. 

Conrad's e~loym.ent of the old teacher of lan,su.ages as narrator 

masks suooessfully his own attitUde. While the shift Zabel mentions 

"to a critical attitude alien and largely hostile or inoo~rehensible 

to the Russian 1t5, is made with the e~loyment ot the narrator, the 

1 Jos!Ph Oonrad: A Oritioal BioE!J?&, p.361. 

2 See lettel' to Edward Gau-nett, 20 October 1911, in Letters from 
Conrad, 1895-1224, edited by Edward Garnett, P• 21;.B. 

} Conrad the Novelist, P• 221. 

4 p-nder ~~stern E,y:es , p. x. 

5 "Conrad,: The Secret Sharer"~ in New Republ,_c, 104.:567-74, 21 
April 1941, p.567. 



narrator himself' has to be taken into account. He is an elderly man, 

sympathetic to people but, unlike his counterpart, Marlow, without an.y 

deep understanding of ways foreign to his tradition or desire to identity 

him.self with those who interest him. The reader often knows more 

about the situation than the narrator at a given point, so that when 

the old man tells of his affronted feelings at the time, the reader, 

familiar with the background, is hostile to him and to his la.ck of 

comprehension. Conrad gives no indication whatever that the reader 

should automatioall;y assu.me the narrator• s views to be correct. He 

does not claim them as his own views. The narrator's relationship 

with the Russians is one of detachment, not alose inwlvement, identifi-

cation, as between Jim and Marlow. He comes into little oontaot with 

Ruumov and has little influence on the aotion. 

Critioism. of Conrad's attitude to .revolution and rewlu.tionaries 

has been applied to this novel as to The secret Agent especially b;y 

A.mold Kettle and Irving Fbwe, this time with more justification .. 1 Oon-

responsible for considerable organisation, for example the projectea 

Balkan intrigue, yet not one of' the people he presents us with has the 

slightest ability to organise anything except petty outrages more likely 

to strengthen rather than weaken a national administration. Ivan-

1 Arnold Kettle, 11'l'he Greatness of Joseph Oonrad" 11 in Modern 
Qual'terlz, New Series 3, 3:63-81, Su.1'!1!.!1er,. 1948, PP• 78-80; 
and I. Howe, "Joseph Conrad: Order and Ana.rohy: The Political 
Novels", in K;,enypnReview, 5:505-21~ Autumn, 1953, ppe514,519. 
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ovitoh, Nikita, Laspa.ra~ Mme de S- al'e "Weak ob.aracters tending to 

become aariaa:tures at times.. On the other hand Guerard is right to 

point to the sympathy of portrayal given to Tekla and Sophia Antonowa. 

Putting these arguments aside however, this novel is concerned basically 

with. the situa:Uon of!?!!! Russian, th@ student RazWllOv11 rather trum With 

the revolutionaries, and his situation.!!?!.! show the plight of a Russian 

ot the time. 

The problems ot this novel must be aonsidered also at a. uni versa.l 

level, problems surrounding a man's relationship to the state and to 

private individuals, with the clash or public duties and private interests. 

Marlow cannot make Up his mind on Jim' a case; the reader cannot on 

Nostromo' s, or perhaps on Winnie Verloo' s; Ra.zumov himself cannot 

disaover his own loyalty. Guerard a.lone gives any real attention to 

the moral progress of this novel: 

Once again we have the story of a not uncommon man whom. chance 
and suffering .i-ender extraordinary; who suddenly has to f'aoe 
a boundary-situation and most difficult choice; whose arime 
both makes and breaks him. r.rhe act of' betrayal, carrying 
him out of one solitude and into another, lends him a aoniber 
magnitude and new moral anreness, and compels hi,m. to destroy 
himself' at last~ 1 

Irving Howe points out the divi.ded claim Russia makes on Razumov, in the 

:form of various people~ as a man having no personal ties to anyone and 

allowing his allegiance only to the whole state. 2 Thus it is not wise 

1 Conrad the Novelist, p.231 .. 

2 "Joseph Conrad: Order and Anarchy; The Political Movelstt, 
in Kenyon Review, 5:505-21, Autumn, 19530 p.516. 
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to rely on Razu.mov' s reaotionary 11Jiistory not Theory'' formula whioh he 

compiles after .he betrays Haldin as a summary of his confession of faith. 1 

In Under Western Eyes we are faoed vdth an isolated man in a 

world of two opposing forces. Because of' the peculiar position into 

whioh he is thrust by fate, Razumov is :f'oroed to haw dealings with 

the Russian reactionary offioials and the com.numity of Russian revolution

aries. The revolutionary oommunity is itself isolated in Russia because 

of' its very nature and more so at Geneva where Conrad gives the impression 

of a olosed "pooket 11 as it were of Russia, transplanted, incomprehensible 

to the outside world and having no oonaern for the outside world. Per

haps more than anything the intensity of this isolation diminishes the 

novel 1 s political eleme.i.1t so th.at the struggle becomes a moral battle 

between certain human beings. We beoome interested.in the personality 

of RazUI11.0V, Mikulin, General T-, the Raldins, Sophia Antonovna, and so 

on, and their :relationships with each. other. What they represent is of 

secondary importanoe. 

Ra.~umov' a relationship with the world, whioh to him consists in 

relationships with certain reactionaries and revolutionaries, is the 

central subjeot of Und,er Western Eyes. Because of the importance of 

these relationships, and the way in Vlhioh, onae begun, the various 

interviews follow one another, the divisions used for ms- analyses in 

1 Under Western Ezes, p.66. 
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the previous chapters require modification.. Raz~v* s eonfession to 

Nathalie r1aldin constitutes the clim.a.x, brought about by the series 

of interviews., Because of this the psyohologioal element of.' a desire 

to oonfess pek'mt:u1~tes Razuioov' s dealings at all lc&vels of ~ olassifi-

aations. There:fox·e it is best to examine the approach. to this climax 

first in te.t'ms of the whole aeries of .re1at1onships 11 in order to discuss 

its thematic relevance, then to sub•divlde different classifications 

of relationships. Baoa..u.se of th!! masculine nature of Conrad• s 

re"ltllu.tionary women, Razumov' s relationships with all the l'ewlu.tionaries 

may best be considered as a group. 

a) Human Relationships .and RaztmDv' s Confession .. 

forced to submit to, Ruumov dt:tvelops a strong psychological desire to 

confess his betrayal of' Haldin, a desire whiah is largely responsible 

for the deep pessimism that lies at the heart of the novel. Through 

every interview he has f'oroed on him, Razwnov becomes more and more 

convinced of the uselessness of his supreme concentration in maintaining 

his pose. in parrJ'ing the thrusts ot those eomm.itted irrevocably to one 

of the two creeds on which his Russia exists. He prefers to give in 

rather than reraain forever in tear. His reckless ambiguous allusions 

to matters it is wiser to keep secret in these various relationships 

help produce this irresponsible tone. 

The selt-identifioation element is again prominent. To Razumov 



confession is a means of bridging his isolation, even at the grave risk 

of losing his life.. The desire may be explained in tel'm.s of a su.b

oonscious wish to identify himself with~- even with a revolu.tion

exy or a reaotionexy, as he is not permitted to come into contact with 

anyone whom. he knows has affiliations with both sides. :H:e truly has 

ttno one-to-go-to", no one with whom he can share his thoughts, his 

feelings concerning his betrayal of Haldin. 1 Instead he has the 

phantom. of Haldin alone to accompany him, a phantom which continues to 

force itself on him at his various times of crisis. He is forced 

to identify his predicament with Haldin• s, yet this identification 

is hateful to him. The abnormal type of relationship which we observe<} 

in The Secret A&el',!! is really developed here. Ra.zwnov' s relationship 

with Haldin assu.mes a sUperna.tural tone. 

The isolation theme is linked closely with the themes o:f corruption 

and guilt. R3zwoov does not wish to be oorrupted in any way; he 

wishes to remain aloof, politically and morally. Hi a betrayal of 

F.aldin to the rulers of a corrupt state leads him eventually to feel 

a strong measure of moral guilt_ of self-corruption~ Forced to join 

the reactionaries as a spy to save himself, he feels that the only wa:J 

to free himself :from further corruption and guilt is to confess to the 

revolutionexies. His relationship with Haldin' a sister brings back 

reQolleotions of Hal.din with terrific force, phantoms whioh he cannot 
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tread dom. The guilt complex produces the desire to haw done forever 

with Hal.din, but the .revolutionaries, Haldin' s lllQther, and especially 

:Nathalie force Hal.din before hiru. The ever ... present intellectual problem 

of his moral responsibility adds to his fatigue and helps break down 

his resistance. His second confession, in the 11lions' dentt of revolution-

aries, in which he finally spurns the world brings in more prominemtly 

the theme dominant throughout the relationships, the longing for peaoe, 

culminating in a. semi- or sub-conscious death wish. His longing for 

detachment, for peace, is never fulfilled from the time Hal.din appears 

in his rooms until his oon:f'ession., Artistically Conrad emphasises 

this by showing Razumov in one interview after another, especially on 

the day of his confession, so that the iinpression is given of a man 

continually on the rack, having to undergo a perpetual interrogation. 

Thus it is that all the major themes and the h'l.mla.n relationships 

through the novel evol w around the central climax of Razumov' s confession 

to Nathalie Halain.. We must now follow more closely the elements 

leading to this climax through Razumov' s series o:f relationships with 

Prinoe K- and the Russian of:fiaials, the revolutionaries, and the 

ladies Haldin. Th.en at the end we shall again examine the wider theme 

of the relationship between the individud and the society of the nowl .. 

b) Hu.man Relationships of an Offioial Nature. 

Conrad's portrayal of Razumov' s relationship Vii th Prince K- a..nd the 

Russian officials constitutes his darkest picture of officialdom. There 



is little humour in these official interviews~ and what there is is 

ot the bitterest kind. 

Razumov' s relationship with his ttpat,ron", Prinee K-, is treated 

with considerable restraint at a more than semi-official level. Prince 

K- is the most shadowy of all the Oonradian officials. It is important 

that he sho'l.ild be so a.s his withdrawal brings into great prominence the 

relationship between Razumov and the Russian state. Prince K--'s 

personal contaQts with Razumov are slight, yet these haw a marked 

emotional effect on the latter. His relationship with Prince K-

does not give him any tangible heritage to a family, .but to his !!dnd it 

gives him a heritage to Russia, to the destiny of Russia. Henoe his 

problem is how to be loyal to Russia in his difficult situe.tion. As 

he has no real f am:ily ties he is forced to m.eet this problem. entirely 

on his own, encl to bear all consequences on his own.. The ruoral isol-

s.tion theme is :firmly established through this skilful and perteotly 

credible working out of this relationship. Razumov has sufficient 

affiliation to ally him.self to llussia.7 but not sufficient to claim the 

personal aid of anyone in his need. 

If Razumov' s and the Prince's relationship is the most shadowy 

official relationship in Conrad, his relationship with General T- is 

the coldest~ General T--- is the most of:fioious of Oonr~d's officials, 

and the one whom Conrad seems to detest most. He has not Vladimir's 

power of perception and argument, nor does Conrad adopt the same playful 
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attitude in whioh he deals with Captain Ellis and Captain :Mitchell. Vie 

see General '1'- from the point of view of his impression on Razumov, and 

this impression, which Conrad seems to endorse, is one of bitter and oold 

contempt. 

La.ok o:f humanity and hl.tlllan feeling and a frowning reserve give the 

general his li'Dral superiority owr his :f."ellovf-beings, including Razumov. 

Razumo\f finds it very difficult to oonoeal the fa.at that he loathes the 

man. This is the fil'st of a long succession of' instances where .Razumov 

finds he has something to conceal. His whole nature rebels against the 

idea of this hence the mental effort necessary adds to h.1.s fatigue through 

the conversations. He is also forced to conceal the Ziemianitoh affair, 

prompted not by tear of being aooused of complicity with Ha.ldin but by 

hwnanitarian feeling for Ziemianitoh. He s\roaeeds in keeping this 

affair secret, but at considerable psychologioal cost. In this conver

sation Ra.zu:mov first has to frame his mrds carefully, to play a part 

consciously, in an effort to a.vo:td suspicion. Conrad emphasises the 

strain of this effort by having it produce an abnormal effect on Ra.zumov• s 

rt seemed to Ra.zumoY th.at the floor was moving slightly.. Th.1.s 
grotesque man in a tight uniform was terrible.1 

'rhe general does not follow up any suspicions he may have; he only Eihows 

by his coldness of attitude that he thinks there is something extra-

ordinary about H.asumov. General T-, with his typically of'fioial 



attitude towards lll9.n'kind 1 ha.a severe li11litations 1.n his idea of revolution-

ari.es: 

"One comfort tMre ii!'!.. That brood leaves no posterity. 
r•ve always said it; one effort, pitiless, persistent, steady
and we are done with t)lem for ever. "1 

This does not happen. Haldin' s execution prowk:es more unrest. 

The 'ioorupulous courtesy" of the general to his visitors on 

departure is an important part of his official coldness, his superiority, 

and perhaps hie cruelty. When Hazumov leaves him the image of hirn and 

what he represents still remains fixed on }'I.is mind, and recurs, aa Vladimir's 

does to Verloc in The Secret ~ent. 

ariat provokes this abnormal vision: 

The letter from the General Seeret-

Hazumov had a vision of General T-' s goggle eyes waiting for 
him:-the embodied power of autocracy, grotesque and terrible. 2 

Councillor Mikulin has a completely different and tar more subtle 

and penetrating personality than General T- 11 so Razwoov, prepared to 

meet the latter, is put off balance completely from the opening of the 

interview. .Mikulin is distinguished from other Conradia.n officials in 

so far as he is not an extraver't, and has ta:r more perception of human 

However, the ooldneas of his official reserve is more intense, 

and the i~ression is given th.at he uses his perception not in order to 

display human sympathy, but for muoh more sinister pUt'poses. 

---~---

1 Op. eit., p.51. 

2 Op. ait., p.84. 
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All the moral braoing up against the possible excesses of power 
and passion went for nothing before this sallow man, who wore a 
full unclipped beaxa.1 

The uncertainty of' things aff'eots Ra.zumov' s mind. He never knows 

exa.otly how much any of his interrogators know, nor does he know how 

much he can safely give away t and how mu.oh he must retain. He does 

not know, in the General 'f- interview or in this one 9 whether he will 

ever see tbs light of day again .. 

This interview provides a very important link in the novel's 

dra.matio movement. It is an intense duel of words, seen from the 

point of view o:f' Ruumov' s oonsoienoe. Razumov is unsure of his part 

beoause of his divided loyalty. He is again forced to oonceal: 

Reserve! Reserve! All he had to do was to keep the Ziemianitoh 
episode secret with absolute determination, when the questions 
ca.me. Keep Ziendanitoh strictly out of all the answers.2 

This turmoil increases tb);'ough the interview so that Razumov loses self-

control, makes irrelevant statements, even walks out once~ pours forth 

tirade after t:i.ra.de, end completely mismanages the conversation. He is 

f'o.rced by some psyohological neoessi ty to allude to the Ziemi.ani toh 

a.f'f'air 
11 

al though Mllmlin obviously has no idea of what is behind that 

allusion. 

1 Op. cit., p.86. 

2 .9P• cit .. , P• 90 .. 
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The soeptioal tone reasserts itself at the end., also the theme of 

the longing for peace and irresponsibility when Razumov alludes to the 

peculiar position in Russian society in which he finds himself, hating 

yet supporting the regime, the position of a. detached thinker, he insists. 

Really his position is that of one who wants to be a detached thinker, but 

who is drawn by both sides at various times to oom.mit himself. Finally 

he objeats to it all, and expresses a wish to retire, to extrioate him.self 

from the situation altogether. 

it.But I protest against this oom.edy of perseoutione '?he whole 
a:f':fa.ir is becoming too oomioa.l altogether for my taste.. A 
ao!ll!!ldY of errors, phantoms, and suspicions. It's posi.tively 
indecent ••• 11 

Yet Mikulin wins this battle, whioh also provides the brilliant dramatio 

close to the first part, by the simple question quietly put, ''Where to?tt 

To the reader it is quite obvious that Razumov cannot retire.. He is 

irrevocably ensnared between a divided loyalty and obligation from whioh 

there is no escape. 1 Onoe again Conrad leaves the oa.se open. this time 

by imposing an equal moral responsibility on Razumov from either side. 

Again the reader is left to decide the JllOl'al issue. 1ilkulin is quite 

right when he insists that Razu..rnov' s position is impossible. He is 

right when he points out: 

"You are a young man of great independence. Yes. You are 
going away free as air, but you shall end by oorning ba.ok to us. n 2 

Perhaps Mikulin is a.ware that the intense ioolation enforced on him by 

1 02- cit., pp.98-9. 

2 Qp. oit., p.295. 



his position will bring him back easily. .f\t lea.st that is what happens, 

not because Ra.zumov approves of the regime in any way or disapproves 

of the revolutional'ies, but 'beoa.use he is isolated from mankind and 

Mikulin is the only person in the whole world to whom he can talk at 

all openly,. In the isolation between the two interviews Razu.mov• s 

world is a nightmare. 

)foral isolation and o:f'fioial coldness are oommon to these three 

relationships; especially the latter t"WO. General T-=-'s relationship 

with Razumov especially sets this novel's sombre, deadly serious tone .. 

However, in his more personal dealings with the revolutionaries RazU!ftOV 

is soaroely better off. Because of his moral isolation from them the 

oomparitive :friendliness of the revolutionaries does little for Razumov 

but put him on his guard .. 

Officialdom does not enter RazUUIOv• s relationships with the revolution

arie11h He still feels that he is 111orutinised carefully, and is still 

isolated tremendously as a spy in their midst, yet they are ostensibly 

friendly, in an austere way. The isolation theme obtrudes as at ea.ah 

interview Razwoov' s loneliness drives him. towards confes$ion, while his 

fear of the consequences forces him to oonaeal. At Geneva incertitude 

is added aa he is not sure how much the revolutionaries know of him.. A 

kind of vicious oirole evolves as Razwnov' s fear drives him to irresponsibil

ity in speeoh which produces more fear and loneliness. The theme of the 
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longing for peace enters especially towards the end of' the acoount of 

the day of his confession when Ruumov becomes more and more willing to 

pay even the penalty of death for a. time of peace. 

Victor Haldin' s intrusion into Razumov• s rooms which is also his 

intrusion into Razumov' s existence sets the situation of the novel, the 

paradox on which its subsequent action rests dramatically, namely the 

encroachment of the world on to Razumov• s existence and the fearful 

isolation forced on him because of the nature of that encroachment .. 

Razumov fully realises the signifioanoe of the intrusion .. His cry 

"There goes 11\1 silver medal ! 11 means far more than the loss of a distinction, 

it means tM loss of' the right to establish himself as a Russian citizen 

alongside other Russian citizens~ to remove the blot of his pa.st that 

has so tar kept hin1 alone in the world. 1 Razumovt s imaginative mind sets 

ot.t a volley of tears that lead up to thoughts of exile and ruin. In 

their conversation the tm souls are a great distance a.part, Haldin calling 

Ra.zumov lfbrother" and imagining Razumov to be in deep, silent sympathy 

with him, RazulfOV being isolated more and more by images of fear. 

provokes the fear, and, after the Ziemianitch ai'fair, the vision: 

Suddenly on the snow, stretched on his back right across his 
path, he saw Haldinp solid, distinct, real• with his inverted 
hands over his eyes, clad in a brown close-fitting coat and 
long boots. He was lying out of the way a little, as though 
he had selected that place on purposEh The snow round him. 
was untrodden.2 

1 Op. oit., p.16. 

2 Op .. olli, pp-36-7. 

Hal din 



This vision is the irmnediate cause of Razumov' s betrayal of rial.din, a 

vision which reveals something pathological· in Razu111ov' s nature. This 

sa:ro.e vision reoUl's through the book, rendnding Razumov that his relation-

ship with Haldin has not ended with betrayal. Their relationship aon-

tinues in a more frightening, abnormal manner. 

Razumov again has a psyohologioal desire to confess on his return 

to his rooms. His 11diabolioal impulse 14 is satisfied by the ambiguous 

statement 1•It 1 s done .. tt1 The desire to confess overcomes his fear of the 

oonsequenoes, whioh al.'e nevertheless acutely present. His mind leads 

him to deliver an inter1n:i.ttent, frenzied harangue similar to the display 

he later gives to Mikulin, with the same elements of allusion, to phan-

toms, even to Prinoe K- and General T-. 

desire to confess is the desire to justify himself to the world, and it 

is this that leads him on to give what he considers to be his position 

in the world to Hal.din, whioh ends in a note of what he oonsiders his 

true relationship with Haldin to be, and, with a f'Ul'ther note of deep 

despair, what he oonaider$ theit' r"'lationship with the world to be: 

"You come from your provlnoe, but all this land is mine-or ! 
have nothing. No doubt you shall be looked Upon as a martyr 
some day-a sort of hero-a politioal saint. But I beg to be 
excused. I am content in f'i tting m.yself' to be a worker. And 
what oan you people do by soattering a few drops of blood on 
the snow? On this Immensity. On this unhappy Immensity! I 
tell you, •t he cried> in a vibrating, subdued wioe, and advancing 
o:ne step nearer the bed, 11that what it needs is not a lot ot 



haunting phantoms that I could walk, through-but a man! n1 

These allusions lead Haldin to realise that he is betrayed, to realise 

the truth of his moral isolation from the one f.riend he thought he had 

in the world of Russia. So we, have the picture of Haldin walking 

wearily yet voluntarily out of Razurnov' s rooms-to his death. It is 

one of Conrad 1 s most poignant pictures of the tragedy and futility of' 

human life. 

From Russia we turn to Geneva and Conrad's aooount of' Ra.zwnov' s 

series of encounters with .revolutionaries there. Compelled in order 

to avoid suspicion to visit the ch&:teau Borel where the revnlutionary 

J:.fadarne de $- keeps her salon, Ra.zumov is first o-on:f'ronted with the 

figure o:f Peter Ivanovitoh., Razurli0v1 s policy at first is to try to 

control, to manipulate his conversation in such a wey that the subject will 

not put him in deep water. liowever he cannot help being drawn into a 

discussion of his affiliations. or to sarcasm at Ivanovitch's insistence 

that Razumov is ttone of J!.!· '1 He has a weapon, the fact that the revolution-

aries have done nothing but talk, while he is sUpposed to have assisted 

in a definite action with Haldin. He aoes not have to enter into agree-

ment or disagreement with Ivanovitah' s high-blown theories, but can dismiss 

them wlth sarcasm or suoh statements as this: 

11J)on't you think that I have already gone beyond meditation 
on that subjeot?"2 

1 Ope cit., po61. 

2 Op. cit., P• 212. 



Conrad gives Ivanovitoh and Mme de S- ex1a.•a.wrt mentalities 

similar to those of' bis official oharaoters, therefore it is not ha.rd 

for Razumov, a perceptive m.an£T to forestall them.. Unsuspioious by 

nature, they a.re not perturbed by- the adequate grounds Razumov gives 

them. for suspicion. It appears that the drama.tic power as well as the 

universal interest would have inoreased if some of Con.rad' s revolution

aries had been portrayed as lllOl'e perceptive beings and more of a matoh 

for Razuniov.. However it is here that Conrad's soeptioa.l attitude again 

obtrudes,. Ii.is attack is launched at the blind affirmations of both 

reaotionary and revolutionary alike, both of which dootrines, he shows, 

are causing misery to the Russian people, t.YPified by Razumov. 

Mme de s- is the weaker of the pair .. Conrail shows that her money, 

not revolu.tionism, is her ohief interest, although she does not recognise 

this herself, and that she has no real perception of Ra.zwnov in spite of 

her assertion, "I oa:n see your very soul. 11 1 This latter produces in 

Razumov's mind a kind of travesty of the relationship of self-identifi

oa.tion-with :Hald.in' s phantom. Ra.zumov imagines she is looking beyond 

him- The notion of the phantom springs to his mind so vividly that he 

is foroed to allude to it unmistakably in the ensuing oonversation. Tm 
abnormal element produoes a strange change in the tone of the self-identifi

cation relationship which removes it far from those, for instance, in 

Lord Jim. 

1 Qe•. oi t., • P• 224. 
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After the interview with Mme de s-, when he and Ivanovitoh talk 

outside, Razuroov oo:nsiders he b.8.s the upper htmd morally so he launches 

an attack on Ivanovi.tch: 

11I really have no mi:fld to turn into a dilettante sp1ri tual
ist. •1 

Ra.zuroov' s demand for "action" is ironical, in terms of his past and 

present situation. lre points to Ivanovi toh himself as the a.ck.now-

ledged oentre of action. As with Mikulin before, Ivanovi.toh'a silenoe 

unnerves him.. Again Conrad presents us with the oonoeption of a verbal 

duel similar to the Jim-Brown oonversa.tion, a. battle between opposing 

minds to search ea.ah other's souls, motives and so on. Razumov tries 

to discover his true position among the revolutional'ies, and Iva.novitch. 

tries to discover Razumove Because of Razumov's self-applied reserve 

and their ooll:lplete moral isolation neither discovers anything. 1 

this round exhausts Razumov. He reflects at the end of it: 

"How am I to go on day af'ter dl!.Y if I have no more power of' 
resi.sta.nce-moral resista.nce? 11 2 

In hi.s exoha.tige with Tekla. which follows RazUl'fll)v does not have to 

undergo any strong verbal battle sinoe Tekla is a disillusioned re'rolution-

ar Y anyway. Her chief part in the novel is that of commentator, in her 

conversations with Ra.zumov and Matha.lie Hald:l.n, on the true natures of 

the "feminist" revolutionists, Ivanovitoh and Mme de S-. 

1 QR• oit., pp.226-9. 

2 Op. cit., p.230. 

Her remarks 
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pay an important contribution to the general a.tmosphere of scepticism. 

While Razumov does, at one stage, make another subliminal confession; 

he can see that there is little ri1$k of Tekla. passing this on. 

It is with the al"riva.1 of Sophia .Antonovna that Razumov' s most 

difficult conversational battle begins, the longest of the whole novel. 

Sophia Antonovna. has a tar more perceptive mind than that of either 

Ivanovitoh or Mme de s-... She has the speoial oare of disoovering 

Razwnov, and her whole conversation is direoted towards that, while 

Razumov has to give all his energies to covering himself ~, to suppress ... 

ing the innate desire to reveal himself: 

She was muoh more representative than the great Peter Ivanovitch. 
Stripped of rhetoric, Jl\YStioism, and theories, she was the true 
spirit of destr-uotive revolution. And she was the personal 
adversary he had to meet. 

The confliot of the two-fold desire to confess yet oonoeal whioh is the 

major conflict of this conversation especially, is surmned up best in 

this sentence: 

The epigrammatic saying that Speech has been given to us for 
the purpose of concealing out' thoughts came into his mind. 1 

The sarcasm Razumov employs vrhen he asks i:t", in contrast to Yakov-

litoh, he is not ''the right sol't 11 would be sufficient to show a. woman 

of Sophia .Antonovna' s peroeption that there was something odd about him. 2 

1 Op. oi t_:.,, P• 261. 

2 0p. cit.,, p.241. 
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Had Razumov behaved quite calmly as Yak.ovlitoh apparently did his assumed 

part in the assassination of de P- would have been sufficient to place 

him in equality with Yakovlitoh. Razu:roov tries to keep Sophia Anton-

O"Vna at bay by using oold sa.roasm. Yet he wants to test her, too, to 

find out what she knows and what she thinks. When she mentions Ha:ldin, 

the image conjured up does not tak.e over his whole being immediately as 

it did formerly, so he has suffioient presence of mind to turn the 

conversation to sarcastic comments on Mme de s~. Yet the suspense of 

the unknown wears him down bit by bit. .His game is a di:ffioul t one 

to play, requiring his whole being and consciousness, and it has turned 

out to be a lengthy one~ espeoially on this day. 

His sarcasm does lead Sophia Antono'1na to suspicion, in fact at 

one place she even hints on the truth. Again, with the increased 

intensity of their battle 11 the abnormal self-identif'ication relation-

ship enters: 

''It is not the time to be frivolous. What are you :flinging 
yoU1: very heart against? Or, perhaps, you are only playing 
a part. tt 

Razwoov had felt that womm1 9 a observa.tion of him like a 
physioal contact, like a hand resting lightly on his shoulder. 
At that moment he received the mysterious impression of her 
having ma.de up her mind for a closer grip. He stiffened 
himself' inwardly to bear it without betraying himself. 

Her attention is clefleoted, yet it unnerves Ra.zumov to think that he 

has given her grounds f'or suspicion to suoh an extent: 

Razumov noted the slightest shades.in this conversation, 
which he hfld not expeotedt for which he was not prepared.. Th.at 



was it .. ttI W'd.S not prepared, 11 he said to himself. 1 

In his isolation. surrounded by this groUp of demanding revolutionaries 

with the constant pressure of their demanding round of' conversations, 

Razumov longs for an escape from his situation, from himself, from this 

enolosed world to the world outside of the Genevan tramaar. She strikes 

an.other blow: did Razwnov coldly attend lectures on the morning of' the 

assassination? The e:f'f'eot of this almost collapses him. The news ot 

the letter from Petersburg gives h.iin further cause for apprehEmsion-

but he still keeps his head. The abnormal allu$ions made on psychological 

irrpulse a.re so obscure that Sophia Antonovna. cannot possibly guess at 

their true meaning. Razumov' s moral attack on the revolutionaries is 

again his weapon tor gaining control of the conversation. He points 

to the emptiness of Sopld.a' s watchwords "Crush the Infamy", which she 

wish.es to placard everywhere: 

"You are eloquent, Sophia .Antonovna," Razumov interrupted 
suddenly. "Only, so far you seem to have been writing it in 

t 112 wa er • e .. 

He is almost overcome towal.'ds the end of this convereation, when he 

finds unbearable Sophia's guarded mention of the letter giving an account 

of Ziemiani toh• s fate. 'rhe thought follows that another letter might 

well arrive giving a f'ull account of his betrayal which would mat'k his 

doom. By luck alone he is saved, but only to endure further trials. 

1 gp. cit., pp.251-2-

2 Op. cit .. , P• 263. 
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Con.rad' s detailed rendering of this conversation is too length,y, 

and results in an artistic defect. However it seems clear that Conrad 

intended to give the reader as full an acoount as possible of the 

wearing-down process Razumov is :forced to undergot in order to reveal 

the depths and terror of his isolation and :feelings of' 100.ra.l guilt~ 

The se:ries of conversations vdth revolutionists is not over. There 

is one more-with Julius Laspara, the drab revolutionary journalist~ an 

anarchist ot sinister, retiring habits. He, too, has his demand to 

make of Razumov, to bring the latter from his detaehment. He wants 

him to write something for the "oause 11
• Laspa.ra. is another imperceptive 

revolutionary. Although Razumov wards off each of' them, they all increase 

his mounting :feeling of disgust and nausea in his situation. 

To find Razurnov• s true relationship with Nikita, the really 

degraded Con.radian Villain who punctures Razl,llOOV' s eardrum after his 

confession, we must look to the end of the novel, where we find that 

they have a lot in common. Nikita is a police spy like Razumov in 

the midst of the revolutionaries, engaged apparently in a double game, 

but, unlike Razumov, a practised hand, ready to kill on both sides. It 

appears tha.t had this m.aoabre eoho of himself not been present when he 

confessed to the revolutionarieap Razumov might have been sent off wtf!!oathed .. 

Thus the sense of nihilism and futility descends once more at .the end 

of a Conrad novel. Razumov, pressed into service unwillingly as- a 

police spy, foroed to undergo the most rigorous psychological tortures, 
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is finally made impotent not by revolutionaries, but by another polioe 

spy. Their interchange reminds us, when we find out Nikita's true 

oooupa..tion, of the Jim-Brown interchange, but with a ol.ll'ious rE:vei.•sal: 

A squeaky voice screamed, "Confession or no coni'ess:i.ott, you 
are a po Hae spy ! tt 

Razumov repliesi 

".And what are you?"1 

Nikita is not reflective like Jim; the question makes no impression on 

him. 

The revolutionists in Geneva proove powerlel!ls of tbemsel ves to 

break Razwnov. It is his isolation, coupled with his abnormal fear of 

Haldin' s presence, that forces him to give up. Nathalie Haldin brings 

these two elements together for Razumov, and it is to the tensions of 

their relationship that we must now turn. 

d} Human Relationsh:L.Qs between Mep. and Women. 

As with the Verloos, Conrad's po.rtrayal of Razumov' s relationship 

with Nathalie Haldin succeeds beoa.use sex and romantic love a.l'.'e e:100luded 

by the pervasive moral tension. We shall examine this relationship in 

detail, but before discussing the final confession scene brief referenoe 

must be made to Razumov' s enoounter with the dying Mrs. Haldin which 

directly influences his conduct. Nathalie's relationship with the old 

1 Op. oit., p.367. 
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teacher is of importance also f'rom the point of' view of the moral 

isolation theme. 

Luckily for this novel's artistic merits Con.rad did not pursue 

the original plan of this work outlined to Galsworthy in 1908, in which 

Razumov and Nathalie were to marry and have a. ohild resembling Haldin. 1 

Had this been the oa.se it is highly possible that Conrad• s decline would 

have set in earlier, and that .'ltnder Western Eyes, dram out into interm.in-

able length, would have contained serious artistio flaws in the latter 

part. Conrad recognised his difficulty in maintaining a moral and a 

love theme at the same timet as he intimates in this letter to .Miss 

Garnett: 

You are a good oritia. That girl does not move. No excuse 
oan be offered for such a defeat but there is an explanation.. I 
wanted a pivot :f'or the action to turn on. And I had to be wry 
careful beoa.use if I had allowed ~self to make more of hel:." she 
would have killed the artistic p\ll'pose of the book: the develop
ment of a single IIDoa.2 

While Nathalie Haldin' s portrayal is not pa.rtioularly :full or colourful, 

in spite of Con.rad' s l'eply to the accusation the girl~ mow within the 

artistic lilllits he applies.. As a foil for Razu,.nov which indeed all the 

other oharaoters are, she is developed to a su.ffiaient degree, no more, 

so that the moral theme is allowed to triumph. Guerard points to this: 

As for Razu:mov • .. . his nominal interest in Nathalie, as soul 

1 Letter to John Galsworthy, 6 January 1908, in G .. J. Aubry, 
Joseph Conrad: Life and Letters, Vol.II, pp.64--660 

2 Letter to l\liss O. R.. Garnett, 20 October 1911, in J.Jtltters :from 
Conrad. 1892-19..g!t, edited by Edward Garnett, p.250. 
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to be damaged ol' woman to be loved, oannot be taken very seriously. 
The matter is above sex. She is instead another major wi tneas 
in his interior drama of self-sorutiny and selt-destruotion. 1 

Had Con:rad pUi'sued with his original plan it seems almost certain that 

the trellendous aoncentra.tion aentred on the problems of Razumov himself 

could not have been sustained, and it is possible that this novel would 

have fallen baok into line with Oh.a.nae and Viotorl· 

Thel'e is an air of' detaohn1ent, a :feeling of bewilderment expressed 

over the oontaots of these t'WO .. Whenever Nathalie and Razumov meet we 

are more aoutely a.wru:'e than elsewhere of the presenoe of the old teacher 

of languages, the narrator, who can listen to their words and observe 

their manner, but who cannot fathom their hearts, so that muoh of what 

He is aware of their isolation from 

him. as we a.re a.cutely aware of' their isolation from. ea.oh other. We 

gather from the guardedness of Nathalie's expressions that her first 

meeting with Ra.zumov must have been rather strained, and that she did 

not recuJJi ve the oom:fort she desired from him, from her only tangible 

link in the world vr.l.th her dead brother. This coolness the reader 

attributes on first reading to Razu.111.0v1 s bet!'aJ"al of Hal.din alone, but 

on a second reading we are aware of the added oomplioation that Razumov 

is a police spy. When Nat ha.lie mentions he.r brother's name she imagines 

Razumov's subsequent emotion stems from his deep attachment to Hal.din: 

"You should have seen his face. He positively reeled. He 

1 Conrad the Novelist, p.220. 



leaned against the wall of the te:rraoe. Their friendship 
must have been the very brotherhood of souls :tt1 

In fact this was anything bu.t the ca.set Razumov betrayed &ldin .. 

and places the wrong interpretation on his behaviour. This adds 

considerably to Razumov•s feeling of moral isolation, whioh is linked 

to his abnormal fear of Hal.din's phantom. He realises he caJ'lnot gain 

an "acoomplioe" in Haldin 1 s sister but m.ust walk on the phantom alone .. 

In spite ot his daily walks on the Bastions with Nathalie, Ra.zumov 

apparently gives her no turtMr enlightenment on his relationship with 

Haldin. This leads to the inevitable myth, a repetition of Haldin' s 

a.ttituihu 

RI a.11 convinced," she declared," that this extra_ordinary 
man is meditating some vast plan, some great undertaking; he 
is possessed by it-he suffers from it-and from. being alone in 
the world. 11 2 

The last clause only happens to be correct.. Because everyone he meets 

takes up these misconceptions a.bout him so that he is :forced to aot up 

to them, Ra.zumov' s intense loneliness becomes more dif:fioult to bear. 

The curious interview with Mrs. Haldin before Razwoov' s eonfession 

to her daughter has a tremendous impact on Ra.zumov. 3 The old lady is 

almost completely insane and talcea very little interest in life. The 

1 Jl'nder Western Eyes, p .. 172. 

2 .2.2• oit .. , P• 202 .. 

3 Qp. oit-, PP• 340-341. 
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sight of her is l:i.ke 11 the revenge of the unknown" to Razmnov. Her 

impotence at first symbolises to him the end of the Haldin myth whioh 

he thinks will no longer affect him, but when he cmntemplates this 

ghost, "the phanton1' s mother 1t, his anger against Haldin is transferred to 

her. This turns to jealousy towards Ha.ldin because he has attained 

the peaoe that he oan never attain .. Conrad brings the phantom baok 

again to Ruu.rnov• s mind: 

It was impossible to get rid of him.. "It's myself whom. I 
have given up to destruction," thought HazWi)!)v. "He has 
induced me to do it. I oan' t shake him off.'' 

Once more, through the dying .Mrs. Ha.lain, the abnormal self-identifi- · 

cation relationship appears. Haldin's and his is a oolllsnOn destruction. 

He cannot throw off the phantom. except by destroying him.self. The 

effigy of 11.t's. Ha.lain is worse to Razumov than the spectre of Haldin .. 

Thinking to flee from her, and therefoX'e Hal.din, physioally, he 

runs out, but Nathalie is waiting f'o:r him, after his long day of' 

harrassing experiences in which his mind is torn to breaking strain. 

He brings himself at last to give up and confess. The isolation in 

this scene is threefold as the conversation is observed by the teacher, 

who is nowhere else more greatly aware o:f his helplessness, and of the 

difficulty of comprehending, through his "Western eyestt the Russian 

mind. Onoe again Razumov is taunted by the abnormal. "It was she 

who had been ha.m:tting him now. "1 Their minds a.re isolated from. ea.oh 



other.. Ra.zumov is so torn by t;he desire for peaoe, to oonf'ess and 

have done 11 that he gives hints all the time of his t:t'u~ nature. Nathalie 

does not follow the hints at all, oannot grasp Razumov's self•indiotment. 

He has the forlorn hope that she might understand him, that he might be 

able to break the barrier of his isolation. By these words she speaks 

in innocence his hopes are roused: 

"Listen, Ki~ylo Sidorovitch. I believe that the future 
will be merciful to us all. Revolutionist and reactionary, 
victim and executioner, betrayer and ~tra.yed; they shall all 
be pitied together when the light breaks on our blaak sky at 
last.. Pitied and forgotten; for without that the.re can be 
no union and no love. 11 1 

These are easy words, till Nathalie disoovers just how muoh she has to 

forgive Ra.zumov, if indeed she is to forgive him. at all. ~he confession, 

a fitting olinlAU:, is the end of their relationship, tor rfa:thalie faints 

and they never meet again. 

Later Ruumov comments, in his frenzied writing in his di8.l'y, on 

his version of their relationship, a strange mixtUl'e of hate and love, 

repulsion and attraction, a aesil'e to destroy Nathalie as he did her 

brother, yet a respect for her as representing truth. 2 Through it he 

reveals the torments he has suffered all along of' !aolat:lon, and 

espeoia.lly guilt. His conolusion, containing a fuxther allusion to 

his identification with Hal.din, reads strangely beside his little table 

1 Op. ai~, p.353. 

2 Razwnov• s ~idia.bolism" to which Gttera.td refers does not appear 
to me an illogioa.l psychological sequenoe, put :ln as an after-
thought by Conrad. (See Conrad the Nov~list, p. 21+ 1.) 
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ot reactionary values at the beginning of the book: 

nrn giving Victor :&.ldin up 1 it was II\YSelf, after all, whom I 
haw betrayed most basely. 1n 

The old 'Englishman's incomprehension of these two he observes gives 

a :further international element to the isolation theme. The teaoher' s 

relationship with Nathalie is calm and friendly but Conrad, in a further 

negative outburst, seems to maintain that a true understanding between 

nations is as impossible to aohieve as a tr\1$ understanding between 

individuals. The Western world is impotent to face the problems of the 

Eastern world. This is most poignantly telt at their la.st meeting: 

To my Western eyes she seemed to be getting :farther and f'arther 
fror11 ioo, quite beyond my reaoh now, but undindnished in the 
increasing distanoe. I remained silent as though it were 
hopeless to raise my voioe.2 - , 

Fortunately the teacher's age and nationality prealude any hint of 

romantic attachment, therefore once roore the novel's dominant themes 

and mood are not interrupted. 

As from Winnie Verloc in The Secret Agent, Conrad maintains sutfioient 

detachment from the Ladies Hal.din to portray them adequa:tely within 

the novel's artistio context. Whenever they appeal' the dramatic tension 

increases rather than lapses because of their own anxiety or because 

the reader knows of the mental torture RazUlllOV is forced to undergo when 

1 Under Western ]~yes, P• 361. 

2 gg. cit., p.374. 
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ha encounters them.. Yet this was Conrad's last su.aaess at portra.,ying 

relationships between men and women. Those in Chan-0e are muoh inferior. 

e) ~.ha Rels:t:ion~hi.R betwe~.n t ha In di vi dual an~ Sooietz;. 

The :lndiv.i.dual relationships in this novel are all concerned with 

Razuroov• s rela.tioriship with the world, therefore we have all'eady examined 

in pa.rt the theme of the relationship betweeu indi v.i.oual and society, 

and have only to consider it f.ron1 the point of view of the whole novel. 

atives of the world. His obsaure parentage allows him a detachment 

from. any connection except the state of Ru.ssia itself: 

The word Ra11umov was the mere label of a solitary individuality .. 
There were no Razumovs belonging to him anywhere. His closest 
parentage was defined in the statement that he was a. Russian .. 

His basic oonoern in life. nevertheless, is not w.i. th the Russian state, 

but his wo:rk: 

lie was aware of the emotional tension of his time; he even 
.responded to it in an indefinite way. But his main concern 
was with his work, his studies, and with his own future. 1 

In a way this nov'"el is the dl'ama of Ra.zumov• s moral resistance 

to the forces of the outside world that enoroa.oh on his private world, 

try to control it for him, so that the more he resists the more it 

enol'oaohes. The vioe-lik:e grip this world has on him strikes him 
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especially when returning after beating Ziemianitoh: 

Between the two he was done for. Between the drunkenness 
of the peasant inaapable of aotion and the dream-into:daa.tion 
of the idealist incapable of peroei ving the reason of things, 
and the true cha.racter of men. 1 

This vioe loosens its grip but is replaced quickly by another, the 

reaotionary-re"llOlutionary vice from which there is no freedom for 

Razumov but disaster. Finally he breaks under the strain, confesses, 

and is then spurned and abandoned by the world. ColU'a.d changed the 

plan of' the novel, so that trom beginning to end is sustained the them.a 

of RazUJ110v's moral isolation: 

Razwnov longed desperately for a word of advioe1 tor moral 
support. Who knows what true loneliness is--not the conventional 
vrord, but t ha naked terror? 2 

At the end Ra.zu.mov is physioally isolated. as well; by his deafness and 

impending death.. 

Razumov' s position in. Russia presents him with. the great dilemma 

ot whether or not to give Haldin up. In spite of his quick solution 

and in spite of his justifioation e.fterwar1~s in his "History not Theoryt1 

f'ormula3, the question remains with him t~ough.out: 

"Betray. A great word~ What is betrayal? They talk 
of a man betr83ing his country, his friends, his sweetheart .. 
There must be a moral bond first. All a man oan betray is 
his oonSdienoe. And how is my oonsoienoe engaged here; by 

1 .9.e· cit,., P• 31 ~ 

2 Qe· oit.~ p.39. See a.hove p.172. 

3 QQ· q~t~, p.66. 
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what bond of common faith, of colmlDn coniriction, 9l!1 I obliged 
to let that fanatical idiot drag me down with him.? On the 
contrary-every obligation of true courage is the other W83• "1 

The guilt end agony Razumov su:f':f'ers later, espeaially in his dealings 

with Natalia Hal.din, show just how divided his oonsoienee really is11 

tm.d bow diffioult it is to decide on whiah side the true betrayal lies. 

While the reader end Marlow are faced with Jim's problem, while the 

reader and perhaps the conmll9ntators are taoed with Nostromo• s problem, 

the reader end Razwivv himself face Razumov• s problems. Razumov has 

a perception, an ability to search his soul ranging far beyond Jim's or 

Nostromo' s, yet in the end he surrenders in despair. 

RazU1110v' s final renunciation of the world, of its values end of his 

departure into obsauri ty contrasts strongly with the flight of the 

romantic to his ftm.ta.sy•worla. Whatever romantic fiights Oonrad allows 

him15elt elsewhere he preserves the oold real1$111 here, as he leaves Ra.z

wnov orippled, deaf, declining towards death, a pioture of abandoned 

hopes, misery tJ :Mlplessness, despair, a man :forgotten by the world he 

tried in vain to serve. 
_____ ..., _____ .,... .......... 

The ending of this book shows perhaps more than an,;vwbere in bis 

works Oonra.d' s despair at the Vf83S of mankind. The people who have 

impressed us by their opposition through the novel, revolutionary or 
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reactionary, seem to be redµo.ed at the end to impotenaeo Nikita's 

true poaition is disoowred and he has been disposed of. Ivsnovitoh 

"unites himself" to a peasant girl. Mme de s- has died mthout making 

a will so that the revolutionaries ao not benefit at all. Finally, 

W.kulin and Ivanovitoh haw met and ex.changed notes. This reminds 

us of the meetings o:f Heat and the Professor and Vladimir and the 

Assistant Commissioner in The Sl!lor,et -!\sent, and adds to the theme of 

nihilism: 

Being alone in the compartment, these m talked together halt 
the night, and it was then that Mikulin the Police Chief gave 
a hint to the .AX-oh-Revolutionist as to the true oha.raoter of 
the arch-sla.rer of gendarm~u,. It looks as though Mikulin baa 
wanted to get rid of' that particular agent of his own! He 
might haw grown tired of him, or frightened of him.. It must 
also be said that Mlkulin had il}herited the sinister Nikita 
from. his predecessor in office. 1 

For all Razuroov' s struggle against the world Conre.d reminds us, 

as he does in T,he Seo>:.,et flient, of t.he futility of human effort. RazUXJnv 

himself chides Hal.din: 

.And what can you people do by sca.tte:t'itlg a few drops of blood 
2 on the snow? On this Immensity. On this unhappy Immensity! 

In Under Western Eas more than in any other work this sense of :futility 

dominates. All Razumov• s efforts al'e wasted. All the revolutionaries' 

plans and talk produce little result. :Mikulin himself is disposed of' 

when he has outlived his usefulness.. Amid all the useless idealism 

1 Qp. cit., p.381. 

2 Op. ait., p.61. 
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Razumov is left coldly alone without anyone with whom he J!:1.!J3 form. a 

friendly relationship and share the burden of his predio8lllent.. He 

never solves the problem of his guilt.. In the end it is no longer of 

any importance to him.. 



CONCLUSION 

Oonrad is forever f'asoinated by the "immense indifference 
of' things, 11 the tragio vanity of the blind groping that we 
call aspiration, the profound meaninglessness of life-
fascinated, and left wondering .. 1 

I have already quoted this rem.ark ot H. L .. Mencken's in the introduction 

to this thesis. It is one which best sWllS up the total impression 

of Conrad's great work. In Conrad's time the f'ull impaot of man's 

insignificance in time and space was beginning to eradicate the 

traces of the Victorian ideals of Progress and the Advancement of 

Mankind. Through Conrad's writi:r.gs the ideal.a a..nd abilities of 

hum.an beings are severely questioned, so that very often man's ideals 

are fotmd to be a mass o:f idle words and his abilities of no great 

oonsequenoe. 

In spite of the subtle treatment he gives to htmtan relationships, 

in spite of his deep interest in the moral oodes and behaviour of men, 

he tries, time and again, to leave the reader with an impression 

of the insignificance of the hum.an community and human relationships 

against the vastness of the sea, the world, the universe, or what, to 

Although the hUt'l1all. relationships 

1 "Joseph. Oonrad", in A Book of Prefaces.. P.11. 
p.1;. 

See above, 



are clothed sometimes in epic signifioanoe, where the outcome has 

an immediate effect on the life of a people, Conrad invariably turns 

the tables to show the unimportance, in the final issue, of the 

PW:\Y strivings of man to order his way of life and to understand 

his :fellow-beings. 

Through the various types of relationships C-0nrad stresses these 

things. In .portraying relationships of an o:f:f'ioial nature, he 

shows how ludiorous it is for men to attempt to assert their self-

importanoe, their sense of authority over other men. Su.oh assertion, 

Oonrad considers, is only attempted by the simple and imperoepti w. 

An easily aoquired habit, it reduces men to a more degraded state 

of simplicity and irapereeption. In his portrayal of other kinds 

of relationships between men Conrad shows how, beoa.use of man• s 

isolation w.i thin himself, or beoause of his D10ral isolation, a rnan' s 

perception. does not extend very f'ar, nor do his idea.ls and ability 

equip him adequately to sit in judgment over his fellows in all but 

the moat obvious of' oases. In his suaoessful portrayal of relation-

ships between men and women Conrad shows the immense isolation possible 

between two persons affiliated to eaoh other by love or marriage, and 

the helplessness of the individual to combat that isolation, even 

through the expression of love. In his portrayal of the relationship 

between man and hwnan society, Ooh.rad shows that although an individual's 

aotions may seem important to a group or society, this impaot is seldom 

the intended im.paot, and, when considered against the Immensity of the 
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world, time and spaoe, both hero and the soaiety itsslf are dwarfed to 

For what is the total impression of the novels of this study? 

What is the reader left with at the end? Certainly n.ot the noble 

feeling at the end of a Shakespearian tragedy• where the hero's death 

is the culminating epitome of his life., Conrad's trageoy ia more 

disturbing. The reader is not allolted the comi'ortable feeling at · 

the end that, regardless of the terror and dread of the apeataole he 

has witnessed, the V\Qrld is put right in the end~ justioe is done. 

Lord Jim is shot in the end at the whim of an old savage. Nost:romo 

is shot also on a whiin, not of a sa:vage, but of a man of sintllarly 

limited mentality. Winnie Verloo jumps ovel:'boa.rd, seen 'by nobody. 

lfobody knows why.. She was not :foroed to, as she was well on the way 

to safety. f\azumov, _poor man, ia not even allowed the hnnol..U" of dying .. 

Oonrad has him aeaf ened and .run over by a trainaar, thoroughly orlppled, 

abandoned in his helplessness .. Oonraa•a conolusions leave the reader 

troubled at the thought o:f' the futility of things, with the sense of 

the Dark Pov.iSrs still looining, a. fw:ther a.nd perhl1ps 1nore terrible storm 

about to break. 

The portrayal of human rela,tionships contributes throughout to this 

impression, to this tragedy of futility. 

concerned at Jim' a inscrutability; try as he mey he cannot penetrate 

this sufficiently to be of much use. It is impossible to over-estimate 
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the oharaotel:' of the heroes in Lord Jim llll1d Nostromo if we beak' in 

mind their relationship with .their perceptive commentators. Phrough 

the mixture of human relationships in !.C!.!W.:~ rune the tainting 

element of the silver, so that all are corrupted by it, and true 

integrity is impossible within the bounds of Costa.guana.. In No$tromo 

and the other. poli tioal novels the prinaiples of ttorder 11 take r10 

firm embodiment in any character to oomb~t the prinaiples of 11 anarohy 11 

as all the characters are bound by their relRtionship to ea.oh other 

in what almost amounts to a common oorr.upti.on., 'rhe sma1le:r sooiety 

in ~he Ssoret A&!n.~. is linked together, oo that morru.ly depraved 

anarchists like Vladimir and the Professor are permttted fr(~e association 

with an Assistant Commissioner and e. Chief Inspeator of pol:Loe.. In 

Under Western Eye! although Rar.urrvv hB.s brill:i.a.nt success in ;ill.lnoevring 

his WtJ3 through his various harra.ssing relationships so as to place 

himself almost beyond suspicion• he confesses deliberately i.n the 

final interview, thus rendering profitless all his previous herculean 

efforts to control himself and say the right thing .. 

In individual character studies oi' Conrad's extl"averts a oritio 

may be able to di$0uss Conrad plausibly as one who nourished an 

optimistic vlew of the world, who played the prophet of the stoic 

virtues. By taking into account the relationship of these ohal'a~ters 

with other men, by oareful consideration of what the rnore perceptive 

commentators say about these extra.verts, i. t i.s impossible to ntAke suoh 

an assertion. Similarly anyone who thinks Conrad has Jim achieve 
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"rehabilitation" at the end does not take into account Marlow's doubt, 

his unw.lllingness to pass a. final judgment on Jim's case.. Ji..:nyone 

who oan look at the oold isolation of the Verloos, the macabre 

dealings of the anarchists in 1.rhe Seoret"_!gent, at Ra.zumov' s £ear and 

horror of the world's encroachment on him, at the desperate helpless

ness of R~ssian society in its predicament in Under Western Eyes and 

consider the tone of these books optimistic is taking his own world-view 

into account, not Conrad*s. 

Through ea.oh of the great vrorks we have been considering, through 

the lesser novels, tales and other writings of Conrad the fascination 

at the 1t1mmense indifference of things" appears again and again. 

Often it is not a mere passive "fascination" as Menoken desaribes it, 

but a more positive despair.. Even a oursory glance at the numerous 

settings of Conrad's work and the diversity of their oharaoters and 

situations reveals his interest in f1l8l'\Y £aoets of human life. Yet 

this vast range is linked by a few themes whiah sound a further note 

of pessimism eaoh time they appear. Conrad's vision is one of the 

first compr$hensive artistio visions we have of the displacement of 

man among his fellows in the uni verse.. The ef'fioa.oy of the 11of'fioial 11 

order of hwnan relationships is disrupted. :t.ian' s moral ordel' is so 

incoherent and nebulous that it is impossible for him to achieve a 

right relationship, morally, with his fellow creatures. The natural 

relationship of love and marriage between the sexes presents so many 

problems that it produ.oea lasting pain to nullify a fleeting happiness. 
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1fan• s predicament as an individual in human society is that of an 

insignificant unit in a vast drifting mass. No moral system yet 

devised by man is at all adequate to regulate this mass, nor could 

suoh a system be enforced by human power if it were devised. In 

his great novels Conrad presents the reader with his artistic vision 

of huma.ni ty undiluted., It is not surprising that a large put of' 

humanity,, unwilling to face this vision, has not found Conrad to its 

taste, or, in studying his works and extolling their virtues, has 

by-passed it altogether. 
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